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I really like it here. 1 love
this school a lot more than
my old one. There isn't a lot
of drama here, or I'm just not
in it. I have feit really
welcomed here.

-Olivia Cook

High school is much better . 1

than I was expecting in
middle school. The most

exciting event was when the
football team went to state.

-Cody Waychoff
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Alisha Linville does

push-ups to honor the
Falcon's getting a
touchdown at the

Army Bowl.
help build our personalities and character.
Our gift of life belongs to us. As young
adults, we quickly learn who our true friends
are. We try to distinguish between right and
wrong. We may not always make the right
decision, but we are just learning. It's often
hard to say we regret something because
we're not sure where we would be in life if

\ /rf

f ̂  r'- Jessica McConvillethat certain situation hadn't happened.

The yearbook staff has decided that this

year’s theme is Begin, Believe, Belong. Let
your experience at FCHS become what you
want it to be. This yearbook tells the story of
the past year. FCHS has undergone many
changes. For example, we had a record
number attendance, and we operated on a
different schedule. Overall, we have had a
wonderful year. These were the best days of
our life. I want to thank the yearbook staff for
all the dedication they put into making this
book just for you. Most importantly, I would
like to thank you for making this an
unforgettable year.

begins to learn how
much FCHS has to

rort Campbell High School is not

like the average high school many
people may think about. FCHS is
ultimately one of a kind. I think it's
incredible that so many different kinds of
people can come together and depend
so much on one another.

As a military school, we have been

able to adapt to changes very quickly.
However, it becomes second nature to
us. We begin to experience the virtue of
life early on. We learn that it's hard to
plan for the future. We have to be able to
jump up and do something new, and it
might put us out of our comfort zone.

As we grow older, we become more

aware of what happens in life. We
believe in ourselves. We start to define

ourselves with dignity. We look for those
character traits that we all want in the

perfect friend, girlfriend, or boyfriend. We
soon learn that in life nothing is perfect.

We just have to let go of things that
happened in the past and move on. We
learn that it is hard to leave behind those

we have grown to love. We learn to tell
the truth even though it may kill us
inside.

offer with Evie Burwell.
I  . ? V ●● '-1V'-V
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Martha Grandin, Ashlie
/i

wise, and Jackie
Lj

Hayhurt listen to a
nursing home patient's./

story on a TCC
community service trip.Trent Brock

Yearbook Editor

i
After a tough first-half

.41'

Mark Boroff gulps his44

Gatorade down to

prepare for the
second-half of the

soccer game.

xperiencing different settings,

people, conflicts, and situations only
Openiny

Troni Brock
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Student ̂ kougkts
James Embry was born on October 5, 1944 in Owensboro, Kentucky. Over the

course of his childhood, his father had a welding job that caused the family to

continually move around the southern United States. Besides living in Kentucky,
the always changing yet fun journey took James Embry to Tennessee, Georgia,
Alabama, and North Carolina.

James Embry graduated high school in 1962. He enrolled in college at Western
Kentucky University in Bowling Green. He majored in military history and science.
After two years in college, Embry decided to join the United States Army in 1964.
While in the Army, he flew helicopters as a Warrant Officer and as an Armor
Branch Commissioned Officer. Major Embry was in the Army for twenty years and
he served in Vietnam, Germany, Fort Knox, Fort Riley, and Japan.

During his last two assignments. Major Embry was stationed at Fort Knox. He
discovered he was destined to be a teacher while he taught Armor school at Fort

Knox. He began his teaching career in Hazzard, Kentucky in 1985.
James Embry got married to LaDonna Darnell on November 3, 1965 In

Madisonville, Kentucky. Soon after their marriage, he and his wife welcomed
children Leigh Ann Embry, Leslie Darnell Embry (deceased), and James Ryan
Embry. Major Embry is the proud grandparent of Nathaniel, Ashleigh, Samuel,
Jackson, and McKennah. He is also proud of his achievements of being a team
leader, section leader, platoon leader, Commandant Commander, Staff Officer,
Headquarters Commandant, Core Commandant, and G3 plans.

James Embry has lived in Tennessee and taught at FCHS for the past
twenty-three years. He plans on retiring after this school year. Embry is currently
undecided on what he will be up to after retirement, but he will enjoy doing what he
likes to do in his spare time. He likes to read historical and biblical books; his
favorite author is Mark Twain. His favorite movie is "Patton," while his favorite song
is "In the Arms of an Angel" by Sarah McLachlan. He also enjoys watching TV
shows on the History Channel. Embry loves watching basketball: he cheers for the
Louisville and the University of Kentucky teams. Did you know that one of his
favorite routines at home is to run the vacuum?

Thank you, Major James Embry, for your time, loyalty, and leadership.

"MAJ Embry is a
great person. I've
only gotten to know
him for one year, but
he has left a lasting
impression."
-Chris Holder

Webster's dictionary defines "veteran" as a
person who has served in a military force,
especially one who has fought in a war. They define
"teacher" as a person who teaches or instructs,
especially as a profession. "Husband" is defined as
a man joined to a woman in marriage. "Father" is
defined as a man who raises a child. "Leader" is

defined as one that leads and guides, and one who
is in charge or in command of others. When you
consider all of these nouns, it should lead you to
the extraordinary James Embry.

The 2007-2008 yearbook is proudly dedicated to
James Embry. James Embry is well deserving of
this honor. He is a great man of amazing talents,
service, and heroism. When his daughter, Leigh
Embry, who also works at FCHS was asked how
she would define her father, she simply stated, "He
wants everyone to think he is mean, but he is the
biggest teddy bear."

"Major has helped me
accomplish many
personal goals during
my duration in the
JROTC program."
-Anthony Juvera

"He was really
supportive during
the competitions. He
helped get us in
perfect condition
before the judging."
-Charlie Badger

"Major Embry has
helped me improve
my leadership
skills, in addition
other useful skills."

-Kyle Walker

mm I loclii:,TlionDeclicalion
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The day we were brought into this world is a day our

parents will never forget. Ever since we were those little
babies, we have been building our personalities and setting
goals for ourselves.

Our life at this crucial time is hectic. We have to balance
so many things, while also trying to figure out who we want
to be perceived as. We have to find those friends that we
can rely on. We often find ourselves falling in love. We start
to take on responsibility by finding a job. We begin to take
that driving test to earn our license. It's all about personal
decisions.

This is the best time of our lives. We need to not care so
much about what other people think, and just do what we
want. We need to be who we want to be. It's time for us to
begin to be ourselves. It's time to live our life

.●■ni Be
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SUMMER Senior Rhonda Miller was selected

out of eighty girls to represent
Kentucky at Girls' Nation.
"I really learned a lot about our
country's government system. I was
honored to be selected. It was an

amazing experience," she said.

(Attendees were Jeff Kelley, Jesus Martinez, Lorenzo
Hines, Corey Tucker, and Adam Hall.)

"I got to be a representative for a
growing state. ! learned a lot about
the political system of a democratic
government. I had a great time.”
-Jesus Martinez
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1. Alexis Slocum poses before boarding
a boat on the St. Lawrence River. 2.
Jackie Pierson and Ashley Gibson went
boating and tubing on the Cumberland
River. 3. Charles Simon plays a
simulation game at Dave & Buster's in
Nashville. 4. Katie Lassitter, Brianna
White, and Evie Burweli get ready for a
girls' night of food and fun. 5. Jelisa
Stevens, Jacky Cephus, Gretchen
Gittings, Rhonda Miller, Megan Reilly,
Brittiny Pannell, and Jordan Veteto were
selected to represent Fort Campbell at
Girls' State in Cumberland, KY.
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This Summe^r I—
"...was selected to go
to the Officer
Candidate School at
FCHS to learn
leadership skills. I
had a lot of fun.”

-Brandon Slocum

"...visited friends
in Michigan. 1 had
so much fun.
Especially when
we went to the

"...got a nose job,
not really. I had
reconstructive
surgery for my
broken nose."
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When was the day you wanted to be a Falcon? Well, reality probably hit you sooner than you thought it would. You are
now a Falcon. Isn't it the best feeling?

August 6, ̂007
Summer Fnde'

dedication ̂ egan.

● t ●
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You really knew you were officially part of the "Falcon Coop" when you either got
praised or corrected at Open House on August 16,7007. Again, welcome back!

Above: Lorenzo Hines and A.J.

Cacabelos compare their schedules in
hopes of sharing some classes their
senior year.
Below: Casey Foster waits in the
never-ending line to get her schedule
changed.

Far Top Left: Brianna White waits
patiently for Coach Berner to give her her
schedule.
Above; Megan and Kathryn Strehle
purchase their Student Council shirt from
Becky Tushar at Open House.
Far Top Right: Mr. Ruhr listens to Olan
Andrews and his dad at Open House.

Left: On the first day, lunch seems like it
never comes, but when it does standing in
the lunch line reminds you to tell mom to
pack a lunch for you tomorrow.

Right: Chelsea Smith brings in her school
materials of hopes to store them in the
small lockers.

Below: Melody Baker and Sammantha

Foley share a hug after not seeing each
other all summer, as Zack Bontrager looks

Above: Mr. Witte helps give out schedules
to the juniors.

Above Middle: Nikki Swope preps herself
before she walks towards the school.

Right: Jordan Brower helps guide new
students Jessica McConville, less Miller,

Jourdan Lewis, and RJ Lewis into the
school.

Rsr Right: Samantha Amorine glances at
John Anderson's schedule to see if they

have any classes together.
A7

7
i
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Above: iliana and Linda Nieves

compare schedules to see if they
can confuse their teachers this year

Fust nav t'pi‘1 - K.

Kvu- Mi'V't-. .n .pi tki

Above: Joel Ortiz is surprised he
caught the bus on time because his
sleep schedule is still in "summer
mode."

B Bogin

Trent Brock
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Tweety
ifledsr I!

' ● j Tweety is getting ready to go to cheer practice!

Networks;
Sex:

Relationship Status:
Looking For:
Birthday;
Hometown:

Fort Campbell High Sc

●I
i'SCRATCHHHHHH!!! hool

Female
Single
Friends
8/26/07
Fort Campbell, Kentucky

"A friend is a single
soul dwelling in two
bodies." -Aristotle

SCRATCHHHHHH!!! is amazed at the yearbook.

SCRATCHHHHHHIM's latest blog entry.
How often do you blog??Fort Campbell, KY

United States T Mini Feed
"I only read people's blogs if they are interesting. ! won't
write my own though."

t

® Last Login: Daily Ashley Ott-Troy Turner View Photos of Me (27)
View Your SuperlativesSCRATCHHHHHHMI's friends.

jaKe_TALKen
"I like Facebook because it's a lot easier
than MySpace. It's a lot easier to keep
updated."

Who Calls You A Top Friend...4 V.

Compare Friends
Edit My Where I've Been Map

Everytime I walk by a computer I
have to check my stuff. I like

MySpace better than Facebook.
Facebook, ugh."

Would You Date Me?
I SCRATCHHHHHHiirs interests. Social Profile

Edit My Profile
T The Wall

As of January 2008,
approximately

,  230,000,000 accounts
had been created on

MySpace.

▼ Friends of Tweety (640)

Bill Gates estimates that
Facebook is worth 15 billion

dollars.

ChelseaAdelman
Shannon Cortez

I  love Facebook. It's easy to use and
clean. I feel safer on it."

MySpace is good because I can
keep in touch with old friends."

'  49.8% of
MySpace

j  users are
j  male.

50.2% of
MySpace
users are
female.

NikkiSwopekAMiEOn.hAYes
Even though I have a MySpace I like
Facebook better. It is more serious."I have 391 friends on my MySpace. I

get on like four times a day. I very
rarely change my page. I don't even

have a Facebook."
httf>J/B(^eMn.eqm/atthhB/2007/05/11/Myspa^-S;atispcs.aspx

\  MySpace users visit the
I site 20% more often than
j Facebook users visit their
;  Facebook.

▼ Friends in Other Networks
Amber Schmidt

morgan meade ▼ The Advanced Wall

Max Moser
I  like MySpace better because more

people have it and it's less
complicated."

"Weil, I 'm not
allowed to
have a
MySpace,
so Facebook

is my way around that. I l ike
Facebook's messaging system
better anyways."

A lot of other people use Facebook.
That's why I like it."hipj//mfi8h^e.can^007/07/11/myspace-versus-facebook/

"I don't mind that my
daughter has a MySpace. I
check it once a week, and

as long as she keeps it
clean, I don't care."

-Mrs. Largent

MarandaMurray 11
i  love my MySpace. I am on it like

24/7."

Jordan Brov/or



Maurice Henderson Vincent PorrecaJessie BodifordAndrea Windover
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Che sea SmithAdam HallJacky CephusRhonda Miller

i
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Nate TotmanDexter Durrante

Nichole HollandKendra ThompsonMartha Grandin Jelisa StevensDarrissa DodsonJordan Veteto
R,.v

B Begin

Kaire Lassillcr



What was it
What is your
worst driving
experience? by yourself

for the first
time?"When ! went

head on into

oncoming traffic in
Hopkinsville."
-Alan Johnson

Li 'll-
It was exhilarating,

Chris Englen Kevin Hoagland I feit free.RJ Lewis

-Corey Tucker

"When I spun out
off the road onto
the soccer field."
-Jose Alvarez

"It was extravagant,
like a long walk on
the beach."
-Vincent Porreca

Adam Hall Jelisa Stevens

<
"I was trying to
drift, and I ended
up doing a 180."
-Mike Hartrum

1
' t

"It was fun, 1 was

with my friends,
and we had the
windows down with

the music really
loud."
-Brianna White

■'U-

Lacie Lloyd Aaron JuveraCJ Croft Vincent Porreca

1 V"''

"I got airborne with
my dad's truck and
totaled it."

-Zack Bontrager
Zack Bontrager Jose Alvarez

"1 was extremely
nervous."

-Lacie Lloyd
in

I was on an icy
road in Kansas,
and my brakes
stopped working.

-Nick Mason

■

Chelsea Smith Mike Hartrum Brian Johnson

Most Popular
Car Color

"I was on a bridge
when some old guy
cut me off, and I
almost swerved
into the side of the
bridge, but I didn't."

-Brian Johnson

Nate Totman Evie Burwell,
Brianna White,
Katie Lassitter Most Popular

Car Brand

Amaryllis Wilson Olan Andrews Jordan Veteto

El EJfccjin
JellJell Kollriy



The bonfire

lights up the
night's sky.

Aidrin

Evangelista,
Kristabel!

Cacabelos, and
Jesse Togawa
hang out at the

bonfire.

Scott Rife end
th© Rif©kete©rs
take first place

in the

'Pep Your Ride"
competition.

Rebecca
McDonald

chows down

on a hotdog at
the bonfire.

SpiriT K('

N

Ambra Noble throws a

peace sign to complete her
70's look.

These freshmen students

show their variety of styles
for Blue/Gray Day.

Melody Baker and Zack
Bontrager sport their

"Super Senior" shirts for
Color War Day.

Andrea Windover and
Clarisse Mondoux pose for
the camera to show their

school spirit.

I

I

I

:K
Raquan Durrante chills with

his teddy bear.
The junior powderpuff team
huddles together to discuss

their next play. e as rocker Jimi
 Hendrix

walks tonprrious Brovin
as he sports the 70's

erd look^n

Olivia Cook is caught in a
pose while walking to class.

Josh McWherter cheers on
his senior classmates in the

powderpuff football game.

Branden Ward resurrects

Steve Urkel for Decade Day.

Andrea Hart and Deanna

Aponte-Anderson strike a
pose on Chill Day.

class

and Kaytlyn Rosynek
showing how they chill

1. Bridgette Williams, Rebekah Johnson, Kisa
Billings, and Raven Porreca make an
appearance at their first homecoming bonfire.
2. Zach Elliott. Bryce Whitson, Kevin
Hoagland, Mark Boroff, and Nick Wilhelm
show their Falcon spirit at the Homecoming
game.
3. Trista Jones. Josh Scruggs, and Chris
Ward stock up on food as they head to the
bonfire.
4 Kurtis Sobocinski. Maranda Murray, Victor
Martinez, Matt Reilly, and Tyler Nikolao
proudly sport their orange class color.
5 Shonna Murphy jumps to make a catch al
the powderpuff game

nderson
f^allway

He
1, Kelsey

i| walk down the to block the seniorattemptout. Iris
o Freshmen g' ff game,

airls in the E'^ie Burwell. Bnanna
3 Katie (^mer are
Whit®' snd Campbell High School

of and Katie Bontrager gel

nhvsical on Dec^g^gn Wade. John Taylor,
£ Tv'er engia^^ . ̂ ead towards the free food
!nd Matt McC®^

Ladies
plum

4, Taylor

bonfir®
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WH4TS YOUR

aJMEM?
"My favorite
restaurant? I
love the
Cheesecake

Factory.
Mmm!"

e eagen on
"Actually, it's
twelve or

maybe before
twelve. I have
to be in the
house before
twelve.”

Antonette Dorsey, senior

Emmanuel Stewart, senior

Now, for those of you with parents you
claim are "too strict," we got some quotes
from kids just like you! You're not the only
one with a curfew and since you're not, we
came up with a great idea. Going out to
dinner is a way to socialize, fill your tummy,
and not keep you out after curfew. So to
help you out, we asked your peers what
they think the most enjoyable local
restaurants are.

We hope you have nights that are fun
and that never hold a dull moment. We

want you to experience the best of high
school even when hanging out with your
friends at a football game. So be safe, think
wise, and have the best times you can
while livin' life late.

The most common question on Friday
nights is "What am I going to do tonight?" You
easily try to solve the predicament by getting a
bunch of your friends together to hang out at
your house. If that doesn't pan out, you try to get
everyone to go to the movies, but sometimes not
everybody wants to see the same movie.

You're stuck with the new and hopeless
question of "Now what?" Well, here are some
great solutions to help with your problem! Here at
Fort Campbell High School, we have asked
some of your peers about what they like to do on
their weekends. With the help of some
free-lance photographers and your yearbook
staff members, we have been able to get
pictures of students in their activities just so you
could see it for yourself.

I'd have to

say

I Ranchos.

"Curfew? Urn,
I don't have
one." i

Shane Veteto, junior
Above: On Friday nights, Nate Totman likes to show off his car while racing down the strip at the
Clarksville Speedway.

Kristabell Cacabeios, sophomore
"Yamatos,
yeah I like
Yamatos, it's
good.""My mom

says my
curfew is
whatever
Zach Elliott's
curfew is."

Taylor Plummer

Cassie Littera!, freshmanAbove: Fort Campbell's Friday night lights attract crowds of "Falcon fans" to cheer on and
support their home team!

Mark Boroff, senior
jNDAY S WENSDAY
happy H0UR5T010

"I don't know.
I  like Jack-in-
the-Box. I like
the breakfast
sandwiches!"

:
I T' > ̂"My curfew?

Well, my
curfew is at
eleven."

H

Martinez Davis, sophomore

Ian Desilva, senior
"I like
Outback
Steakhouse.

"Oh, my
curfew? It's

11:30, 1
think." Top: Kyle Miller does a trick at the skate park on

post in his free-time.
Bottom: Erik Tomaszewski knows how to
skateboard hard!

Above: Ashley Gibson, Jackie Tameshia Rowe, sophomore
Pierson, Scottie Brown, and
Lockard Cassity like to hang out
at the Great Escape movie

Right: Katie Bontrager, Kate Vail, Stephanie
Medina, Taylor Plummer, Jordan Brower, and
Trent Brock are regular customers at Pancho

Jacky Cephus, senior

WMAT5 YOUR

FAVORfTE
RESTAURAiriF

theatre.

Left Above: Kevin Hoagland
and Kori Lutz spend their time atVilla.
a friend's house.

Left: Jeff Kelley, Nick Mason,
Vincent Porreca, Adam Hall, and
Jose Alvarez take a late night
swim while playing dress-up.

HLivin' Lite Lalo

Taylor PlummerTaylor Plummer
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Takin Care
{ Busines-ir ■

Jordan Veteto

smiles big on
her first day on
the job at The
Clock Shop in

Many FCHS studer
work throughout th>
like Briana Wooten

Jennifer Otey, and
Drew.

the PX.

Mike Massie, A.J. Cacabelos, Lorenzo Hines, Corey Tucker, Chris Ward, Justin Watts
Branden Ward, Alan Johnson, Manny Stewart, Garrett Campos, Robbie Townsend,
Mario Flint, and Dexter Durrante all work together as baggers at the Commissary.

k. 'v

Aimee DeMoss enjoys
her job working as a
lifeguard at Gardner

Pool.

JIJU.« 1
i \

r

1. Brooklyn Matthews helps work the drive-thru
window at McDonald's.

2. Anthony Juvera works at the KFC/Taco Bell
right here on post!
3. Jose Alvarez shows off his spatula at Dairy
Queen.

'’i

●i.m
1. Branden Lombardo and Nate Totman show off during work at Gear to Go.
2. Essence Brown and B'Anatryia Faggart enjoy working together at Sonic.
3. Ashlie Wise enjoys making pizzas at Papa John's right outside Gate 4.
4. Nichole Visnick has long, cold nights at the Baskin Robins in the PX.
5. Chris Acosta and Jeremy Rooks work at KFC/Taco Bell.
6. Lacie Lloyd gets to make flower arrangements at the PX flower shop.

WlMl'MVlMild you like to work?
"Mercedes Benz

f-, car lot, because I
want to test drive

the cars."
Amaryllis Wilson,

senior

"Wal-Mart,
because

I don't shop
anywhere else.'
Tony McDonald

sophomore
I

Hibbett Sports,
so I can get a
discount on

football
equipment."

Ren Dowden,
senior

'Toys-R-Us, so I can
work around toys!"

Whitney Taylor,
freshman

"Skate shop,
because I like to

skate."
Ricardo Cano,

junior
6.

El HBegin Takin' Care Business

Katie BoniragerKatie Bonirager



JUNIOR DRIVERS: Describe Your
Driver's Test
Examiner

Whiie Driving
You...

ACCIDENT FORGIVENESS
She looked like1 Sometimes 1r she liked countryfix my clothes
music, so thewhile I'm
entire time I lied

driving. and told her I
Trent Brock knew Reba

Ashleigh Sketch
McEntire. I even

ran a red light
RebeccaJD

and still passed!
McDonaldErvin

I  listen to my He was big and
ipod and sing sort of balding. He
to my music Stephanie Medina & Velenzia Rouse was friendly, but
really loudly. Robert EisanJosh Carter not the type ofJordan Brower

person you would

^  .want to hang out
L L /T'Tr" jwith. He was also

very slow.Brianna
Ashley

Smith-Hunter Such

She wasdon’t do
overweight withanything while
salt and pepperdrivingm
hair. She looked ^

just sit in <like a witch.
silence. V

Nikki Swope
.hV

ZachStefan
McCarver Elliott

1 yell at in "She wasn't very
pedestrians talkative, so the
mostly people test was pretty
who ride bikes awkward because
because they we rode in silence

Jimmy MyersHannah Carmonaare slow. I also the whole time.
ii-ieat a lot She even asked

because I never me to turn off the
KassidyJessicahave time to at radio before we

McConville Barrerahome.



I have one of theRonald & AmaryllisAlexis & Brandon
Slocum greatest sisters inWilson

the world, and I love
Natalie & NateSteven & Jackie

Hayhurst
her lots.

Totman - Jaymee Faggari

m I B'Anatryia & JaymeehAndrews MartinezO
FaggartV

J m sa
X'.

tIJC PChris & Alex

Englen
Jeffrey & Martha

Grandin
Daynnah & Hannah

Carmona
"I love my little/big
sister, Gretchen."

- Sam Gitiings

e e r
Kariel & Tiffani

Caldwell
r a e u

I Sam & Gretchen

Gittings

tV r S So
"My sister is fresher
then your's."Meghan & Kathryn

Strehle
Katie &

=  INY
Lassitter - AJ Cacabelos

es oVincent & Raven
Porreca

y n AJ & Kristabell
Cacabelos

"I love my buhbuh.
I'm so glad we've
become friends and

I'm really gonna
miss him next year.'

 - Katie Bontrager

Brooklyn Matthews Deanna & Mahalia
Anderson&

^a/£pk: Shane & Jordan
Veteto

Jasmine Bratcher
Misty & Michelle

Schulz
Matt & Megan

Reilly
Andy & Cameron

McFarland
Beth & Evie
Burwell

Annabell Garcia
Zack & Katie

Bontrager

&

Josh McWherter

MIRROR IMAGE

Liz Perez Kyle Sobocinski Linda Nieves Ryan DowdenNathalie Carlo

rJX2'LNLgCTMwr..77i[L7a:7’-’a'iMiwiUift.

Bogin HSibling Riviilfy

Joidan VoietoJordan Vototo



h the Places You'llII IL»J
"I'd like to go to college in either New Jersey or Hawaii. I am undecided on a specific
college that I'd like to go to. When I reach college, Physical Therapy is what I'll be
majoring in. After college, I'll be getting settled in my new mansion out in Hawaii or in
my condo out in New York City. Once I get my house, I'll be going car shopping. I
prefer a Mercedes Benz or a BMW. Living lavishly is what I plan on doing."

Whare do you

see yourself in

I O years^
"When I get out of high school, I would like to attend North
Carolina University. Afterwards, I would like to teach
history and coach soccer at a high school. I hope that all
this will come true as I get older."

t.) Kristabell Cacabelos

b "I plan on graduating when I'm 17. I don't know what school I will
P graduate from, it might be here at FCHS or somewhere else. I don't
.  know where I will go to college, but I hope to major in either science
" ” and technology or in Political Science. I'm not sure what I will do

when I'm older, but I hope my experiences now will prepare me for

■  ■ J;

Robert Sahms
Captain in the military,
beautiful wife, couple

kids, and rich."

t V

"After I graduate high school, I want to attend college at
Harvard University. While I'm there I want to be on the
volleyball team and study to be a lawyer. I want to get my
extension degree in law. My goal is to have my own law
firm by the age of 40."

it.Tony McDonald

Cole Dadswell

"I wish I could say that I'm moving out after senior year, but I can't. Once I'm done with
high school, I am going to Austin Peay for a pre-veterinary course. After I'm done, I plan
on moving to Indiana and attending Purdue University. I plan on taking a seven year
veterinary course. I'm not truly sure where I want to end up. I definitely plan on going
back to Puerto Rico for a while and visiting my family. Who knows what my future will be
it's still a big surprise."

A

Chelsea Adelman

Successful and rich."

Janelle Dickey "I would love to attend either the University of Kentucky or
the University of Florida. While in college I would take
ROTC and commission as a 2nd Lt. in the United States

Army. By the time I am 30 years old, I want to have a
Master's degree and be a captain in the Army. I would
retire after about 10 years."

Shamar Betancourt

"I would like to attend a local college so I can stay close to my friends and

family. I excel in Computer Engineering and currently play football here at
FCHS. If I can't get a football scholarship, then  I will attend a technical
school, kind of like ITT or Deury. I plan to have  a future in Computer
Engineering. I hope to be out of college and have  a job by the age of 25."

Brandon Slocum

"I want to be a mechanical

engineer working in a
large corporation involving

computers."
"I plan on going to college and studying Forensic Science.
Sometime when I am older and have the money, my
brother and I want to buy foreclosed houses and fix them
up to sell for more money."

V. - ●-

Jared Elliott
Miguel Boschulte

"The college I would like to attend Is the University of South Carolina.
When I get older, I plan on graduating from college with a degree in Fine
Arts. Before I go to college, I plan on graduating high school with an
Honors diploma. Then I plan on applying or receiving a full-ride scholarship
to a university of my choice."

mKeishia Garcia

"After high school, I'm hoping to get a scholarship to play
football. Preferably, UK football. While at college, I would
like to major in Business Management."

"Just graduating medical
school and getting

engaged to a lawyer with
lots and lots of money."

Scottie Brown

Nadine Walton

Anthony Topps

"Oh tho Places You'll Go..."

Stephanie Medina
Bogin 3332
Stephanie Medina
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NEW TEACHERS!

Since they already found the
school spirit, we asked them.

"What's it like working
at Fort Campbell? " "It's a wonderful and

enjoyable experience."
-Ms. Howard

"It's fun.The
administration and the

kids are great."
- Mrs. Lunsford

"Es interesante. There is

never a boring day."
-Mrs. Pagan Nelson

NEW PAINT JOB!
/T;CJHP3EI,1

4 -fNEW ONLINE
"It's awesome,

I  love the students. There
is never a dull moment. It

is a great place to work."
-Mrs. Nelson

"It's refreshing. I love
being around the bright,
intelligent, and respectful
students. I'm honored."

-Mr. McCarty

"The students and faculty
make this a great place to

work."
-Mrs. Schultz-Von Hawker

"A true way to render
ourselves happy is to love
our work and find in it our

pleasures."
-Mrs. Smith quoting
Francois de MottevilleNEW GYM FLOOR! FT. CAMPBELL

HIGH,SCHOOL

theA
NUKER!

NEWNEW PARKING

NEW SPANISH BOOKS!1. Mrs. Briggs' room was painted bright orange over the
summer to show her love of the Tennessee Volunteers. 2. AP

Physics and AP U.S. History are now offered online, and we all
know how much high school students love the internet. 3. Over
winter break, the gym floor was refurbished and got a new paint
job. 4. New parking passes were given to both students and
teachers, and best of all, they were free! 5. The PTSO arranged
for microwaves to be placed in the cafeteria for students to nuke
their food instead of eating the school lunch. 6. Braille signs
where hung around the school to make it user-friendly to our
Braille students. 7. A new, one-way road was opened to
accommodate the main entrance and the student parking lot.
8. This fall, construction crews moved dirt around to begin

building a detached building for classrooms. 9. Seven new
teachers were given the honor of teaching here at FCHS.
10. The Spanish classes were surprised with brand new books
this year. 11. Finally, we have a ten minute break between
classes, a longer seminar period, and seven classes instead of
eight.

O

NEW SCHEDULE!L
™ir Wednesday Schedule

61/5:7:30-8:40
B2/SEM: 8:50-10:00
B3/6: 10:10-12:00
Lunch 1: 10:15-10:45
Lunch 2: 10:50-11:20
Lunch 3: 11:25-11:55
B4/7: 12:10-1:20

Regular Schedule
BI/5; 7:25 - 9:00
B2/SEM: 9:10-10:40
B3/6; 10:50-12:55
Lunch 1: 10:55 - 11:25
Lunch 2: 11:35-12:05
Lunch 3: 12:20 - 12:50
B4/7: 1:05-2:35

WOMN

NEW
BRAILLE

FEATURES!

NEW
EXPANSION
BEGINS!

●i

>1 IT.
« ● a;
r. .

PitfAkn 1 ^iiii4r IU-J^

NEW TRAFFIC
FI In with Hie NowBogin
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lamorous DENOMINATOR...

MUSIC:

I  rresistible
Music with a
faster beat brings
sharper
concentration and
more alert
thinking, while a

-  slower tempo
promotes a calm,
meditative state.

A

1
/■

1.
adiant: ■ r*

FLIRTIN©:

L Flirting burns
calories! How
many calories
burned during
flirting is
dependable^^2
upon the
amount of flirting
you do.

LAU6MIN3:

ovable

3 ansitive

c Laughing can
tighten your
tummy and make
your heart
stronger.
Laughing
regularly can
boost your
immune system.

DANCIMG:

utgoing Dancing that
requires you to
remember
dance steps and
sequences
boosts brain
power by
improving
memory skills.

ahoo

avage

n
RihqT

HGitls vs Boy;;
Jordan VotetoJordan Veteto



F<?voriTe Music
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. CD
o What happened in 1992 and

1993 besides your birth?
1992

- Nirvana's album "Nevermind" goes to
#1 in the charts and the CD surpassed
the cassette for recording music.
-The Goosebumps series was first
published by R.L. Stein.
- "Aladdin," "Wayne's World," and
Sister Act" were released.

- "Barney and Friends" premiered on
PBS and SNICK premiered on
Nickelodeon.

-Yugoslavia is broken up and the
United States recognized three former
Yugoslav Republics.

1993

- "Mighty Morphin Power Rangers,
Two Stupid Dogs" and "Boy Meets
World" aired on television.

Jurrasic Park", "Mrs. Doubtfire," and
Schindler's List" were released.

- Bill Clinton was inaugurated as
President of the United States.
-The first humans were cloned and

grown in Virtro.
-Audrey Hepburn and Caesar Chavez
passed away.
-The U.S. military participated in the
Operation Restore Hope in Somalia
and combat roles for women were

allowed in the military.
-Michael Jordan retired from

basketballto play minor league
baseball.

II

II

II

II

II

cn
1. The biggest first day fear of freshmen, according to a
survey, is getting lost trying to find their classes.

^ Freshmen also fear making new friends, their schedule, seniors, and teachers.
“ 2. Football is the most popular sport to watch among freshmen followed by basketball,in

wrestling, baseball, and softball.

t Fc?voriTG Movie Genres
1Animated

Classics

Martial Arts

mmSm Musicals I

Westerns

F«>voriTe School Lunch V

Freshmen Welcome Horror40

■j Assembly ,
Comedy35 1

RomanceI30 T
L

Cl Action
25

800 20 40 60
20

3 Fe»voriTe Subjects15
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I.
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0
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P

C/3c  CCo XLU U_ 03 CO
173 freshmen participated in the surveys.

Freshmen Factoi

Megan Reilly
●tl

Megan Reilly
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TVe UXfe
Kj Is.. ● «

VaAv<^^ UA,^^ WWk^ VaAvJ^ H<^w^
KAj ls=,...

KAj Is....

Kj H^-or C^l<!br 1^... 

KAj P^vcf^r-c^ Cf^le>r Is^...

Kj Pav<?5>r-c^ Sp<^rV Is.... .

NAj Pav<^r-cA^ S^d\>^scJI Is....

KAj Psv«!5r-c^ Ci-5is=.s. Is....

KAj 'B-^s=A- Pr-o€i\c!l Is... 

Kj nA<^>V6^...

Uvu\^
Kj PW<^f.Ue Kusius....Place your class

picture here.
Place your baby
picture here.

Jir^^UAA,.

Kj Qas.s. <S.c-lcQJlule Is.... Kj C\l)Vs^ % <^p<!5>r\s. iwoluJtoJl...

5.1.

.S.GMZ.
Place a picture of you
and your friends here.

Piace a picture of you
and your friends here.

Place a picture of you
and your friends here.

S. Q.

7.L+.

Kj iA\(^^-elAAW'rsis.sZix^ w^...

tlce tAA,<MA^«<gi\\s. \'\\ \^Q^ WeFe...

We. l,Rpp€V\eJl Uv-i-s. \A/efe...
Place a picture of you
from winter break

here.

Place a picture of you
from spring break

here. Tice TTvfjs. ril ^ iM,cbs.V -sir-e...

aJA\ s.<fi Iv^pj llv^ I...

Begin The Rhythm ol Lite

Trent BrockTrent Brock



SQUAP family

SISTAS

l&
A

I^ROS PESTIES
'Of I W! ̂

"1
A● \

Andree Largent & Scottie Brown

Jackie Hayhursl, Andrea Windover, Clarisse Mondoux, & Martha Grandin Courtney Richardson, Erie! Smith, & Lindsey Horton

> '

Velenzia Rouse & Okoye Cothrine Nina Emerick & Stephanie Carlo

Jaymee Faggart & Adriana ChavezKendra Thompson & Ambra Noble

a4,. Treasure Dixon, Kayla Gines, & Jacquelyn Harris Jordan Veteto, Brittiny Pannell, & Darrissa Dodson Andrea Hall & Porshia Austin

M f

Bryce Whitson, William Battle, Nick Wilhelm, Branden Ward

L

m?

●●T-V

Paula Cortez & Mallory Adelman Dana Floyd & Mahalia Stubbs-Anderson Katie Lassitter, Rhonda Miller, & Evelyn Burwell Taylor Plummer, Katie Bontrager, Stephanie Medina, & Jordan Brower Derrious Brown & Kristabell Cacabeios

Dexter Durrante, Mario Flint, Robbie Townsend, Maurice Henderson, & Raquan Durrante Jessie Bodiford, Michael Hartrum. Jake Gianforti,  & Tyler England Nadine Walton & Kierra Whitehead Aquaysha Jenkins & Tahesha Tealer Morgan Meade, Daisha Braswell, & Lockard Cassity Ciarra Thompson & Anuroia Anthony

Begin Bosl Fnoncls
●15

Rhonda Miller Rhonda Millet

/



^:00 'Reilly

ut of Sdiool Sports Cool Scltool of tUe Week

TVovembei* ̂ , 2007Too bad FGHS doesn’t have some of these cool sports. We could
bring some trojdiies home any day. These are some of the sports that

help spotlight your talents.

This was a very special week at FCHS. WSMV came to the
school to film ail the cool stuff we have. They captured

moments in Robotics class, Mrs. Briggs' orange classroom,
to events during Red Ribbon Week. Then there was that pep

rally, which 85% of the school attended.

IX^ons of cn^tiviti^s

Annabe
Garcia

equestrian
j

Mrs. Lunsford, a science teacher,
was one of the teachers that

participated in the teacher against
teacher "Sumo Wrestling Match."

Kyle Miller,
skateboarding

Lacey
Richard
softbal Senior Brooklyn Matthews points

to the crowd after performing a
hard routine with the dance team.

Surprised to still be awake,
Kristabell Cacabelos throws up

the peace sign and cracks a smile
after the pep rally.

Scott Rife

hunting

KatieErik
Tomaszewski Bontrager, Stefan McCarver was one of the

student performers that played
with his band for the school.skateboarding dance h

H

'S
Brenton Green and Sara Ziegler {
chow down during the "Pie Eating I
Contest" against other classes. I

I

Branden Word Bnnclon Wniil



We don't always like change. We fear it most of the time,
but we can't stop it from coming. We either have to adapt to
change or we get left behind.

As we go through life, we get taller and we get older, but
do we ever really grow up? Life presents us with so many
challenging problems. We must learn to use those
experiences to grow and adapt to change. When the day
comes to an end, all we really have in our life is ourselves.
We don't have that boyfriend or girlfriend or those "friends
we thought were our friends. It's just us, nobody else.

The toughest part of our lives is when we have to
experience both the high and low points. We have to use
those situations, good and bad, to grow as individuals. We
may get married. We may have a family. We may get
divorced. We may be rich. We may be in debt. Whatever
the case, we will continually tumble throughout our lives, but
if we believe in ourselves, we can make the best of it.El BgIIcvc 49

(toni Block
Trent Brock
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President Adam Hall
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Top Ten Senior
Jelisa Stevens

"Jelisa has proven herself to be a renaissance woman. An honors
student taking numerous AP and honors courses she is also the
soccer co-captain and the track co-captain with varsity letters in both
sports. She has accomplished these goals while completing over 900
hours of community service and being an active participant in Student
Council. TCC, and National Honor Society. However, Jelisa is more
than these facts; she is a faithful friend, a smile in the hall, and a
Christian role model." -Misti Stevens, mother

Charles Bradley, Valedictorian
"I have worked hard to achieve academic excellence. I am

honored to have been chosen a "Top Ten" student. However, I do like
to have some fun. After school, life is eat, sleep, and HOCKEY!"

C.J. Croft

"My three years here at Fort Campbell have come and gone. It
seems like just yesterday when I came to visit Fort Campbell and
then started school. Playing football has been the highlight of my
high school career. Guys, we won state! It doesn't get any better
than that. 'For the Ring!' That says it all. Now we get to wear our
ring with pride as one of four state championship football teams
here at Fort Campbell. To my teachers, friends, coaches, and
teammates: thank you for always being there. Together we made it
happen. I also want to thank my parents, who have supported me
throughout. Always set your goals high and strive to reach them.
Remember to beware of the chicken nugget tacos!"

Jacky Cephus
Megan Reilly, Salutatorian "As quickly as my high school years started, they have come to

an end. I can barely even remember my first day as a freshman at
FCHS. These past four amazing years have truly flown by fast and
have shaped me into the individual I am today. I appreciate all the
opportunities I have been given in this chapter of my life. First and
foremost, I would like to thank my family: mom, dad, and Tatiana, for
all the love, support, and encouragement they have given me over
these past years. 1 love you guys so much. A special thanks to my
spectacular boyfriend, Rafael; even though you aren't here with me
every day, you have helped me with more things than you know. 1
am grateful for all the love you have given me. I also want to thank
ail my teachers and friends for all the wisdom and great memories,
which I will cherish for an eternity. Lastly, I want to thank God for
blessing me and making everything possible. It has been an
enjoyable journey inside the white walls of FCHS and I will truly miss
everyone next year. Congratulations to the Class of 2008 and i hope
you succeed in all your endeavors. As Henry David Thoreau said,
'This world is but a canvas to our imagination.'  I guess It's time for
me to put a new set of colors on my canvas and start a new page of
my life."

'"For I know the plans I have for you,' declares the Lord, 'plans
to prosper you and not to harm you. plans to give you hope and a
future.' -Jer 29:11. Never once did my parents ask me to
achieve in school; they just simply asked me to do my best at what
I could. I think that was my greatest driving factor through it ail. l
will admit there were times that I wanted to throw everything out
the window and never look back, but it was my parents' proud
faces in the back of my mind that encouraged me to continue to
do my best and for that I'm very thankful. Thank you Frau and
Coach Lange, you not only provided me with an incredible
educational experience, but showed me the value of student -
teacher friendships. I'm not going to lie, I will miss this school

(except the bathroom stalls with no locks), but it's time for me to
go out into the "real" world. I will always remember you, FCHS.
Thanks for the memories and congratulations Class of 20081"

..4
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Top 10

Taylor Piiimmor

Believe

Taylor Plummer
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Rachel Boroweic

Class of ZOOS!
(

“Being in the "Top Ten" really wasn't one of my goals, but I am
excited that 1 have been selected. This Is my first year at Fort
Campbell. 1 worked hard the first three years of high school.
When I moved to Kentucky I realized that I had to take classes
that I did not need, so I slacked off. That is very normal for an
average high school student, i am just thankful that my high
school years have been pretty simple and easy. I want to thank
all my friends and family for helping me with my homework.
Without you guys, I wouldn't be where I am now."

i
i Emily Weber

"This year was my first experience with the military and
with that came moving to another school. 1 was terrified and
sure that I would be miserable. However, 1 was amazed to

find that meeting new people could actually be fun. While I
was certain I would never be able to make new friends,

something I'd never done before, I finally did. I'm proud to
have made the "Top Ten" and glad 1 got the opportunity to
come to Fort Campbell."

Adam Hall

"I knew one day that I would grow up and be mature. Well,
today wasn't that day, or any of the days of my senior year for
that matter. The good thing is that I somehow made it into the
“Top Ten" with my sense of humor and little smarts. I'm
looking forward to next fall and the demands of a rough
curriculum at the University of Kentucky. Thanks mom. dad,
and God."

a

Vincent Porreca

"First off, I would like to thank my parents and my
sister for helping me get through high school and
pushing me toward success. I would also like to thank
my friends. They have helped me and let me use their
computers in my time of need. Being in the "Top Ten"
lets me know that I have gotten better grades than
everyone else, except for the ones in front of me. My
study habits are usually different from the average high
school students'. It only seems like yesterday when I
first entered here as a freshman. High school holds
many memories, but now it is time to move on to
college. Peace."

A.J. Cacabelos
"First and foremost, I'd like to thank our savior, Jesus Christ, for giving

me strength through all these years. Second, I'd like to recognize my
parents for their support and love. Third, I'd like to thank each and everyone
that made my high school years very memorable. Words really can't
express how much I appreciate all of the positive input from everyone who
has influenced my life. I must say I didn't have it as easy as other students
because I've been to four different high schools. Although i didn't spend my
entire senior year at Fort Campbell, I'm glad to say that this is where I
graduated from. Lauren Marie, we've been through so much and 1 have to
say that I'm lucky to have you in my life. I'm always here for you no matter
what. Kristabell, I know we may have many disagreements, but you're my
little sis and you know I love you. Zo, we've only known each other for a
year but we grew real close and created a great friendship. You're my
brother for life. Jesse, you were one of the first people I met when I moved
to Fort Campbell and you're still one of my best friends to this day. I'd also
like to give a shoutout to Mrs. Speake and Mr. Witte for allowing me to
graduate here. It couldn't have been done without you two. Last but not
least, I'd like to thank my family in New Jersey.  I miss all of ya'II.

Top 10

Taylor Plummer
Believe

Taylor Plummer
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THEIR STORY:

We're known as the shy/quiet girls, but around each other we're so not shy.
Honestly, we're open with each other; maybe because we're best friends! It's nice to
always have someone by your side. We can't wait for graduation this year! Not only
will we be walking across the stage together on graduation day, but we'll also be

celebrating our 18th birthday! How awesome Is that?!

-iiiana M. Nieves and Linda M. Nieves

Melody M. 3akerOlan AndrewsChristopher A Acosta Evelyn M. purwell Aldrin J. CaoabelosJose J. Alvarez Tlmo'thy 6. S>\rown-5m\th

Zachary r. pontra^crJessie &. 3od\ford Kassandra L Carman Jaoq^ueli'ne Y. Cephus(3arrett CamposWilliam A Battle Jacquice L Calhoun

●S'
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Chrletopher D. CroftMakoda L Christopher Rhianna M. Crioostomo Die^o J. CiuzCharles A. pradleyMark J. 3oroff Rachel D. ^orowlec
Seniors

Jordan Vetolo
Believe
Jordan Votelo

5756



THE "NEW KID’S" STORY: THE BEST PART ABOUT BEING A SENIOR:

"I moved to Fort Campbell in the middle of my senior year. To tell you the truth, It
was hard because f didn't know anyone. After i got to know people, it was fun and I
finally wasn't called the "new kief' anymore. One of the main things that I am glad
about was Coach Berner allowing me to play football. I've been here now for four
months and I have a ton of friends. Don't get me wrong, I miss all of my friends in
Germany a lot, and I can't wait until May when I can go back and see them all.

II

"Wow! The best thing about being a senior is the recognition! We're no longer
considered losers. Yippee! Freshman year was awful. After overcoming those

horrifying three years of being an underclassman it sure has made us survivors. No
more chicken nugget Tuesdays, pizza Wednesdays, and those avkdui imitations of tacos
on Fridays. I'm now graduating to more freedom, cuter guys, and fast food in college."

\

-Makeda L. Christopher
'Diego J. Cruz
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THE STORY OF A TRUE SURVIVOR:

I > >
) "During Hurricane Katrina, 1 had been living in New Orleans for three years with my

mom. My mom and I were visiting my grandma in Alabama when Hurricane Katrina
struck. Everything we had was lost - my PlayStation, X-Box, games, computer, clothes. I
was devastated. All I had was the weeks worth of clothes I took to my grandma's. My

uncle was stationed here at Fort Campbell, so my mom and I moved up here to stay with
him. Now we are here for good. I miss a lot of things about N.O., but I don't miss the

Catholic school uniform I wore to school everyday.

FOUR HIGH SCHOOLS IN FOUR YEARS:

"I went to FOUR different high schools, and i really didn't like it. 1 didn't like moving
to different places, and I really didn't want to leave all of my friends. I did not want to
have to make friends all over again. After awhile, i got used to it. I really miss my old

high school, but I've made new friends here that  I love!"

!/■

-Kayla M. Gines -William A. BattleV- J
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THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT: FOUR YEAR FALCON SUCCESS:
V

/ Where do I see myself in ten years? Weil, I hope I'm going to be a bum playing a
banjo in a van down by the river and maybe with a little scrappy mutt as my best

friend. That's Just what I'm banking on. Knowing me, I'm going to be the owner, CEO,
CO, and founder of a multimillion dollar making corporation that produces anti-foot

odor creams. Yep, that's where I'll be.

M

II

II

Being a four year Falcon has made me realize that I'm lucky to have stayed here all
four years, being a military dependent and all. Looking back, the school hasn't

changed one bit, but looking around, the faces surely have. I've met some amazing
people and I'm grateful to be walking away from here with the friendships I've made

and the memories and experiences that I've gained while at this school.
n

k\

-Ian D. DeSilva -Gretchen I. Gittings
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HIS LIFE CHANGING STORY:

'When I started high school in California I was distracted, wild, and mixed up in a lot.
it wasn’t that I wasn't smart, but I didn't apply myself because I honestly didn't care.
Throughout my school years, I got into a lot of trouble. I was given the opportunity
to come out to Fort Campbell. Life here was slow. At first, I didn't want to be here,
but after awhile, I got used to it. I joined the football team, spent the summer in '

school catching up, and I realize now that I am going to make it in life."

‘Jesse A. Naputi

L

Katherine M. Vail Nbhole-Panielle Visnick:Jordan N. Veteto

Brandon A. Ward Chrietopher A. WardJelisa M. Stevens Justin M. WattsChelsea L Smith Michael 5. WattsMisty K. Schulz Joshua A Scruggs
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"Don't put off to tomorrow what you can do today." -Lacie Lloyd

Time is the only thing in life that can't be replaced, so don't waste it." -Tara Hernanadez

"We are not what we know, but what we're willing to learn." -Maurice Henderson

Every situation properly perceived becomes an opportunity." -Dexter Durrante

"You can't succeed if you don't take chances." -Chris Englen

Tit

cl

JMj
/Jose Alvarez, Olan Andrews, Melody Baker, Chad Blood, Jessie Bodiford, Mark Boroff, Garrett Campos, Jacky Cephus,

Aimee DeMoss, Darrissa Dodson, Antonette Dorsey, Dexter Durrante, Chris Englen, Mario Flint, Jordan Fraley, Gretchen
Gittings, Martha Grandin, Adam Hall, Jackie Hayhurst, Maurice Henderson, Alan Johnson, Steven Jones, Aaron Juvera,
Jeff Kelley, Leon Lewis, Lacie Lloyd, Derek McCune, Andy McFarland, Kyle Moyers, Brittiny Pannell, Vincent Porreca,

Megan Reilly, Zach Rinestine, Stephanie Rivera-Velazquez, Misty Schulz, Jamory Stills, Jamie Thomas, Sean Tighe, Corey
Tucker, Kate Vail, Jordan Veteto, Branden Ward, Brittany Wiley, Andrea Windover, Ashlie Wise, and Briana Wooten.

i
Life is always more fun when you're laughing." -R.J. Lewis /

lk'.

"Don't eat yellow snow!" -Zack Bontrager%

i
/

\- Va \

-js
"Stronger souls have will. Frail ones have wishes." -Mario Flint

best might not be good enough, but you'll never know unless you try." -Brian Johnson

"The desire to succeed creates the successor." -Brittany Wiley

:  &Wil

"Your

As S&nfors Approach Thoir
Don't try and live up to other's expectations of you, you can't. Learn to love and have faith in yourself and

you can succeed in anything." -Darrissa Dodson

"Embrace the obstacles you've faced because that's what made you stronger." -Carmen Bultron-Diaz

"No one will care about what you did, how you looked, or even who you are ten years from now; so there's
no point in being something you're not. Be true to you." -Rhonda Miller

"Do not procrastinate! Get ACT/SATs done early for college." -Lorenzo Hines

Don't let others try and determine your future." -Briana Wooten

"Do your homework the day you get it." -Ronald Moskalski

"Don't ditch school! You may not get caught the first time, but you get caught in the end." -Nichole Visnick

"Don't sleep in class because you'll miss the really important stuff." -Kayla Gines

"Don't regret anything you do in life because at one time or another it was exactly what you wanted."
-Jordan Veteto

7,

Never look back, left, or right; just keep looking forward." -Brenton Green

"We've all got a little more fight in us than we think. Keep your head up and finish strong." -Katie Lassitter

"Never let one person control your life, only you have the power to." -Kyle Moyers

"What goes around, comes back around." -Jacky Cephus

You choose your own destiny, no one else does." -Ryan Dowden

 They Are Sharing Their
Secretes to Help You! Seniors

Jordan Votolo
Believe

Trent Brock
676G -Justin HobbsStuff happens; get over it and move on.
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If you could be anything what would you be?
"1 would be famous because I

want everyone to know who I
"An R&B singer. It would be
cool. I like to sing, but I can't
sing that well."

would fly. I guess I would be
pilot. As long as I could fly."

-Ashley Ernestam.
-Kurt Oxendine-Angelette Sattiewhite

J
"Spartan 117. The Halo guy
because he is awesome."

"I want to be an actress. Urn,
because I like their lifestyle."

-Erica Fleming

"I would be invisible. If I were

invisible I could skip school and
no one would know."

I would be a dancer. I would be

able to go on tours around the
-Tim Mines world.

-Branden Lombardo -Rose Williamson

&

"Asleep. It's the least
complicated place on Earth."

-Richard Monroe

"A plastic surgeon, so I can
help insecure people look the
way they want to look."

“Amanda Guillory

"A surgeon because medicine

is fascinating, and I could heal
people."

-Natashau Napier-Haviland

A couch potato because that
requires minimal amounts of
work.

-Roark Anders

Linaka Almeida
Samantha Amorine

Roark Anders
John Anderson

Samantha Baker

Kassidy Barrera

|L

Stephanie Carlo
Hannah Carmona
Joshua Carter4L-
Miguel Castro

'
Ashley Christy
Nicholas Collett

\i
lAkVlMt - Sv

Stacy Beale
Kaliegh Belda

Anna Benjamin
Trent Brock

Jordan Brower
Essence Brown

Douglas Cooper
Shannon Cortez

Okoye Cothrine
Michael Craft

Damenique Crawley
Brooke Davies

Taylor Brown
Aaron Cabrera

Anthony Calderone
Kariel Caldwell
Ricardo Cano
Nathalie Carlo

Eboni Dickey
Michelle Dille

Raquan Durrante
Robert Eisan

Zachary Elliott
Ashley Ernest

.luiiiors

Jordan Browoi

Believe

Tfonl Brock
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Jermaine Ervin Alan Q. Johnson

Erica Fleming Cody Johnson
Casey Foster Justin Johnson

Chase Fraley Jasmine Jones
Leiiani Gabaldon KC Kaiser

Aisha Gibbs-Francis Alexander Kirby

1

Tamandy Griffin Frankie Leyro
Nicholas Griffith Branden Lombardo
Timothy Grigsby Andrea McCallum
Amanda Guillory Stefan McCarver

Eric Hale Jessica McConville
TJ Hart Rebecca McDonald

Brittany Heath Delores McLeod
Brandon Heimall

Stephanie Medina
Justin Hernandez

Kyle Miller
Latisha Hiieman Quanisha Miller
Heather Hinze

Timothy Mines
Aquaysha Jenkins Kayla Mitchell

I
B

Tfonl Brock Jordan Biowcr
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Have you met this student?
Justin Tomaszewski started to feel unusual in

early 2007. He was experiencing dehydration,
exhaustion, inactivity, irritability, loss of appetite, and
rapid weight loss. Justin went to his doctor, and they
drew a large tube of blood, which Justin remembers
as a very painful process. In February 2007, Justin
was diagnosed with "Juvenile Diabetes." Also known
as Type 1 Diabetes, this disease affects more than
13,000 children a year. This illness has made a 2009 2009
significant impact on Justin's life. He now has to
carry insulin and glucose with him at all times. In
addition to daily medication, Justin has to make sure .● I
that he eats regularly so that his blood sugar level
stays at a constant rate. He has to prick himself with
a needle that is three hairs thick to check his blood
sugar four or more times a day. Even though
diabetes has changed many aspects of Justin’s life.
and to date there is no cure, he still goes on with his
day to day activities just by being aware of his
condition. He monitors his activities and his medicine
can be adjusted for increased activities. It is
therefore a good thing that his favorite things to do.
drawing and playing on the computer, keep him
grounded throughout the day. For more information
on this disease check out the Juvenile Diabetes
Foundation at www.jdrf.org.

Richard Monroe Angellette Sattiewhite
Ashleigh Sketch
Jared Smith
Brianna Smith-Hunter
Melinda Snare
Christopher Sotomayor

Nijah Moon
MacArthur Moser IiEsker Myers

James Myers
Natashau Napier-Haviland

James Neblett
Kathryn Strehle
Ashley Such
Emily Such
Nicole Swope
Atricia Taylor
Jonathan Taylor

Ambra Noble
Joel OrtizDiaz
Kurt Oxendine

Taylor Plummer
Drew Prochniak

Lacey Richard Tahesha Tealer
Jesse Togawa
Erik Tomaszewski
Justin Tomaszewski
Rebecca Tushar
Shane Veteto

Nitza Rivera
Eric Roach

Joan Rodriguez
Jeremy Rooks

Velenzia Rouse

Boiiovo

Treni Bfock
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Kyle Walker

Christian Walls
Summer Walter

Devon Wells

Stayce Wipple
Anthony Whitson

Vou’re NoT A JUNIOR!t :}

UieiB!tJr.

Nicholas Wilhelm
Diamon Williams
Rose Williamson
Breeana Wilson
Thomas Wilson
Justin Winfield

Colten Work

Sara Ziegler

Who's Your Favorite Teacher?
"I really like Mrs.

Everett. She's nice,
kind, and friendly. She
always goes to my

basketball games. She
is like the team mom,"

says JD Ervin.

"Mrs. Duerr is my
favorite teacher," Becky
Tushar states. "She is

very loquacious and
always enthusiastic."

"Frau is my favoriteBrooke Davies
teacher. She doesn'tvolunteered, "I like
let me slack. She'sMrs. Greene, because
hard on me," Bryceshe interacts with her

Whitson says.students. Oh, and
she's funny."

"Coach Lange really pushes the
class and expects a lot out of us,"

Stephanie Medina states, "My
Nick Wilhelm says. k

favorite teacher is Mrs. McCullough.
She is pretty rad and she makes

class fun."

Juniors
Believe

Jordan Brower
Trent Brock
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Aisha Gibbs-Francis
Raquan Durrante ar Break Your Heart
Jordan Brower she

their meanings
"athlete" by playir
their hearts out

volieybaii, softb:
basketball, a;

footb:

Former "Biggest Flirt

Hannah Carmonaand Doug Cooper
show their spunk by

spicing up their
uniformed wardrobe

every day of the year.
Kudos!

and Josh Carter were elected

by their peers as the type of
person they'd want to bring

home to "meet their parents."

Most School Spirited "
winner, Jermaine Ervin

and Brianna Smith-
Hunter have been

chosen as 2007-2008‘s
hottest kids to break

your heart.

Most Likely to
Brighten Your DayFrom improving cafeteria

food to cheering on the
sidelines, Ambra Noble
and Trent Brock have

shown their Falcon pride!

Bad Day? That's okay,
Taylor Plummer and
Christian Walls will

make you feel great.
Whether it's with

sarcastic humor or just
being around them,

they're bound to make
you feel on top of your

game again!

Greatest Crowd Pleasers

Essence Brown and
Zach Elliott are

"everybody's best friend."
Bound to make you

laugh, their company is
definitely the one desired

most.

Anna Benjamin and
Jesse Togawa have

the perfect personality.
When they tell a story,

everyone leans in.

Alan Johnson and

Nikki Swope have the
hair everyone wants

and you better believe
it's real!

Erica Fleming and
Justin Hernandez are

promoting signs of
good oral health and
their peers know it!

SMILE BIG!

Amiok 2
Jumot SupGilativcs

Tnviot F^liimnu'c

BclicvQ

Taylor Plummer
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Sophomores ► 1. Sophomores love to show their
school spirit at football games, just like
Mahah Silva and Kaytlyn Rosynek.
2. Shanise Phillips enjoys her spirit, as
you could by seeing her smile
throughout the hallway.
3. Andrea Hart and Porshia Austin

2. rI
1 4

\loved taking pictures of their summer ij’l Hfun. L
4. Martinez Davis loves making silly
faces to make people laugh. ir I

V.r
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Chelsea Adelman
Kaitlyn Aleman

Christopher Allen
Shonnie Almeida
Kirsten Amorine

Antonio Andrews

Jonathan Borowiec
Miguel Boschulte
Michael Bradley
Victor Bradley
Daisha Braswell
Richard Brill
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MAndreia Anthony
Deanna Aponte-Anderson

Porshia Austin
Charlie Badger

Joshua Baldwin
Colin Balecha

Derrious Brown
Elizabeth Brown
Rahmesicia Brown
Drew Burnett
Kristabell Cacabelos
Tiffani Caldwell
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'4 ll Cody Cartusciello
Angel Casiano-Rivera
Lockard Cassity
Xenia Castro
Jonathan Chapman
Adriana Chavez

Kyra Bandoy
Cassidy Barrett
Rebecca Barth

Shamar Betancourt
Joseph Bodiford
Laura Bontrager
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Kntio Bonltacjoi
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Trent Brock
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Tyler England
Luke Espinoza
Aldrin Evangelista
Jaymee Faggart
Tamera Fetterson
Erika Field

Kane Clendenin

Joshua Ciibrey
Joshua Seth Cloer
Alexander Combs

Olivia Cook
Michelle Cornelius-Maze

i

t

Jasmine Craft
Cole Dadswell

Christopher Dalzell
Kenneth Davis
Martinez Davis

Jannelle Dickey

r  1 Dana Floyd
Aarika Foley
Sammantha Foley
Keishia Garcia Santana

Ashley L. Gibson
Ashley M. Gibson

I

/jz-.

'\r'
Yvonne Dieter
LaKeisha Dula

Anthony Duran
Thomas Eller
Jared Elliott

Lydia Elliott

Kevin Gilbert

James Gilhooley
Davonte Gillam
Joshua Gomez
Jenaro Gonzalez

Megan Grebner

I
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purse/locker?
They have spare time?

What do they do?Sophomores & Spare Time

In Chelsea Adelman's colorful

apple purse from Vanity, she
carries everything that will

help her get through the day.
She has a cellphone,
calculator, gum, wallet,

address book, cough drops,
and makeup.

Jackie loves her purse, "Live
Your Life," from American
Eagle Outfitters. In it she

carries ear phones, an ipod, a
water bottle, calculator,
Crayola markers, pens,

pencils, candy wrappers, and
chapstick.

Tyler England shows his true
love for his music by having
band stickers put up in his

locker, along with his school
books and his jacket.

Derrious Brown, a football
player, has every sign his

cheerleader has made him to

hang on his locker this year!
Each one is posted on the

inside of his locker.
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Christian Hall Dexter Manning
Victor Martinez
Michael Massie
Katarina Matusak
Leandra Maute
Anthony McDonald

Kenneth Hanley
Andrea Hart

Shantinna Hartrum
Lydia Hayes

Steven Hayhurst

Kelsey Henderson
Lake Hendrickson |H Jared McQueer

U Morgan Meade
H Tevin Menefee

Amanda Miller
u Casey Miller
M Amanda Miner

Lindsey Horton
Whitney Jackson n

Caitlynn Jay /Kassandra Johnson
I
1V

Renard Mitchell
Casey Moffitt
Aaron Monroe
Taylor Monroe
Whitley Montgomery
Cordelia Moon

Darian Jones
Trista Jones

Kimberly Keepes
Andree Largent

Matthew Lassitter
Brian Lauckardt

Soptiomoros

Kalie Bontraqnr
Bclievo

Trent Brock
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Breeon Moreno
Shawn Moskalski

Maranda Murray
Sequita Myers
Darrell Napier

Oliver NGumbi

Courtney Richardson
Joel Richardson

Patricia Rogers
Alexander Rome-Dulleck

Kaytlyn Rosynek
TaMeisha Rowe
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Jasmine Nickens

Tyler Nikolao
Traiisa Noblin

Dominique Oquendo
Jennifer Otey

Brandon Parker

Tylor Rutherford
Robert Sahms
Jasmine Saunders

Angeiette Savoris
Amber Sohmidt
Michelle Schulz
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Alexa Pena

Audrey Perez
Shanise Phillips

Jaqueline Pierson
Richard Powell

Matthew Reilly

● s;- I Destinee Shaw
Davon Sherman
Trenten Short
Mariah Silva
Charles Simon
Brandon Slocum
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Victor Martinez What do you think of Victor?
Out of all the sophomores that attend Fort Campbell, the

most memorable one would have to be Victor Martinez. He

always seems to have a smile on his face, no matter what
mood he is in. Victor has cerebral palsy. In his words, it
means that part of his body doesn't function as well as the
rest. He can't walk and his left hand is not as strong as his
right. Regardless of Victor’s disability, he still says that his
biggest struggle is math, just like many other high school

He is so cool!
-Kurtis Sobocinski

II II

students.

Victor was very sure of his answer when asked, "If you
could be anything, what would you be?" He immediately
responded with, "a spokesman for disabilities." Victor enjoys
teaching people about his disability. He thinks that most
disabled people don't get the services they deserve. It costs
more for their needs and they don't get a lot of help from
others. Victor wants people to know that if you see him
around, don't be sensitive or sympathetic towards him just
because he's in a wheelchair. He lives life like every other
person; he is happy and strives to have a normal life. Victor
lives with his challenges and makes them work for him.

Victor is pictured at the Cool School pep rally cheering,
working on in German class with his aide, Mr. Gardener, and

Victor makes me

smile and laugh.
-Mahalia Stubbs-Anderson

II

II

II

He has a good heart.
-Dana Floyd

II

sociallizing at lunch. Kudos for your spirit, Victor!

J

SoliQve Sophomotos

Kalio BoDlraget
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/ Troy Turner
Alexander Ursell

Zachary Voisin
Robert Wade
Christina Walton
Nadine Walton

Eriel Smith

Jacque Smith
Joshua Smith

Mechelle Smith I
Nan So K

Kurtis Sobocinski ||
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Megan Watts
■ Cody Waychoff

' ̂ Alexandra Webb
I Kierra Whitehead
vj Ericka Wildcat
II Charles Wilson
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Kyle Sobocinski
Amber Spade L
Jessica Stone

Meghan Strehle
Mahalia Stubbs Anderson

Jacob Talken
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Charmane Wilson
Ronald Wilson
Kerry Winston
Alexandra Yerkes-Klatt
Terry Zintz
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Artie Taylor
Mallory Taylor

Anthony Topps
Aldo Torres-Jara

Natalie Totman
T'Keyah Tucker
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Trent Brock
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The Boy and GirlOlympic Bound Most Huggable Most Likely to be Seen on

Next Door the Red CarpetTroy Turner and Amber Schmidt and

Deanna Aponte-Anderson are truly
Falcon athletes, playing sports such
as football, soccer, and basketball.

Steven Hayhurst
know how to make

your day with a
simple hug.

if your having a bad day.
then Ashley Gibson
and Terry Zintz are
bound to make it the
best with their sweet

personalties.

Kristabell Cacabelos and

Derrious Brown obviously love
to dress with style.

Teachers Worst Nightmare
Trista Jones and

Oliver NGumbi enjoy
tourmenting their teachers, but

still manage to earn good
grades.

Most Likely to Show the
Pearly Whites

Most Likely to be on a
Dating Show and Win

Breeon Moreno and Mariah Silva

show off their pearly whites that
earned them this sparkling title. The Pantene Classics

Most Likely to Save the World Twice
Brandon Slocum and

Lockard Cassity are definitely two
people to look up to. Brandon

participates in marching band and
Lockard does yearbook and

cross-country, while they both manage
to keep up their sharp thinking with good

grades.

Matt Lassitter and Maranda

Murray are very smooth
talkers when it comes to the

opposite sex.

Alexa Pena and Jared Elliott love

to flip and twirl their hair throughout
the day.

The Entertainers

Mahalia Stubbs-Anderson and

Tyler England love to show off
their talent. They both performed
in the talent show last year, with

huge support and great applause.

Sobliomofte Supek^atives
r

*

&

Sophoinoro SupefUiiives

Koiio Hontracjin
.  BgIIqvc

Taylor Plummar
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If you
oould

*  / would change what
time school started.

f f r/?e school lunches.
 You should be able to

identify what you are eating! | |

l^hiny
about
cohool
wKat

would ft
f f Make it bigger because

Shauni Adams Daynnah Carmona
John Caseja
Mathew Castro
Julio Cervera

Kelisy Christensen
Jesica Christian

Mallory Adelman
Marissa Allen
Trent Almeida

William Arce-Hernandez

Brittany Bailiff

Jessica Bell Tyler Claypool
Kyle Clements
Nicholas Clibrey
Jayson Coleman
Paula Cortez
Nicole Craig

Luis Bermudez
Payton Bodecker

Sierra Bower

James Boyle
Jasmine Bratcher

Jessica Brayhaas Erwin Victoria Curtis
Eric Davis

Kaylin Dilbeck
Treasure Dixon

Meagen Dunleavy
Adriane Egelhoter

Derik Brown
Alishia Burch

Elizabeth Burwell
Kiera Calhoun

Alyssa Candiloro

Believe-

Tient Brock
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Ashley Ell
Mazzie Ellis

Alexandria Englen
Christopher Erwin

Bryce Faulkner
Timothy Fetterson

Wesley Gosney
Lauren Grace

Jeffrey Grandin
Zachery Green
Brittany Gulley
Clinton Handley

Thays Flores
Mason Fraley

Brianna Franklin

Shaqeem Freeman
Annabell Garcia

Jonathan Gaspers-Lund

Codey Harmon
Jacquelyn Harris
Brooklyn Hart
Cori Hatley
Fredrick Hayes
Kamieon Hayes

Tony Gibson
Jesse Gines

Samuel Gittings
Jarred Good

Wesley Goodlett
Lamyricle Goodwin

Samantha Haynes
Robert Hebeeb
Xavier Henderson

Brittany Henricksen
Erika Hernandez
Scott Hill

AAosI: Popular Mamas of I 9Q2 a I 993:

fr^shtnAn?

"Freshmen are so needy -
friends, help, pencils, role
models, credits, GPA. I'm

here to help though!"
'Mrs. Simpson,

Algebra 1

interesting
. ALWAYS!"

It's always an
experience.

-Dr. Karrigan
English 9

II ■P.  It"Freshmen are challenging
is rewarding to see them ,|
and develop during their high ^

school career."
-Mr. Ruhr, r

World Regions, World History, [:
Honors History 9 it

"Freshmen are inquisitive,
fun, energetic, and they

keep me on my toes. Gotta
love them!"
-Mrs. Duerr,

English 9, Honors English 9
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"I usually go to volleyball practice and |
afterwards my friends and I like to go
to Waffle House, because it's cheap!"

How do
you](

Whai: do ijou miss mosi: abou^
mfddla sohool?

9
>■

yf

-Lauren Krahiing
Vi

ijour bimaNot having to do Not having to
do a lot of
work."

"I hang with my friends, Brooke and
Aarika, since soccer season is over,

but I 'll be playing softball in the
spring."

any work, and just
walking around. I Be¬

like having more
freedom.

-Jourdan LewisM-Payton Bodecker
-Bailey Williams

"Uhm, nothing."

-Madison Tomaszewski "I'm an NFL
junkie." On Tuesdays and Fridays I go to rifle

team for JROTC."
Robert Wright

-Eric Paul

Ashley Hobbs
Dylan Hodakowski
Christopher Holder

Alex Holley
Bobbie Hoover
Chaise Horn

Elizabeth Juvera
Victoria Juvera
Kaitlyn Keenan
Aaron Kidd
Jacqueline Kimball
Chealsy Kimbrell

Alexis Horner
Brandon Howard

James Hudson
Izabella James

Dakota Januchowski
Chelsea Jarvis

Toree King
Katherine Klein
Victoria Koch
Kara Kozal
Lauren Krahiing
Kelsi Lamberson

Brittani Lang-Bowers
Jourdan Lewis
Frances Leyro
Alisha Linville
Cassandra Litteral
Amanda Lowe

David Jessee
Dakota John

Christian Johnson
Rebekah Johnson

Tyrell Jones
Chelsea Judd

Delievo

Trent Brock
' ■.It, 102
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Asheli Madison Shonna Murphy
Dominic Martin Steven Nagy

Sydney Martinez Ryan O'Steen
Kristopher McClellan Mason Orso

Ryan McConvilie Javier Ortiz
Danielle McCord Ciella Pate

Cameron McFarland Nicholas Patterson
Nikia McLeod Eric Paul

Conar McVicker Raven Pelfrey
Brittany Meadows Julliannesse Perez
Jessica Medeiros Liz Perez
Chanelle Menefee

I  j Deon Perry

Thomas Mesiarik Kyle Phister
Kevin Miller Mariah Pinero
less Miller Raven Porreca

Patrick Miner Ashley Potmesii
Breanca Mitchell Lonnie Powell
Aaron Monroe Laura Praseutkoun

from'P

I'shnipi'
Beltevf!

Tfonl Brock
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If you could QO £>acAc #n timo;.
Whal: vi/ould you havo dono
diffa^ra^nl:ly ac a froghman?

I would have opened up
more towards people
and worked harder on

my work."

Not hit the girl first. "I would try to work
harder to improve my

grades.”-Victoria Curtis

-Luke Reynolds
-Brittany Gulley

Kaitlynn Pritchett
Johnny Raymer

Rondius Rembert

Luke Reynolds 
Britny Rhodes VWf- i
Mariah Ring

Kendall Smith
Hailee Smith-Mullins

Tevin Speights
Robert Stevens
Christian Stimmell

Tiffany Stimmell

Aunraya Robinson
Shanice Roche

Shawn Rodriguez
Dylan Rogers
Camillla Ruffin

Geiner Santana

Caleb Stuart
Adam Such
Joshua Sukel
Brian Sullivan
Dewania Taylor
Jarvis Taylor

Alan Schempp
Alyssa Skinner
Alexis Slocum

Kourlnie Smelley
DeShaun Smith

Kelvin Smith

Samantha Taylor
Whitney Taylor
Crystal Tealer
Ciarra Thompson
John Thompson

TillinghastJacob

l-ti’siimoiBeliC'/o

Trnni Brock

'07106
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Madison Tomaszewski
Daniel Torres

Tenesha Trammell
James Tucker

Natasha Tuncap
Jameil Turner

Rebecca Vargas
Clinton Vetzel

Jacqueline Walker
Miriam Weber

Don Wells
Jordon Whisler

/

Luke Widmer

Bailey Williams
Bridgette Williams
Timothy Williams
Justin Wirkkala

Stephen Wolfe

Carl Worrell

Robert Wright
Jalisha Yates

Kathryn Ziegler

(

routin&c...
Ryan

O'Steen
makes time

to type a
paper in
seminar.
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Still Sleeping with
Stuffed Animals

Most UniqueBest Style
Tony Gibson and Daynnah Carmona andGreatest Athletes Liz Perez are both Luke Widmer are bothShaqeem Freeman and

Bailey Williams may look
innocent, but they are

without a doubt guilty of
being voted most likely to

never grow up!

dressed to walk the
sidewalk, and

everybody's watching!

defintiely one of a kind.
When it comes to fashion
and personality, they both

know how to express
themselves with their own

personalized flare.

Shonna Murphy and
Lonnie Powell

were voted most
athletic for the

freshmen class. Can't
you tell they've got

their game
faces on?

The Smooth Talkers
Those Overachievers You better watch out

for Nikia McLeod and
Jarvis Taylor. You

might end up falling for
them unexpectantlyl

Scott Hill and
Meagen Dunleavy both

exceed academic expectations
and manage extracurricular

activities.

Best Character Trouble Makers
Brooklyn Hart and

Adam Such are
both unanimous for

funny jokes and
making everything

fun, just ask
anyone!

Patrick Miner and
Raven Porreca are

such big class clowns,
they can't help but

laugh at themselves

Never Let You DownMost Bashful
You can always expect

the best attitude from
Bryce Faulkner and
Izabella James, who

are never less than
optimistic.

Wesley Gosney and
Victoria Juvera may
be the shyest of them

all , but their
personalities are

kickin'l

too!

Qabeit^ativeQ
Believe *

Taylor Plummer
110
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Dave Wine
Walter Coulter

Principal
Assistant Principal

Facullv S StallBelieve
1131112
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Kathy Duerr Patricia Greene Bonnie Karrigan Patsy Pendleton James GarnettAmy GammonsMary Everett

I 'I
fj

Rose GarrettTerry Robinson Geneva Howard Geary Schwartz Suzanne Simpson

\

♦

Wanda Garde Iris Loucks Angela
Pagan-Nelson

The ArUtettG Aurora Mark RayMichael Marciano Joshua McKi lip

Mrs. Embry remembers the n
worst teacher she ever
had, Mrs. Schwartz in sixth
grade, who told her she
would never amount to
anything. After Mrs. Embry
graduated, her mother sent
Mrs. Schwartz a copy of
the diplomas. Take that!

Mrs. Steven's greatest
mentor was her great-uncle
who was not only blind, but
who also became a state
representative and a justice
of the Arizona Supreme
Court. He told her that she
could do anything as long as
she wanted it bad enough.

Joel Brown Lydia Schoonover
ill ●V J

t' <► *

" a]■r i

'K
BellGvc

Megan Reilly
Fncully R SintI

Mnt|iin Rnilly
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The SclanUlf Ic Scholars
I

David PresleyMiche le

McCullough

Davie
Crockett-Felton

Catherine Fox Lar Nique LunsfordLeon Lange Scott Lowe

P

>●
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Phillip McCarty Brenda Schulz-von
Hawker

Eran Smith

*nia Tachnolotfiv & Career Crew
57?
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Kathy LargentLillian Butler Flarold GardnerJackie Cameron Jacqueline Davis Monique ElderJennifer Drake Jennifer Cannon

I

!
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Bertha SmithJames Embry Leigh Ann Embry Marie NelsonRay Gilbert Mary Gulin Nathanial MooreShelia Lewis

Fiicully & Sliifl

MGCjan Rotlly

Belitvo

Megan Reilly
117116



Tha Hla’borio Haroaa
Tha PiningV,
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Stephanie

Youngblood
Shawn Berner Pamela Briggs Joseph Ellston
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Gregory Gillis Kesha Ladd Patrick Puhr Kathy Watts

Tha Off tea OffloialaMr. Ellston was in the
134th Assault
Helicopter Company.
He is pictured next to
his UH1 Huey
helicopter in 1968, at
a fire base outside of
Peiku, Vietnam.

Eva Smith Velma Meriwether

Jennifer Morocco Warren Perry Rhonda Welliever
r

I
Tacully S Stall

Moijiin Roilly
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● Megan RoiUy
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"What sculpture is to a
block of marble,

education is to the soul.

-Joseph Addison

I
\4

Facing your fears!
Mrs. DePriest is afraid of

heights and fears for her
children's safety as all

mothers do.

You can teach a student a lesson for a day; but if you can teach him to learn by creating
curiosity, he will continue the learning process as long as he lives." -Clay P. Bedford

ii

I, 1
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i  iftihspior if Nopniciming, ^

Senor ferry, Mr. Garnett,
Coach Lange, and Mr.

!  Ciiulter dressed up as the
:  aluiirihi iHiorrieGOPhing court ;
!  ifor the ipep rai ly. It takes a

true man to wear a dress.

Home on the Range!
;  Major imbry grew up in a

smai[ town and knew
j  from the start he was

ready to take on the wide
open range.

As a child! iMn. Wpife dne^amed of
i;ii:imin|ia.'A^ityinpitiin!j an

ahidi $ l|anifl# j r!l

Mrs. Greene's "Apple
Pie" in the bright red

Saturn sky!

1

5^ Coach Lowe's Gastric Bypassvf>'
●C'.

’*7

CXJy
Ms. Sheets 'readi 0 Ii |pi:^
C.itewi! mysteries
stuiedi ieiits 'ff’ 0 shipif, (ih#

sizes in her youth.

CO
o

Mrs. Duerr and Frau
Loucks are the "Great

Escape" artists.

CD

F  iMs> ihilihifd!
' heriMi wereii^^|MigirsMrs. Everett attends and

tapes every event and
every season throughout

the entire year!

■ir:

Mrs.
partiiipiiidHih^ihlidMding^^

Feami ii® iig® fjhiflf,

Education is the best
provision for old age.

-Aristotle I.

The custodian's favorite
hobby is collecting

iihii Wiffootball pictures for
their "football wall. Teachers get distracted

Just like students!
Mr. Garnett's favorite daydreams today are about
taking off and landing airplanes. However, in high

school, he enjoyed dreaming of girls!

ly

Ms. Butler took the vacation of her dreams last summer in
Alaska. She viewed blue ice glaciers, whales in the open sea

and bald eagles so close you could almost touch them!
What a trip!

Wiit wif guilt Ihi '*'ihfipiih"'I

I  tillfg;t fid' hHldl v#diui 0M$ ‘
$0Mt, Manm! Si
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Better clear the road! It's -
the Fort Campbell l\

Hot Rod Riders] i
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"Academics are important because good grades are the
first step to a successful life. Our grades determine what
college we will get into, what scholarships we will receive,
or what kinds of programs we will be accepted into. We also
meet some of our closest and best friends in school.
Academics will lead us into a bright future, and everyone
should take advantage of them.

FCHS offers a wide variety of classes to help piepaie
for our future. We learn how everything we do goes hand-
in-hand with what we have learned. High school is an
important part of our life. We only get one chance. Its up to
us to determine what we make of it. How we function in high

us

school is probably pretty close to how we will function in
college and later in life. Good luck fellow peers."

-Jessica McConville AcademicsH Believe 1^31
Slopl'iiiiic MocliiiaTrent BiocV;



Far Left: Students from Mrs.

Duerr's junior English class show
off their Edgar Allan Poe posters.

Left: Cori Hatley, Lauren
Krahling, and Robert Wright do
research in the library.

Top Left: Daniel Torres does research
for his "Time Traveller" project in
Honors 9 English.

Far Left: Kelsey Henderson listens intently as her
teacher directs the class.Top Middle: Tes Such is eager to add

something to her peers' presentation.

Left: Denae Stimmell reads silently after she finishes
her test.Top Right: Scottie Brown, Daisha

Braswell, and Tony McDonald watch a
documentary of civilizations in Mrs.
Robinson's Honors 10 class.

Right: Kai Such, Stephanie Medina,
and Misty Schulz have a good time with
group discussions in AP Literature. Far Left: Andree Largent "Googles" Ethan Frome for

her sophomore English class.
Far Right: Sean Tighe and Kevin
Hoagland practice students' mystery
solving techniques by creating a crime
scene.

Left: Linaka Almeida works hard to get ahead in AP
English.

CnoHsfe
Bottom Left: Ms. Greene lectures her senior English
class about how it's "time to grow up" and "be
adults."

Bottom Middle: Meagan Dunleavy reaches for a
book that she hopes will help her with her classwork.

For first you write a sentence, and then you chop it small; then mix the bits
and sort them out, just as they chance to fall: the order of the phrases makes

no difference at all."

- Lewis Carrol, "Poeta fit non nascitur"

Bottom Right: Brandon Heimall pays close attention
as Ms. Sheets reminds him of the assignment she
just gave to the class.

Far Right: Freshmen hush as Dr. Karrigan begins to
teach class.

Right: Shanntina Hartrum smiles as she finishes her

PowerPoint project for Ms. Sheets' English 10 class.

1
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Punctuality: For almost every
competition, the drill team is up and
ready to go before the sun even
rises.

Respect: Tevin Speights performs
his duty as the right guard of the
flag during Color Guard practice.

Precision: Rhianna Crissostomo

steadies her aim as she prepares
to fire at the targets down range.

Determination: Members of the

Raider Team push themselves to
their physical limit by trying to
achieve the highest number of
sit-ups possible.

Dress and Cover: One of the first and most important
lessons a JROTC cadet must learn is how to march

while keeping their dress and cover in alignment to the
cadets in front and beside them.

Punctuality RespectConfidence

Confidence: Wearing his uniform, Chris
Ward stands proud at the front of the
formation of cadets.

Trust: Nick Collett guides the blindfolded
Kevin Gilbert through a rigorous obstacle
course.

Preparation: Tony McDonald reviews his squad as
they prepare to enter the inspection room, where they
will be critiqued by a drill sergeant.

Honor: The entire FCHS JROTC battalion

marches in the Veteran's Day Parade to
honor those who have served in the military.

Teamwork: When the Raider Team works together,
they can do anything, even pull a Hummer.

Knowledge: Ready to answer questions,
Brian Lauckhardt stands at port arms as he
is inspected by the drill sergeant.

Fitness: Cadets endure challenges not only mentally
but also physically; performing Indian runs and other
tests of strength and will power.Precision Determination

Knowledge
*'v

Endurance: The candidates of OCS push
through the harsh flutter kicks in hopes of
becoming next year's officers.

■ I

staff●i'

V Jt Battalion Commander: Brooke Davies
Executive Officer: Rebecca Tushar
Sergeant-1 Personnel and Administrations Officers:
Sean Tighe & Mechelle Smith
S-2 Intelligence Officers: Olan Andrews & William
Battle
S-3 Operations Officers: Rebecca Tushar & Drew
Prochniak
S-4 Logistics Officers: Aaron Juvera, Charles Wilson,
and Chase Myers
S-5 Public/Civil Affairs Officers: Derek McCune
Command Sergeant Major: Brian Johnson

■

JROTC
I am an Army Junior ROTC Cadet. I will always conduct myself to bring credit to my

family, country, school and the Corps of Cadets.  I am loyal and patriotic. I am the
future of the United States of America. I do not lie, cheat or steal and will always be

accountable for my actions and deeds. I will always practice good citizenship and
patriotism. I will work hard to improve my mind and strengthen my body. I will seek the

mantle of leadership and stand prepared to uphold the constitution and the American
way of life. May God grant me the strength to always live by this creed.

●r '

Dress and Cover PreparationEndurance

Competition: A "drill-off" is the best way
to show your stuff on the drill floor. The
cadets compete at drill for medals and
bragging rights, showing that they are the
best among the schools at drill and
ceremonies.

i
■ ● V■u il

Wi Mi-. ^ "
S'

Pride: When reporting in to the drill
sergeants, the platoon members need to
show what they are really made of and be
proud that they have made it this far in the
competition.

m
StaffTeamworkCompetition Pride

ik»'
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Far Left: Joey Hernandez uses
his notes to identify which bone
he is looking at.

f!
f!

Left: Kerry Winston and James
Hudson analyze their test strip
during their biology lab.

Top Left: R.J. Lewis conducts an
experiment in AP Chemistry.

Top Middle: Michelle Schulz uses a
microscope to observe bone cells.

Far Left: John Taylor prepares to toss his egg over
the edge of the commons during physics class,
hoping it doesn't crack.

i
\ j

Top Right: Zach Rinestine holds a test
tube as Jelisa Stevens drops in the
amount of substance they need.

Left: Brittany Meadows, Cami McFarland, Cassie
Litteral, and Tenesha Trammell gear up and take a
quick picture before their biology lab.

ui

I

*nRight: Robert Wright monitors the
stopwatch as Trent Almeida observes
what is happening in the experiment.

Far Left: Jessica McConville and Shane Veteto

remove their egg to see if it cracked during its fall for
a physics lab.

Far Right: Coach Lange uses "Susie'
to show different parts of the skeletal
system.

Left: Kate Vail measures some water in a test tube

for an experiment in AP Biology.

Bottom Left: Chace Drew and Chris Ward identify
different parts of the spinal cord.

Bottom Middle: Mrs. Crockett-Felton demonstrates

how different chemicals affect the color of a liquid.
"Science at Fort Campbell is outstanding. The teachers are great and the

learning environment is phenomenal. From chemistry and physics to biology,
everything is wonderful. Classes may sound hard before you take them, but

they are actually helpful and somewhat fun. There are also labs that are
conducted to help one's understanding of the science. I have really enjoyed
taking science in high school because of Fort Campbell's science program."

Bottom Right: Jesse Gines, Tim Williams, and
Tevin Speights enjoy eating food that represent
different portions of the Earth with Mrs. Lunsford.

-Vincent Porreca

i
\

Far Right: LaKeisha Dula demonstrates how proteins are
formed within a cell by using connecting toy blocks.

ill
Right: Mike Hartrum listens closely to the next step of a
chemistry lab, while warming up a beaker in his hand.
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Far Left: A big part of the foreign
language curriculum is to
experience the different varieties
of foods from the native lands as

Chris Allen and Senor Terry do
here.

Left: Nick Collett and Chase
Baldwin kick back and listen to a

tape recording in an effort to
improve their listening skills in
German.

I
Top Left: Roark Anders quickly raises his
hand before Tyler Claypool to ask Frau
Loucks a question. IIJ

Far Left: Breeana Wilson works diligently on herTop Middle: Without distractions, Deanna
Carter focuses hard on her Spanish work Spanish !1 test.

Left: Brandon Slocum watches to a Spanish movie

to get more answers for his worksheet.
Top Right: Ciarra Thompson practices
hard with hopes to someday be a dancer
on "Dancing with the Stars."

Right: Tiffani Caldwell takes a sip of her
juice while doing her classwork.

Far Right: Kathryn Strehle helps Aimee
DeMoss with an assignment on the
computer.

Far Left: Aunraya Robinson and Christina Walton
listen carefully to Senor Terry to make sure they
understand Spanish verbs.

foreign
Language

Left: Sammantha Foley searches through a
collection of poems to find a poem to recite for the
Foreign Language Competition in May.

Bottom Left: The German ill class debates with

Frau Loucks about a grammar issue.

Bottom Middle: Ricardo Cano and Keishia Valle

really get into their dancing.Foreign languages can help students for the rest of their lives. Personally, I have
experience with three languages: French, German, and Spanish. They have

helped me improve my writing and speaking skills. Learning a foreign language
opens up many doors for many opportunities." -Jesus Martinez

Bottom Right: Jacque Smith improves her Spanish
by reading a passage aloud in Spanish.

Far Right: Kevin Gilbert and Carl Worrell are hard at
work to earn that A on their German test.

Right: Rebecca Vargas reviews her German vocabulary
words before taking a quiz.

Bclicvo Foreign Lniiguagc
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Far Left: Miguel Castro is stili
smiling as he stretches before class
begins.

Left: Dana Floyd warms up before
her class by finishing her snack.

Top Left: Jessica Christian takes time to
breathe after jogging for a warm-up. W

w

>' r . ,
il

Top Middle: Amanda Lowe give us a
thumbs up on running. Far Left: Breanna Wilson uses the weight machine

to help tone up her upper arms.-'^3' V
Top Right: Xenia Castro, Mallory
Adelman, and Tess Miller take a walk

around the parking lot before they go off
to play volleyball.

A.f Left: Brian Lauckhardt stretches before working out
in P.E.

■“ViRight: Raquan Durrante and William
Battle pose for our camera before they
start to run.

t  Ctitt/ \ rr
Far Right: Annabel! Garcia and Dylan
Rogers discuss who knows what during
their run around the gym.

Far Left: Tony Gibson lifts some weights. Pump that
iron!

Physical
6ducatloi

Left: Damien Jenerette smiles for the camera while
doing the butterfly stretch.

L Bottom Left: Luke Espinoza lifts weights, which is
one of the requirements for the conditioning class.

Bottom Middle: Medgar Haynes pulls the weight
machine to ensure he gets a proper workout.

Physical Education classes are some of the hands-on classes that students can
participate in. Students can have fun while trying to get in shape at the same

time. They also learn the Importance of being fit and staying well balanced.
FCHS offers a wide variety of physical education classes.

Bottom Right: Shaqeem Freeman gets a word of
advice from Coach McKillip.

/

Far Right: Chelsea Jarvis lifts weights while trying to
produce a smile for our photographer.

Right: Maranda Murray and Trallsa Noblin do a
cool-down with a walk before starting to run again.

●i
m
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Far Left: Ambra Noble, Mahalia
Stubbs-Anderson, Lacie Lloyd
Samantha Amorine, Velenzia
Rouse, and Nichole Visnick

practice their group song before
the winter chorus concert.

Left: Alex Combs works on

brushing up his trombone skills
during band class.

unmi .

Top Left: Rhonda Miller helps give Mr.
Gardner suggestions while he works on a
Falcon mosaic for the football team.

Far Left: Cassandra Littlefield practices her piano
skills before she has to perform for a big playing test.Top Middle: Roark Anders practices his

bass clarinet before class starts.
Left: Jacob Scruggs and Chris Sotomayor put up a
fight during their drama performance.Top Right: Chaise Horn practices his

drumming abilities in band class.

Right: Okoye Cothrine listens intently to
learn about the various cultures during her
Humanities class.

Far Right: Justin Hernandez draws a
self-portrait with precise measurements in
AP Studio Art.

Far Left: Amanda Guillory and Jayson Coleman put
together their very precise mosaics with paper
clippings in Fundamentals of Art.

Left: Joel OrtizDiaz takes notes during Humanities
on how cultures have changed throughout the
decades.

Bottom Left: Alex Kirby practices his guitar in the
The arts help all students succeed in school and life by providing students library during a class change break.
with the opportunity to develop habits of mind, such as critical and creative

thinking and perseverance and dedication to task. The arts can engage youth Bottom Middle: Nichole Visnick stands out among
who are not being reached through traditional schooling and can positively many performers during the fall drama play.

affect the personal qualities critical to becoming psychologically healthy. The
arts provide an ideal setting for multi-faceted and profound learning

Bottom Right: Brittany Heath draws during her AP
experiences." -Mrs. DePriest

Far Right: Nan He So and Justin Wirkkala smile for our
photographer while they draw in Fundamentals of Art.

Right: Michael Craft focuses on playing the right notes in
Piano I.



Top Left: Morgan Meade works hard
on editing a segment for a future show.

Top Left: Chris Englen shows Channel 4
news reporter Aaron Solomon how to work
with robots for a Cool School segment.

Top Middle: Hannah Carmona has so
much fun while working the mouse for
the teleprompter.

Top Middle: Becca McDonald puts
together an advertisement in her
publications class.

Top Right: The amazing Blue Review
cast poses for a quick promotional
photograph.

Top Right: Shamar Betancourt shows off
her graphic design skills.

Right: Filming anchors is a big
production, especially around the
holidays.

Left: Mrs. Davis helps Alan Johnson and
Clan Andrews prepare their CP report.

Far Left: Donovan Hayes thinks about
what movement he should have his
animated snowman perform next.

Far Right: Jared Elliot listens intently
as he creates during his first year on
the Blue Review.

Professional
TeolMiical
Studies

Blue Review Is a fun class that is student led and taught. If you're thinking
about taking this class there are some things you may need to know:

1. You must have a low stress-level.
2. You must be able to think inside and outside of the box.

3. You must work hard to complete deadlines as a team.
4. You must love being on camera.

This year's producers were Kaliegh Belda, Trent Brock, and Jordan Veteto. PTS classes may sound boring to some, but others use it to
their full advantage. When taking a PTS class you don't need
much knowledge about computers or the software because

you learn it all in class. The classes help broaden your
horizon and can help you in the working world someday.

Jm.Far Right: Rhonda Miller and A.J. Cacabelos are extra
excited about seeing themselves on TV.

m Far Left: Mark Boroff works diligently on his very own
custom website.

Left- Dexter Durrante helps Robbie Townsend understand
what it is he should type and how it should be formatted.

Right: Kaliegh Belda watches intently while she films a
guest appearance by Jesse Naputi for the state football
show at the anchor desk with Michelle Dille and Trent
Brock.

U:I  '♦
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Far Left: Martinez Davis uses a
different method to understand

circles in Geometry.

Left: Samantha Haynes places
stickers on a graph to represent
an increase in number.

Top Left: TaMeisha Rowe copies
down her math vocabulary at the end of
class.

Far Left: Chase Myers finds imaginary numbers
confusing and challenging in Algebra II.Top Middle: Scott Hill makes sure his

geometric measurements are correct.
Left: Hailee Smith-Mullins takes notes on the

hypotenuse leg and the Pythagorean Theorem.Top Right: Hannah Carmona gets help
on an Algebra II problem with Mrs.
Davis.

Right: Shonnie Almeida smiles for our
photographer before his class begins to
study the Pythagorean Theorem.

Far Left: Jennifer Otey works on estimating angles
and circles in Geometry.Far Right: Ronald Wilson finds a math

problem that's particularly difficult.

Left: lliana Nieves uses a calculator to quickly finish

a Math Analysis problem.

Mathematies Bottom Left: Mallory Taylor and Mindy Phillips
prove the old saying that "two heads are better than
one" in Geometry.

Bottom Middle: J.D. Ervin makes sure his angles
'We try to teach students ways to take the math that they learn and apply it to

real life situations. Math trains you to think through many
types of problems. It's a major tool that can help you with many other

subjects." -Mrs. Gammons and Mrs. Simpson

are perfect.

Bottom Right: Kyle Sobocinski double checks
himself to make sure he is copying the problem down
correctly.

i *

v.K AFar Right: Davonte Gilliam works on his homework in

class so he can ask questions if he has any difficulty.

Right: Chris Ward draws the unit circle of trigonomic
functions in Math Analysis.
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Far Left: Justin Watts uses his

knowledge about cars to fix them
at Air Assault Auto.
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Left: Olan Andrews spends his
CP period working at the MWR
Contracting office.

[P

)

Top Left: Andrea Windover jots down
information for her supervisor at the MWR
Marketing office. r ri-

Top Middle: Nina Emerick explores the
world of illness at the Lincoln Elementary
nurse's office.

Far Left: Alan Johnson puts his athletic skills to use
by helping at in a Marshall Elementary P.E. class.

Left: Amaryllis Wilson helps her supervisor in the
busy office at Lucas Elementary.

Top Right: Rachel Borowiec and Chelsea
Smith show their love for animals at the
Dog Impound.

Right: Mario Flint helps decorate for
Christmas in a Lucas Elementary
classroom.

Far Right: Nate Totman is hard at work on
a car at Air Assault Auto. Far Left: Jackie Hayhurst addresses envelopes

while working at the MWR Marketing office.

Career
Practicufti

Left: Kendra Thompson enjoys reading with a
student at Jackson Elementary.

Bottom Left: Jared Wight takes a break from
working hard at FCHS Student Store.

Bottom Middle: Brooklyn Matthews spends her CP
period helping out at the Fisher House."Career Practicum is designed to provide a school to career experience. It

helps students choose a career path before they enter college providing
students with the opportunity to work at a work site pertaining to what they

want to do when they get older." -Mrs. Davis, CP teacher

Bottom Right: Dexter Stills works at the Youth
Center and helps organize things around the office.

OPE'Nl
110-72Student7TFar Right: Dexter Durrante steps off the CP bus which

takes the students to and from their work site. For the first

time ever, CP students can no longer drive to their work
site.
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Right: Robbie Townsend teaches some Wassom Middle

School students about his favorite sport, basketball, as a
P.E. teacher.
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Far Left: Mrs. Briggs lectures her
U.S. History class on how the
U.S. tried to avoid getting involved
in World War II.

Left: Kyle Turner puts the final
touches on her Government work

before turning it in.

Top Left: Nitza Rivera writes down the
essay topic for her upcoming history test. 15^

u..,.
Top Middle: T'Keyah Tucker looks like
she's swamped with history work.

Far Left: Mariah Ring notices that our photographer
has crept up on her while she "googles" her history
project for her World Regions class.Top Right: Mr. Ellston takes the time to

listen to a story from a student.
Left: Mr. Gillis is giving one of his famous lectures to
his World History class.Right: Erica Fleming studies for a test in

her Sociology class.

Far Right: Kevin Miller lays his head
down to help him get a closer look at a
World War II map. Far Left: Martha Grandin and Ashlie Wise work

together for one of Ms. Ladd's projects on current
events.

Social Left: Jackie Hayhurst searches through her folder for
some notes to go over.

Bottom Left: Garrett Campos, Dexter Stills, and
Anna Benjamin, are presenting items and rituals that
were used for the Day of the Dead in Mexico.

Bottom Middle: Ashley Christie is helping her
teacher, Mr.Gillis, by grading papers.

"1 believe it's important to teach history because if we do not learn from the
past, we may repeat some of our mistakes in the future. History also shows

us where we are from and helps us shed light on where we are going.
Most of all, history is fun!" -Mrs. Briggs Bottom Right: Eric Hale studies before his U.S

History test in Mrs. Briggs' class.

Far Right: Quanisha Miller presents her finished
powerpoint to her World Regions class.

Right: Mario Flint looks very busy while calculating his
Economics work.
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Top Left: Brian Sullivan and Joan
Rodriguez listen for the main ideas of a
story being read to them by Mrs. Allen.

Top Left: Martinez Davis watches as a
presentation is given by a guest speaker.

Top Middle: Jasmine Bratcher and
Brittany Henricksen do their work during
class.

Top Middle: Roger Gamez presents
an oral presentation of a novel he read
as Mrs. Allen looks on.

Top Right: Avid students listen as a
guest speaker talks about his career. Top Right: Jenaro Gonzalez

participates in his group's project.

Right: Steven Hayhurst listens
intensely during a class discussion.

Far Right: Antonette Dorsey enjoys a
slice of pizza at the AVID pizza lunch.

Far Left: Xenia Castro and Mathew

Castro help Nan He So look for a job in
the local papers' "Help Wanted" ads.

Left: Shannon Cortez and Jessica Bell

listen carefully as instructions are being

given.

AVID
ESL, also known as English as a Second Language, is a class to help

 -native students adjust to the English language. Many students in our school
have been around the world and come from different cultures. This class is full of

diversity, building a basis for the English language. Students enjoy reading
stories and furthering their knowledge and learning the the English language.

non
AVID stands for Advancement Via Individual Determination. It is a class that

helps students by giving them tools to successfully progress in high school
and college. By selHpicked projects and book reviews, AVID is a class set up

to help students think at a higher level to prepare them to ask the right
questions to aide their learning.

Far Right; Fransisco Valle hurries to jump on a computer
to get to work on his project.

Right: Geiner Santana is excited
vocabulary game and got a prize.

because he just won a

Far Right: Porshia Austin works on the computer during
class to help her finish her project.

Right: Christopher Allen reads some research for  a class
project.

3 '
AVID & ESLBeliovo
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As we mature throughout our life, we begin to find that
have molded ourselves from the experiences we had

while belonging as a member of a dub or playing a sport
with a team. By being proactive we have become more
in-touch with ourselves. We learn dedication, drive
determination, respect, morals, hard-work, leadership, and
so many other valuable characteristics and behaviors.

We learn in life that we all want that certain "something.
We must stick to our goals, but we must allow for the
occasional modifications that come along. If we prove that
we want something badly enough, if we're determined
enough and patient enough, eventually it will happen. It will
eventually. We must have faith in ourselves. Whoever said
getting what you want is easy?
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CMs
"The definition of a club is a group of people organized

for a common purpose. With that in mind, we not only come
together for the reason of the club, but we come together to
socialize, have fun, and help us learn about our strengths
and weaknesses. Being involved in clubs has helped
students like me to become a better leader and to help build

character. Through clubs we meet new people who also
share the same motives. We also get to learn about the
problems that our community, our nation, and the world
face. The best part is that FCHS has a club for almost every
interest. We really need to take a stand and accomplish our
goals. In this group environment, we share not only a
common purpose, but a will to learn."

H -Jourdan Lewis Clubs

Tfoni Brock
1491
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What Clubs
FCHS Have?

Computer graphics is one of my favorite things about computers. I joined Computer Club because I like hanging
out with people who enjoy the same activities as me." -Latisha Hileman

i

Left: For Christmas the

Computer Club decorated and
shipped ornaments to soldiers
deployed to the Middle East.

Here's what students are looking to get involved in. Below: Have a question
about computers, animation,
or new technology? Ask Mrs.
Cameron who is one of many
electronic gurus of FCHS.'A culinary club can

fix our lunch

problems."
-Laura Praseutkoun

rA chess club would
be awesome!"
-Raven Porreca

I want a car club.

-Ashley Ernest

Top Left: Olivia Cook, Jose Alvarez,
C.J. Croft, and Matt Lassitter were all
finalists in the West Point Bridge
Builder contest.

Far Left: Computers have been a part
of the American lifestyle since the
ENIAC was created in 1943, so it is no
surprise that FCHS has a club for
those interested in the technological
world.

Left: One benefit of being in Computer
Club is the fact that computers are
readily available at FCHS so you can
learn to use the various programs.'We think a book club would

be kind of cool."
"This school needs a
Business Professionals

-Cori Hatley & Scott Hill of America club.
I want to have a-Whitney Jackson
dance club.

-Jasmine Craft

Above: A gaming competition is held at the Teen Club 24/7. It is
one of the most popular events hosted by the Computer Club.

Above: Naturally having a good time and laughing is always
better when you are with others students that share your interests.

What Clubs Should FCHS Have-? & Computer ClubBelong

Kyle Moyers & Megan RoillyKyle Moyers S Megan Reilly
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The mission of FEA is to give students a realistic, yet fun understanding of the education profession through

meetings, fundraisers, and socials. The two goals of the FEA society are to encourage students to maintain a high
GPA and to be active participants in their school activities.

y-.

Top Left: Amber Spade and
Allie Yerkes-Klatt wait while

Far Right: Selling candy is a
primary fundraiser for FEA
this year. Megan Reilly
demonstrates this as she
sells some to Latisha
Hiieman.

Mrs. Duerr continues to readI
!  *

the "Sneaky Santa" story.●  t

r

Top Right: Sam Amorine sipslAf her cola as she watches the'V
,h- movie at the Halloween.'●J til|l\\ Social.it.'

Right: Cami McFarland
listens intently during the
meeting to the suggestions
of other members.

i Bottom Left: StephanieI Devlin thinks of the different
positions she could fill during

A Teacher Shadow Day.

Bottom Right: Daisha
Braswell listens to the officers
during a meeting.

Left: Amaryllis Wilson gets ready

Club Officersto participate in the games at FEA's
Christmas Social.

Far Right: Jared Smith is thinking
about the decision he has to make
between shadowing an elementary
teacher and a middle school
teacher.

Right: Ambra Noble and Morgan Rebecca
Meade think about the different McDonald
possibilities for FEA fundraisers. Vice-President

Jordan Brower
Parliamentarian

V iTony McDonald (\
Treasurer

Kendra
ThompsonRight: Jesse Togawa sits in

silence as attendance is being
taken before the meeting
begins.

Above: Alex Englen, Cassie
Litteral, and Jourdan Lewis
huddle together awaiting
something scary from the
movie Signs.

Historian

Left: Chelsea Judd makes
note of the meeting's
discussion by recording it on
her tape recorder.

Above: Tess Miller and
Meagen Dunleavy show how
much fun socials can be!

Fulijro Educiilors ill America
Belong 1 r-.3|1S2 1 avioi Piumtm’iTrent Brock



National
Top Left: Kathryn StrehleRight: Jacky Cephus begins

a meeting with the monthly
inspirational reading.

waits for the Mix It Up lunch
to begin.

Top Right: Nick WilhelmFar Right: Nikki Swope and
Stephanie Medina help Mrs.
Speake and Mrs. Simpson
organize the Crush cans for
their delivery on Valentine's
Day.

checks his calendar to make
sure he has sufficient time to
volunteer.

Bottom Left: Megan Reilly
jots down some ideas for a
new Veteran's Day project.

Bottom Right: Velenzia
Rouse looks through her
purse to find a pencil to write
down the people on her
committee.

Left: Ashley Christy hands out
candy to the students participating
in the Mix It Up lunch.

Far Right: Jared Smith listens
attentively to what the next event

■  ●will be about.
>1 f

Right: Nick Collett makes sure he
heard all of the details correctly
about the NHS ice cream social. Rhonda MillerI.

President

V
1'

Kate Vail
Vice-President

Jesus Martinez
Secretary

\
Jacky Cephus

(
Treasurer

*31

1^-

Nikki Swope
HistorianRight: Brian Johnson and

Vincent Porreca volunteer to
read to kids at an event at the

Family Readiness Center.

Above: Rhonda Miller takes

down names of people
volunteering for a fundraiser. Left: Trent Brock and Nichole Above: A.J. Cacabelos listens

during a meeting about the
next volunteer project.

Holland pay close attention to
see who they should elect as
NHS officers.
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German Club allows it's members to get closer to their family heritage and learn about the culture with other

Germans. It's really fun. We participate in great events like movie nights and game nights." -Carl Worrell
Top Left: Everyone watches
Blades of Glory and eats pizza

Right: The best thing about
German Club is the various

traditional foods brought to
each event. Yum!

to their heart's content.

Top Right: Kaylin Dilbeck and
Amanda Lowe pose while
playing basketball soccer on

Below: Sammantha Foley
hoards Nick Collett's
mother's brownies from the

rest of the group because
they're to die for.

game night.

Bottom Left: X-Boxes are also

a source of fun, especially when
Halo 3 was released at the

beginning of the year!

Bottom Right: Charles Simon
pops some popcorn for
everyone before the party,

Top Right: Everyone gathers

Club Officersaround to watch the "masters" of
Guitar Hero duke it out.

Far Right: Dance Dance
Jacky Cephus

Revolution is very popular among President
members."We can dance if we
want to, we can leave our friends
behind,'cause our friends don't
dance and if they don't dance
they're no friends of ours. Kyle Moyers

Vice-President

Right: Nick Collett and John
Anderson focus as they compete
in the ultimate struggle for the

Jordan Browerperfect score in face-off mode in
SecretaryGuitar Hero.

Brooke Davies
Treasurer

Aimee DeMoss
Historian

Victor Martinez
Historian

Right: Before the fun-filled
Christmas party begins,
everyone makes a funny face
while taking a picture by the
"Hero Tree" from TCC.

Above: One of the most

memorable things about
German Club is making
friends like Melody Baker,
Kyle Moyers, and Alex
Englen have done.

Melody BakerLeft: Laura Praseutkoun is Above: Vice-President, Kyle Sergeant-At-Arms
ecstatic when she finds the Moyers, conducts the January
most cherished items, Kinder meeting about the next movie
Eggs, are in her “Secret Santa night and the upcoming

she received Fasching Party!

Golofuj
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Black History is a club for al l races that are interested in learning about the African American culture. Run by Mrs.
Everett, the club participates in numerous competitions to test their knowledge of the African American culture.

Spanish Club is for those students that are looking to enhance their understanding of the Spanish culture. During
meetings, members are encouraged to speak in Spanish to further their skills. Don't forget the fiestas!

I« <4

Right: Ms. Pagan-Nelson is
getting ready to serve a plate
of ethnic food to the club
members.

Left: Olan Andrews sits with

Mrs. Everett awaiting to sing
the Negro National Anthem
in February during Black
History Month.

Far Right: Ashley Gibson
gets ready to lick her fingers
of the delicious food before

joining in a conversation with
her peers.

Far Left: Members of the

Black History Team take a
picture with one of the
Tuskegee Airmen at the
Black History luncheon.

Club Officers

Rhonda Miller Branden Ward
PresidentPresident

Far Right: Morgan Meade takes Far Left: Keishia Garcia-Santana
studies her notes for the

competition at the end of the
month.

■ -i?attendance before Stephanie
S c
M

Stephanie Medina Medina calls the meeting to order.
 ■ Keishia Garcia

Vice-PresidentVice-President

Right: Incorporating food into the
agenda of the meeting ensures that Left: Casey Moffitt tries to stay

loose on the buzzer waiting to
answer another question during a
trivia game practice.

the complete experience is met to
Morgan Meade enrich students. /Erica Fleming

Secretary

iiv> z.:

Above: Ms. Pagan-Nelson and Ms. Carde enjoy the food that the
students brought in for the fiesta. They should rate it in comparison
to the food made by natives.

Above: After a great fiesta, the girls work on cleaning up.
Above: Shamar Betancourt is studying her African American
history packet.

Above: Some students volunteer for the Black History skit and
choir that the club is putting together for a celebration at the
Wilson Theatre.
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FCA is a dub that helps students make a positive difference in their school by demonstrating good character,
moral values, and fellowship among their peers. Run by Coach Marciano, the club has made it well-known that

you don't have to be an athlete to be in FCA and to have fun.

The one place where you don't say "good luck" because it's bad luck.
Break a leg! Never say MacBeth!

Right: Aaron Juvera gives a
thumbs up with his sister
Elizabeth during their first
Drama Club meeting.

Right: Nick Collett holds up
his broken guitar picks right
after he performed a
religious piece of music.

Below: Megan Reilly
projects her lines while
doing an exaggerated hand
movement for her part in the
play "30 Plays in 60
Seconds."

Below: R.J. Lewis begins
the FCA meeting by talking
about future events and
fundraisers.

Top Right: Daynnah Carmona and
Brenton Green have time to stop
and wave to passing students
between scenes.

Top Right: Brandon Slocum poses
while presenting a slideshow
presentation to the group.

Far Right: Hannah Carmona and
Victoria Juvera listen intently during
a meeting.

Far Right: Darian Jones trusts
Devon Wells to guide him to the
opponent in a game of dodgeball.

Right: Raven Porecca, Izzy
James, and Alex Webb work
together to practice their lines.
Rehearsal is always an intense
time before the big day.

Right: FCA has a very diverse
group of members. Attendance was
low at the beginning of the year,
but now the ball is rolling and
membership continues to grow.

Above: Group work is essential in talking about moral values and
making suggestions to help improve lives.

Above: Josh Carter, Ambra Noble, and Brittany Heath smile for
our photographer before the meeting of fun and games begins.

Above: The cast always received constructive criticism from Ms.
Watts to make their play the best it could be.

Above: You could just feel the passion put into the play while
sitting in the audience. It seemed like Nichole Visnick loved her part
in the play.



Student Council
Student Council is the governing body of the school. An executive board is elected in May for the next school yoar.
Class officers are elected in early September. STUCO makes the majority of decisions through voting procedures.

Right: A group of juniors
stand in their hallway to
show why they won the
''Best Decorated Hallway"
contest during Homecoming.

Top Left: Becky Tushar, CJ
Croft and Brittany
Hendrickson discuss what

activities to plan for this
year's Terra Nova test.

Below: Kendra Thompson
presents her paper, showing
how different she is from

everyone else during the
leadership conference
sponsored by STUCO.

Top Right: Evie Burwell
focuses hard on not cutting
herself as she helps
decorate for the

Homecoming dance.

Bottom Left: Tony
McDonald and Nick Collett
use teamwork to finish the

homecoming props faster.

Top Right: The junior students on
Bottom Right: Alex Webb
and Adam Hall discuss what

to do for this year's can food
drive.

Student Council converge to decide
on what their class color will be.

Far Right: J.D. Ervin shows Taylor
Plummer and Stephanie Medina
the new Student Council shirt.

Executive ̂ oard
Right: Executive Board President,
Jordan Veteto, talks to her club
members at a meeting during
seminar. /

IJordan Vetetoi / ‘■
President \ [

\ Kaliegh Belda
Vice-President

Jacky Cephus
Secretary of

k Correspondence

Becky Tushar
Secretary of

Records

Tralisa Noblinr_ ^
Right: STUCO is the only club
at FCHS to have a seminar of
just the executive board
members. They use this time to
deal with important issues.

Above: Kaliegh Belda,
Tralisa Noblin, and Misty
Schulz get together to
discuss what to do for this
year's talent show.

Parliamentarian

Left: Essence Brown shows off
her excitement for being able
to dress up on Chill Day during
Homecoming.

Above: Rhonda Miller and
Daisha Braswell work diligently
on the fountain for this years
Homecoming dance.

Brooke Davies
Histoiian

H Belong

Kvin Mov't-Trent Bro<M



Teens, Criwe,Community
I

Top Left: After a trip to theRight: Martha Grandin is one
of the TCC food servers at

the soup kitchen in Nashville.

r-.
Cadiz nursing home, Ms.
Ladd’s uncle took membersI : of TCC on a hayride.

Below: Misty Schulz helps
organize the set up for the
"holiday tree" at FCHS.

Top Right: Tre Such shows
off his "reason of death" on

Blackout Day.

Si■

Bottom Left: Megan Reilly
does community service and

li*

gets to enjoy quality time
with her "adopted" grandma.

Bottom Right: AnthonyTop Right: Jared Wight hangs an
ornament in honor of a victim during Juvera smiles with his new
the annual "On Wings of Love friend at the nursing home.
homicide memorial in Clarksville.

Bottom Far Right: Delores McLeod
enjoys a conversation with an
elderly woman while delivering
canned foods to the adult daycare
in Hopkinsville.

Bottom Right: Scott Rife hands out
"Happy Holidaysl" cards to the folks
at the adult daycare.

i

k

i
Above: Mr. Counts dressed up
as the Grim Reaper for the first
time at FCHS to demonstrate

the meaning of Blackout Day
during Red Ribbon week.Above: Okoye Cothrine and

Anthony Battle sit quietly as
Ms. Ladd addresses the

agenda for their meeting.

Right: Sean Tighe shares a
heartfelt moment with guest
speaker about drinking and
driving during Red Ribbon
week at FCHS,

Left: Amaryllis Wilson and
Nichole Visnick listen to

instructions before entering the
Cadiz nursing home for a visit.

Above: John Anderson meets

and greets during the
Halloween party at the nursing
home hosted by TCC,

Belong Hi imtiuinil',
Kirt
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First Priority is a club at FCHS that allows students to feel completely comfortable with expressing their religion.
Food, fun, games, and fellowship are all incorporated into the club curriculum, which is led by students.

Top Left: Brownies andRight: Ryan McConville
looks a little lonely. He’s at
the right place if he's looking
for friends and the word of
God.

other goodies along with
drinks are always available!

Top Right: Olivia Cook
shouts out to get everyone's
attention so she can tellBelow: The door of First

Priority is open to all. They
meet each Tuesday in room
44 after school.

them her amazing idea for a
new activity.

Bottom Left; The members

of First Priority sure know
how to cook and eat good
food.

Bottom Right: It's always
expected that John

Top Right: Members of First Anderson will play a little
Priority come together in a prayer tune on his guitar for the
circle before the meeting is started. group.

Far Right: Mrs. Biter isn't just the
nurse at our school, but she also
attends all First Priority meetings.

Right: Mr. Gilbert lends his room
out for First Priority to meet and is
also actively involved and
supportive of First Priority.

yiliVganiPinw
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Above: Hannah Carmona is

preparing to show the group a
DVD on a community service
project they started this year.

Above: Room 44 has
become a safe and fun

place for students to gather.
It's a healthy environment
with friendly gestures and
smiling faces.

Right: Olivia Cook and Jackie
Hayhurst are explaining the
prayer circle to the newbies. Left: Jackie Hayhurst, a First Above: Members enjoy their

food while watching the DVD
Hannah Carmona prepared for
them.

Priority leader, tries to get
everyone's attention at a
meeting.
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"I love cheerleading because 1 get to wear a cute
uniform, yell, and jump around. There's more to
cheerleading than having a cute face in a uniform and

aking funny faces at the crowd. Cheerleading takes hard
work, dedication, and trust. I love being in front of a crowd
leading them in cheers and getting them worked up, I  love
my teammates, which are like my family and friends.

No matter what sport is played, all athletes feel the same
way I do. We may fear how we will perform at the next
game, but we just have to go out there and give it our all .
We have to be dedicated and determined. By being on a
team we learn many lessons to help give us insight into our
near future."

m
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Left: Katie Lassitter and Jordan Brower put the block up against
the opposing team.

Right: Stephanie Medina hits a ball to her team mate during an
intense game of pepper.

Below: The kneepads of the JV Lady Falcons are the only things
they have to protect themselves from floor burns and bruises.

Mallory Adelman prepares to
serve, hoping for an ace.

Katie Lassitter sets the block

as Chelsea Adelman stays
behind to cover the hit.

Jordan Brower and Rhonda

Miller show the true meaning
of teamwork as they take time
for a quick handshake before

the first serve.

Anna Benjamin hustles until
she hits the floor after diving

for a loose ball.

rffiTT IS

Varsity Scoreboard

Volleyball
Us Therr

Hopkins County Cent.
Crittenden County
Caldwell County
Christian County
Trigg County
Logan County
Hopkinsville
Clarksville Academy
Hopkinsville
Christian County
Kenwood

Todd County
Rossview

Caldwell County

2 1
0 2
1 2
2 1
1 2

Ba/np. Q&t. KILL. PasciriQ Perfe^ction 0 2
2 1
3 0
2 0
1  2

"Passing is one of the most
important parts of volleyball. With out
a good pass you will have weak
offense. With a weak offense you
won't win games."

1  3
2 0
0 3
0 2

Tournaments
The JV Lady Falcons warm up their serves before a
game. Serving is a huge part of the Lady Falcons

offense. They live by the saying, "every serve counts."

-Keishia Garcia-Santana
West KY Smackdown
Caldwell Slamfest

Crittenden Spike Fest

3 2
3 3Jessica McConville hits the

ball across the net while her

opponent isn't paying
attention.

3 1

"As a Libero, the pressure is always
on. My job is to keep the defense as
strong as possible. My team relies
on me to have good judgement in
the back row."

-Annabeil Garcia
 ..j

. 4

"Passing is the key to a great spike.
A bad pass is a free point for the
other team."

JUi

Jessica McConville uses her

powerful serve to help the
Lady Falcons rally to a win.

Annabeil Garcia, Jordan

Brower. Anna Benjamin, and
Rhonda Miller were named to
the District 6 All-District team.

The Lady Falcons were
thrilled that they won the
District 6 championship

match.

Mallory Adelman sets her
block against the opposing

team in the Region 3 playoffs.

"Well, first of all I would like to thank the volleyball team
for such a successful season. Trying to combine our many
different personalities into one team, made the season
crazy, but fun! We started off as a new team and ended as

district champions! What an improvement. To my lovely
"gross" seniors, I enjoyed playing with you guys. Special
thanks to Coach Gena and Coach Levin, we wouldn't have
gotten far with out your suicides."

-Chelsea Adelman

m

-Anna Benjamin(3olong
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Left: Chris Englen, #14, senior captain of the varsity, sweats hard
during a game and gives a quote about the season, "I'm glad I

could call this year my last year. I got a chance to step up and lead
and I'm glad I did."

Right: Senior Manny Stewart, #10, goes for a kick and then
exclaiming, "It hit the post!"

Bottom: The soccer team stands proud before every game during
the National Anthem.

'I had a lot of fun. This season

was great and I'm glad to call
this my senior year."

-Mark Boroff, senior, #13

"It was an awesome season
and we had a lot of fun."

-Anthony Battle, senior, #17

'I think the season was good.
We could of did some things

better. I never would of

thought I would play, but I
really enjoyed myself."

-Branden Ward, senior, #24

"We had an amazing season.
I can't wait until next year, my

last season as a senior."

-Nick Wilhelm, junior, #19
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Boys' Soccer ..sSS- Us Them
f-

Trigg County
Murray
Glasgow
John Hardin
Todd Central*
UHA*

Dawson Springs
Hopkins County Cent. 4
Christian County*
Ohio County
Hopkinsville*
Marshall
Madisonville

Dawson Springs
Caldwell County
Calloway County
Muhlenberg South

3
1
5
1
1
1
10

6
7
2
4
1
6
1
1
6

 0
--V  6

 4
2

Coaches Warm-Up 2
6●r 0Hi VT . ..
0►

1
 2

"Life is too short to sit on the
side lines and watch it go by.
Play hard, work hard, and live
hard everyday, but more
importantly HAVE FUN!"

5
5
7
0
2
2Before every soccer game the boys recite their soccer

prayer.
-Joel Brown, Varsity coach  0

"We had an awesome
season; played a lot of really
good games, and had a lot of

really good players."
-Bryce Whitson, junior, K

Districts
Hopkinsville*

Thank you God for these arms and legs
and to play this game of soccer.

Also thank you for no
serious injuries."

1 3

Adrian Anderson, the keeper coach,
looks over the soccer stats before a
game. He worked with goal keeper
Bryce Whitson and helped out the
team.

ill
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"First of all, I'd like to congratulate the
young men of the JV soccer team for
winning the first ever JV District
Tournament. The guys worked hard in
practice and exhibited an impressive
amount of dedication, desire, and
commitment throughout the season. I
am already looking forward to next
year when we will successfully defend
our championship title."

"It'S times like running through a broken hose,
Or getting a bloody nose...

Always scoring a goal,
Never in the hole...

Getting ran into the ground,
Until we no longer frowned.. .

We lost with tears,
But yet never had any fears. . .

As the season ends,
We all walk away as life long friends. ..

Being able to run circles around the people we played
And all we have to say is 1.. . 2. . . 3. . . FALCONS!!!"

-Chris Englen

"It was my first time playing and it
was great. I plan on playing again

next year. It was a lot of fun."
-Tony Duran, sophomore. #21

"We had a great group of guys who
had a lot of heart. It was a lot of fun

and I can't wait for next year."
Matt Lassitter. sophomore, #12

"This season was the best I've
had yet! We did amazing! I'm

pumped for next year."
-Sam Gittings, freshman, #11

"It was a great season. We had a
tot of fun and I can't wait for next

season."
-Caleb Stuart, freshman, #26

-Patrick Puhr, JV coach

■^*7 BeiofKj
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Left: Jelisa Stevens fakes out a player to get to the goal.
Right: Melody Baker inbounds a ball to one of her teammates.
Below: Kai Such takes a corner kick and tries to get it to Payton

Bodecker.

m

a.;

Brooke Davies kicks the ball

down field to an open
teammate in hopes of

scoring a goal.

Courtney Richardson passes
the ball to an open

player.

Amanda Miner steals the ball

away from a Christian County
player.

Alex Englen tries to get the
ball away from a crowd of

Northwest players.

Us Them

UHA

Dawson Springs
Lyon County
Caldwell County
Kenwood

Todd County
Hopkins County Cent. 1
Christian County
Reidland
Northwest

Todd County
Hopkinsville
Muhlenberg South
Crittenden County
UHA

0
2
0
0
1
0

0
2
2
3
0
0
4
1

7
1
5
7

Don't Q&t tir&d,
Q&t dOOD!

Protect th© ball.
It's important.

4
0
3
5
3
0
2

Raven Porreca sprints to get ready
to block a shot from Northwest.

 10
2
0
5

Mazzie Ellis sets up an open shot against Todd County.
Districts

Todd County
Christian County

1 0Cori Hatley jumps up and
heads the ball away from a
Christian County player

towards an open team-mate.

I

0  1

Brooke Hart protects the ball from
being stolen from a Northeast player.

‘This season was a great opportunity for our team to get
to know each other and learn how to play with one another.
It‘s hard when you have an almost entirely new team, but
we managed to come together. Our record might not show
how far we had come along, but anyone that came to
games would see how we had improved. The best part of
the season was being able to beat Todd County in districts
and then move on to playing a two-hour game against
Christian County."

our

Casey Moffit sprints to get the
ball back from a Christian

County player.

The team links arms to

celebrate their big win at their
last home game.

Nikki Swope tries to
intimidate the other team by

pulling out her guns.

Jourdan Lewis stops the ball
and takes it to the goal.

Amanda Lowe makes a save and

looks for an open player.
/

-Nikki Swope
Belontj
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Left: Senior Zack Bontrager runs his very first cross-country race
in Madisonville, KY.

Right: Tes Such kicks it in to the finish line at Bowling Green.
Below: Tre Such struggles to keep in front of his elbowing

competitor.

Alex Webb shows her

undying endurance during the
race at St. Mary’s.

Moving towards the finish line,
Justin Hobbs completes his
race with an improved time

prior to his last.

Lindsey Horton progressively
increases her pace at the

St. Mary's race.

Trent Brock is seconds from
the finish line at the meet in

Bowling Green, KY.
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'To anything thsn your
fs to the^ gift.'
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What the runners have

to say...

Christie McCrum and Vicki Gibson

were this year's cross-country
coaches. Coach Christie graduated
from Fort Campbell High School in
2004 and was able to manage
coaching, working, and going to
Austin Peay at the same time.
Coach Gibson's daughter, Ashley,
was also on the team.

Matthew Lassitter puts his
soccer ball aside and helps
the team compete in the

Logan County Cougar Run.NO WATER BREAKS,
NO TIME-OUTS,

NO SUBSTITUTIONS.
THIS IS A SPORT NOT A GAME!

Bryce Faulkner races for the
finish and pops a bubble at

the same time."Well, first of all, running is
definitely a lot more than just
physical training. You're never going
to get anywhere in running unless
you go out there and actually tell
yourself that you want to be a good
runner and get better. It's not going
to be easy, but eventually you can
get there."
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"There is nothing I like more than the
few seconds of silence after the gun
goes off, because it seems like the
whole world stands still."

I can honestly say that no other team can make short
shorts look as good as we did, however, I don't think any
team has managed to lose as much clothing as us either.
From having to run until we were broken, to getting fat off of
brownies, to the times when we got "lost" while running at
practice, to having talks with our coach about crazy nights,
there was never a time we didn't have fun. We will never
forget It. Love you guys, VAG on!"

Ashley Gibson makes time to
smile at the camera while

passing Melody Baker.

Thomas Wilson shows his
face of determination at the

beginning of the race.

Erika Wildcat and Jackie
Pierson use each other for
motivation at the meet in

Bowling Green.

Jared Wight shows strength in
his wide stride.

-Jacob Tillinghast

-Justin Hobbs
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Left: The Falcons get in position before the game kick-off.

Right: Jesse Naputi intently watches what is going on during the
game while having a chance to get some water.

Below: The players work on their form-runs to help stay warm
and to fight off the chilly November weather.
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Raquan Durrante receives a
pep-talk from his brother,

Dexter, during a quick water
break.

The Falcon offensive line

holds off the pass rush.

Coach Marciano offers the

team's post game prayer
following another win.

Coach McKillip focuses the
defense.

Varsity Scoreboard

Footba Us Them

Graves County
Warren East

Union County
Paducah Tilghman
Todd County Cent.
Fort Knox

Hancock County
Owensboro Catholic

Trigg County
Franklin Simpson

41 48
27 52
42 6
23 20

R&gionaL District, &
State Champions!

56 20
56 0
65 13
29 6
59 7
27 7

Playoffs

Todd County
Owensboro Catholic
Bardstown

Metcalfe County

The Falcon defensive line

prepares for battle. 54 0
26 0
28 20
24 15

Falcons.
State

Newport Cent. Cath.
Falcon quarterback, C.J.
Croft, has worked hard all

season to lead his team from

victory to victory.

21 7

Anthony Topps and Zach
Rinestine stop the rushing

attack of Bardstown in the state

playoffs.

Chris Allen gets in playing
position on the line.

The 2007 football season started in December 2006. We The captains come out for the
coin toss.

Coach Lowe talks with

the "hawgs."
Wide receiver, Ian DeSilva,
looks to the sideline for the

play from the coaches.

The team takes a quick
breather before they're back

in the game.

worked all through the off-season and throughout the hot
summer. When this season started, all we could think about
was the state championship. After losing our first game, we
decided to concentrate and better ourselves with every
practice. Towards the end of the season we peaked in all
areas of the game, and it definitely showed when we won the
final state championship."

-Corey Tucker

BelfjiKi

Trent Brock
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Score-board

1st 2nd 3rd 4th Total
FCHS 0 7 0 14 21
NCC 0 7 0 0 1

For the Ring! FC Roster
#1, Antonio Andrews
#2, Dexter Durrante

3, C.J. Croft
#4, Chris Alien

#5, Corey Tucker
#6, Alan Q. Johnson

#7, Sean Tighe
#8, Maurice Henderson

#9, Alan R. Johnson
#10. Joel OrtizDiaz
#11. Jordan Fraley
#12, Olan Andrews

#13, R.J. Lewis
#15, Tre Powell

#16, Luke Reynolds
#18, Timothy Fetterson
#22, Raquan Durrante

#23, Lorenzo Hines
#24, Breeon Moreno

#26, Ian DeSilva
#27, DeShaun Smith

#28, Troy Turner
#30, Jesse Naputi

#32, Martinez Davis
#34, Derrious Brown

#35, Josh Sukel
#36, Darian Jones

#38, Kyle Sobocinski
#40, T.J. Tucker

#44, Jordon Whisler
#45, Josh Hayes

#46, Dakota Januchowski
#48, Diego Cruz

#50, Josh McWherter
#52. Casey Miller

#54, TJ Hart
#55, Doug Cooper
#56, Ren Dowden
#57, Josh Carter

#58, Kyle Clements
#60, Chris Jay

#64, Tim Williams
#65, Zach Rinestine
#66, Conar McVicker

#67, Devon Wells
#68, Colin Balecha
#69, Kendall Smith

#72, Max Moser
#74, Colton Work

#75, Miguel Boschulte
#76, Anthony Topps
#78, Ryan Dowden

#79, Stayce Whipple
#80, Don Wells

#90, Xavier Henderson

u
n

c'This has been one of the greatest experiences for me as a
coach. From the beginning, the team knew it was special.
Everybody got along so well, and everybody worked so hard for
each other. I wouldn't have won with another group of guys. 1 think
this was not only a great experience for our team, but also for our
school and community. There are many challenges you have to
face as a team to win a championship, and that makes the
championship more meaningful. It is very gratifying as a coach to
see a great senior class go out on top as winners. We had a great
senior class that has won forty-three games in four years and now a
state championship! This is something the players and the school
will never forget."
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r"I want to thank my
teammates for everything
that they have done. You
guys are like my family."

-Jesse Naputi

i-Sj U
X.

■■ .'i
-Coach Shawn Berner

\
"I was elated and exuberant
about my situation at Papa

John's Stadium. I am a state
champion."

-Josh McWherter

CSTATE
CHAMPS

FOOTBALL
2007

0"The last week of practice
before state was hard,

exhausting, and emotional
but it was still fun."

-Chris Allen

(0
C

"The different coaches were
awesome this year, but Coach

Berner was why we won."
-C.J. Croft

"Coach Berner is the one
person I want to thank for
being a mentor to us. He

was always there to help."
-Anthony Topps

Q
"The best part of this journey

was to see all of our hard work
finally pay off."

-Dexter Durrante

65I 1
,1
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"I am expecting that we can
take home a state

championship again next
year."

-Raquan Durrante

0s"The bus ride home was the
best because we have been
shooting for state for so long,

and we finally won it."
-Corey Tucker
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Media CoverageObbonenb Reactions ©it had been twenty-seven years since the last state
championship. With winning the championship, the Falcons got
to appear on numerous media outlets including WHVO radio,

local newspapers, WKRN News 2, "Titans on 2 with Jeff
Fisher," and CNN.

"What a great thing for Fort
Campbell. After what they go
through on a daily basis, and

to have that shown over
there [in Iraq] with their kids
winning, it gives me a little
chill just thinking of those
folks seeing their kids win
the State Championship."

-Bob Schneider, NCC coach

a
0Could this be a

rendezvous with destiny
at Papa John's Stadium in

Louisville, KY?

"They're big and tough and
fast. They love football just
as much as we do. They
probably wanted it a little

more, and they got it."
-Brian Wrobleski, NCC
player, as reported by

nky.com.
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Football State ChampionSolontj
Trent Brock

tfiO
Katie Bontragor & Trent Brock
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Left: Chelsea Judd prepares herself for the field commander's
signal for her to start playing.

Right: Chelsea Smith, Heather Hinze, and Alexis Slocum strike a
pose before they perform the half-time show.

Below: Field Commander, Megan Reilly, smiles as she leads the
marching band down the track after performing another

successful half-time show.
V /
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Cole Dadswell, Emily Weber,
and Kyle Moyers all stand at
attention as they perform

during half-time.

The marching band anxiously
watches the football game,
waiting for the players to

score a touchdown.

Zach Green and Dexter

Manning focus on playing the
correct notes and marching in

step.

Guard captain, Brittiny
Pannell, performs her flag
solo in "Summer Nights."

‘Bsnd: NORMS UP!!!' Marching Newbies
.11

1;
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"The season went great. I met a lot
of people. I am really excited about
next year."

I

Shantinna Hartrum watches

intently as she prepares

herself to catch her flag.
1.'^: ̂ ,hi-Luke Ellison
/ The color guard stands and waits for the field

commander to count off for the next song.k" I .; .f- j%
Sammantha Foley shows off
her excitement after playing

the cymbals in the
"Star-Spangled Banner."

"This was the first time I flagged at
FCHS, and it was a wonderful
experience. I am looking forward to
next year's season."

-Heather Hinze

"The season went well. It was a blast

seeing the football games. I made a
lot of new friends, and I learned how
to play a lot better."

Allle Yerkes-Klatt and Jacky
Cephus concentrate as they
perform their solo in "Summer

Nights."

The marching band finishes
their half time show by

making their traditional spiral
at the end of the show.

The marching band walks
down the track after

performing another great
half-time show.

Guard Director, Mrs.
Economos, gives the color

guard one last pep talk before
they perform.

"Whether it's hot or freezing, Mr. Hofe makes us do the
half-time show. We all may complain and make mistakes, but
we all enjoy what we do. Plus, it gives us something to laugh
about later. From throwing cold water, to trying to keep warm
at football games, we have fun. From singing "BINGO" on the
bus, to running around the stadium third quarter drinking
Monster energy drinks, we know how to be crazy. It may get
hectic and we may annoy each other, but we all admit that
we love being in band."

-Justin Watts

m \

ni«

-Amber Spade
Sclony

Trent Brock

Marching Band
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Kylo Moyors & Amhrr .Spade



Left: Ambra Noble helps gets the run-through banner ready before
the football players make their grand entrance.

Below: The varsity girls pose for a quick group photo after the
Army Bowl.

Right: "Let's go FC," Meagen Dunleavy shouts to help motivate
the crowd during a football game.

Falcon mascot, Scratch,
shows respect with FCHS

cheerleaders during the Star
Spangled Banner.

Morgan Meade helps raise
school spirit by cheering at a

football game.

Throughout football games
the girls demonstrate stunts to

help raise the crowd's
support.

During pep rallies it's common
for the FCHS cheerleaders to

perform a dance routine.

Cheerleading
Qtay What's it like^ to

ch©&r*P

"There is a lot to say about cheering.
It's a lot of hard work, sweat, and
sometimes tears, but to get out on
the floor and perform and show off
what we can do makes it all
worthwhile!"

The girls get together during
the Cool School pep rally to

show their school spirit on
WSMV Channel 4 News with

Aaron Soloman.

On Friday nights both JV and Varsity cheerleaders love to get
out on the field to cheer for their football players.

Look at that support!
-Daisha Braswell

Kendra Thompson helps
demonstrate a cheer with the

FC Junior Pep Club during a
game.

"Being a cheerleader is a lot of fun.
We've just started competitions and
so far, those are the best part, aside
from the games. Cheering is just fun
ail by itself."

-Kassidy Barrera

"It's fun. We bond more than

anything else. Getting ready for the
games and face painting, it's all part
of the job."

Katie Klein and Devona Fuller

intently watch the game
during a quick break between

cheers.

The varsity cheerleaders get
ready to perform a stunt by

getting into position.

Stunts are important to
cheerleaders' performances. The
girls have to work hard to be able

to safely catch their flyer.

Even in freezing weather the
girls get out there to cheer the

Falcons on to victory!

"Cheerleading is really fun. We had a good time this year
starting off with mini cheer camp over the summer all the way
up to competitions and beyond. Our team became a family
this year. We definitely learned the importance of individual
rotes. We were all there for each other no matter what. The

best part of being a cheerleader is learning responsibility and
leadership. To all of our seniors, we love you and good luck.
Come back and visit. Sisters until the end."

-Cam! McFarland

-Andree Largent

Chooricatjinc)Belong

Trcnl Brock
i104

Taylor Pliimmor



c ■5 Left: "As a state champion for football, we wanted to go that far for
basketball, but it didn't work. The season went well though."\imi [jio), <m,i .

! . fT:i -Dexter Durrante, senior, #33
Right: "1 think the season went very well. We did what we had to do to
get to where we are now. I enjoyed playing basketball and beating our

opponents as a team."‘i
-Robbie Townsend, senior, #11i Below: On game day, the basketball team looks snazzy wearing blue

: 1
ties and a white button-up shirt.^9^

$
i

I

"I really enjoyed playing on
this team. We did good even

though I played junior
varsity."

-Breeon Moreno,
sophomore, #00

"I think the season went really
well. We could have

done things better and come
together more, but overall we

had an exciting season."
-Lorenzo Hines, senior, #13

"Our season went very well.
We could have improved on
the little things, but I enjoyed
the conversations because
they made me feel good.
-Nick Mason, senior, #23

"The season was better than
we thought it would be. We
played as a team and came

together when needed. I can't
wait until next year."

-Papuan Durrante, junior, #22

Varsity Scoreboard
Us ThemBoys' Basketball Todd County

Livingston Central
Crittenden County
Dawson Springs
Hopkinsville
Warren East
Livingston Central
Trigg County
Logan County
Dawson Springs
Webster County
Trigg County
Dawson Springs
UHA
Todd County
Russellville
Caldwell County
Rossview
Madisonville
Lyon County
Crittenden County

71 69
56 51
80 46
74 63
56 73
79 901,2,3 6&asi:modeI 81 51
84 90
72 37
95 64

"As a freshman playing varsity, I
learned what playing basketball at
the varsity level feels like. I still have
time to improve over my high school
career, but 1 can't wait until next year
when my experience can be shown
on the court."

50 54
68 63
97 72
50 56
66 62
69 66
66 63

w Lorenzo Hines, Olan Andrews, Nick Mason, Robbie Townsend
Dexter Durrante, and Branden Ward pose for a quick senior

picture before their last home game.

34 62
53 60

-Tre Powell, freshman, #20 66 56"This has to be one my best
years with the team. We

played as a team and worked
well when needed."

-Branden Ward, senior, #24

66 43

District Tournament
Christian County

"Although our season didn't end the
way we wanted it to, it was one of
the most satisfying years I've
coached, and it is all due to the
players. The players on the
2007-2008 Fort Campbell team are
what makes coaching worthwhile."

75 88

-Coach Amy Gammons
■ f f

"I loved being a manager because 1
enjoyed being with the boys. They were
like my brothers."

"1 will miss the intense
practices, loud bus rides, and
the competitive games, but 1

enjoyed playing.
-Olan Andrews, senior, #12

"I think my first year playing as Varsity player Jesse Togawa
a Falcon went very well. I really and JV player Robert Hebeeb
enjoyed playing with the team." practice a layup drill during a

-D.J. Davis, sophomore, #35 pep rally.

Justin Hernandez and Tevin
Neal-Menefee get thirsty for
some water while waiting for

playing time at an away game.

-Brittiny Pannell, senior, manager
"I think this season was one of our best seaons as a

team. We were not the biggest team, but we played big
and came together like a family. I really enjoyed this
season because we played more like a team and didn't
play selfishly. It was also more fun and not so uptight
like some of the previous years."

-J.D. Ervin, junior, #14

"This was a new experience for me. 1
enjoyed being with the team and the
other managers."

-Aquaysha Jenkins, junior, manager

Belong
I'fenl Brock HBoys' Basketonit

Br.indon Ward
186



;iAiELeft: Ashley Ell works on perfecting her shot during practice.

Right: Stephanie Medina shoots a free throw in an attempt to

score an extra point after a penalty.

Below: The team comes together and breaks it down after

another great practice.

Breeana Wilson perfects her

lay-ups during practice.

Stephanie Medina dribbles up
the court and looks for an

open teammate.

Asheli Madison attempts to

get a shot against Dawson

Springs.

Deanna Aponte-Anderson

passes the ball around a

defender to an open player.

Varsity Scoreboard
Us ThemlGirls' Basketb f,

f^r

,* \

Todd County Cent.
Webster County
Caldwell County
Hopkinsville High

29 75
13 50
46 59
20 81

“SaQk&tball is Practice^ Makes
Perfect

UHA 40 64

Logan County
Hopkinsville High
Dawson Springs
Trigg County
UHA

Crittenden County
Christian County
Todd County Cent.
Christian County
Caldwell County
Lyon County
Rossview
Madisonville

Dawson Springs
Crittenden County

30 55
21 70
10 60
36 54
33 64
26 58
27 58
28 69“Practice is where it’s okay to make

mistakes. We focus on trying to fix

them before game night."

24 53
24 42
29 64
20 59-Nadina Walton

Deanna Aponte-Anderson sets up a perfect screen for

Breeana Wilson to get an open shot.

24 64
35 52
38 56Nadina Walton lobs the ball

over to her teammate.
District Tournament

Christian County 23 62

"During practice we run a lot so we

don't get tired during a game. We

also practice making good shooting
decisions."

-Ashley Ell

"Practice gives us the chance to get

better and get our game together,

especially the night before a game."
Asheli Madison dribbles the

ball around a Dawson Springs

player to make the play.

Jordan Brower attempts to
shuffle around the court to

pass the ball.

Kirsten Amorine hustles to get

around a Dawson Springs
defender.

Jaymee Faggart runs to get a
loose ball before the other

team gets it.

"This season was pretty fun. There were a lot of new

people - new to the team as well as new to the game. After

the season got started, we lost some players due to many

different reasons. It was a bumpy season, but some of the

players were along for the ride and became better players.

We may have lost a lot of games, but ask anyone who's seen

us play, the Lady Falcons didn't go down without  a fight."
-Kirsten Amorine

-Jaymee Faggart

Wl
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Belong Girls' Basketball r ●‘"1

Stephanie Medina jf,-—
1B8

Trent Brock
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Left: Colin Balecha pulls his rival to his back to get the winning
pm.

Right: 103 pounder, Daniel Torres, starts to take his competition
down to get the pin.

Below: Zack Bontrager keeps his opponents shoulders to the
ground for the obvious pin.

Daniel Torres drives his next

move after taking his
opponent down.

Andy McFarland gets ready to
run a move on his guy after
taking him to the mat with a

take down.

Zack Bontrager gets ready to
cut his opponent down to win

the tournament.

Zach Rinestine figures out
what to do after taking his

competition down.

Wrestling
Falcon Wrestling

"I was always interested in wrestling,
and when I first joined, I couldn't take
it. My second year I quit again. I told
myself this year I wasn't going to quit
i wanted to prove everybody wrong.
Besides, Coach Lowe is one of my
favorite coaches!"

s
Sean Tighe takes his

opponent down and thinks
about what his next move

will be.
Tre Such puts his opponent's shoulders to the mat for

yet another win.-Colin Balecha, 189 lbs.
Andy McFarland gets ready to
run a head lock to keep his
perfect season record of 4-0

going.
"My favorite part of wrestling is
probably the individual aspect of
the sport and how you have to
rely on yourself. There is no one
to pass the ball to or someone
else to tackle the guy for you. It's
just the work you put into it and
how bad you want to winl"

,  ● f I.
-Jared Smith, 112 lbs.

5^
"My sophomore goal is to wrestle in
regions. For junior year to place in
state; and for my senior year, 1 plan
on winning the state championship."

"This year has been one of the highlights of my wrestling
career. There have been the ups and downs, and I don't
think we could have worked any harder. You guys are
almost over the hump, just keep working hard and it will pay
off in the end. I laughed with, cried with, sweat with, and
bled with you. I am proud to call you my teammates, my
friends, and my brothers. It's not about the destination, it's
about the journey. See the field, be the knower."

-Zack Bontrager

Robbie Sahms runs a move

after taking his rival down in
the first period.

Heavy weight Zach Rinestine
holds his guy down and

hopes for a pin.

Dexter Manning sets up his
perfect shot during the take
down tournament early in the

Zach Green works a move on

his competition after he takes
him down.

-Robert Wright, 103 lbs. season.

Belong

Trent Brock

Wrestling192
Katio Bonlragoi
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Left: Chris Ward launches himself high into the air in a desperate

attempt to catch a fly ball.
Right: Stretching legs is an important warm-up before practice

because baseball players do a lot of short sprints.
Below: Coach Caver is highly qualified and has a lot of advice to

give the members of the baseball team at every practice.

L
1^1

"I think the best part of
baseball is scoring a home
run. It’s a once in a lifetime

chance and it’s very exciting!
-Kevin Gilbert

"This is my first year playing
baseball and I hope I get to

play first base."
-Stayce Whipple

"Baseball is day-in-day-out
hard work. You have to make
sacrifices to be the best and a

role model to the new players.'
-Antonio Andrews

"I played outfield last year and
really enjoyed it. I hope to

play outfield again and maybe
second base this year."

-Matt Reilly

JjUSs»6

Baseball
“Qy\/inQ, out to the

game!
Take me

ballQys/inQr

5^-'

"Baseball is my favorite sport
besides football. I was made one of

the baseball captains, which was
surprising since this is my first year
at FCHS. I think baseball will do

extremely well this year."

!. ■ --ai

At the beginning of every practice, it is important to make sure
the team stretches and warms up so no injuries are likely to

take place.
and fielding balls coming
from every angle, height,

and speed.

-Diego Cruz, captain
The boys limber up. throwing

baseballs back and forth

during practice to improve
their aim, accuracy, and to

build arm strength."This is my first year as captain; so
far I've enjoyed it. 1 plan to play
catcher, short stop, pitcher, and
center field this year. We have a
great coaching staff." X 1

rA 1%

-Branden Lombardo, captain >r j,

■V

i\ I
M

Chris Ward, Chris Jay, Jamisson
Hiffner, Mario Flint, and Coy
Gosney are seniors on the team.
They have been playing baseball
at FCHS since last year.

Having a game plan is very Endurance training is a very Using a batting net really The team practices every day
"We’ve both been playing on the FCHS baseball team for four years
and under four different coaches. We hope that this year we are able
to make it to districts and come together as a brotherhood of baseball
players. As long as we all play to our full potential, this is going to be
our year with Coach Caver and Coach Dusty leading the way. We
have a great team this year because most of us have been playing
together for a while and unlike last year's powerful individuals, this
year we have a powerful team."

important. Coach Caver important part of conditioning. helps during practices. It of the week between 4 and 7
p.m. in rain, snow, or sleet, andexplains plays to the boys The longer a player can play allows batters to practice
sometimes even on Saturdays.before they take the field. the more beneficial they are in swinging as hard as they can

without having to chase balls.a game.

-Mario Flint, #21 & Casey Miller, #25
BDlOIlf)

Tfonl Brock
BasGbiili'1D4

Merjiin Roilly
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Left: Lacey Richard gets good pitching practice when she

pitches to the team to help improve their batting.
Right: Mariah Silva catches a routine fly ball in the outfield.

Below: The team always makes sure they have their arms warm
before they start playing.

41
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Jackie Pierson works on her

throwing technique before
practice.

Ashley Gibson practices
hitting balls so she can rip it

during a game.

Katie Bontragerand Heather
Hinze practice getting great at

running double plays.

Xenia Castro keeps her eyes
on the ball as it gets pitched
to her for batting practice.

Soft belli
“yA/Grk hard as a t&am!“ Lady Falcon'

"I play softball for the love of the game.
It's calming to stand in the outfield and
give it my all every time, and it's
rewarding with every catch you make.
Nothing is like knowing your team is
behind you to pick you up each time
you stumble."

Stephanie Medina practices
her throwing so she can
make great throws during

the games.

●  -r-
The team goes on a warm-up run before practice so they can

get their bodies pumped to play some ball!-Samantha Amorine, left field
Deanna Aponte-Anderson
practices making catches in

the outfield.

"The position 1 enjoy playing is third
base because 1 can see everything.
1 also like being the pitcher because
you're in the game and right in front.'

-Caitlynn Jay, pitcher

"I like softball because you never
know what can happen in a
game until the ball is hit." Kirsten Amorine hits the ball

down the third base line

during batting practice.

Mahalia Stubbs-Anderson

practices making catches at
third base.

Katie Bontrager scoops up a
routine ground ball to get the

out at first.

Jordan Brower warms up by
catching some balls to

prevent an injury.
"Winning isn't everything; with that being said,  I think this

season is going to be great. We have a lot of new people
that have a lot of experience. The people from last year are
still working hard to show that they are committed to this
team and the sport. We all work so great together. We all
have heart, and with that heart we can make it far."

-Deanna Aponte-Anderson, right field

-Heather Hinze, second base

Bclonrj

Trent Brock

Softball196

Kntie Bonltaejor
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● V>r: Left: Porshia Austin leaps for the ball during a game of doubles.

Right: Kierra Whitehead displays intense concentration on a
game of singles during practice.

Below: The team prepares for the first practice at Austin Peay's
indoor tennis center by stretching and introducing themselves to

the new coach.
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Morgan Meade gets ready to
strike back at her opponent.

Sammantha Foley is quickly
learning the rules of the game
at the first practice at APSU.

Ryan McConville knows to put
his backhand hit to

good use.

Andree Largent prepares to
serve for the first time.

Tennis
“T&rmiQ is Seniors

not w/atch&d.“

"Tennis is a cool, fun, and enduring
sport and it takes your best to do it!

-Melody Baker
Before beginning practice, the team runs drills on the court to
warm-up and get prepared for a long afternoon of improving

their skills.
forehand.

Returning player, Trent Brock
makes the game of tennis

seem effortless.I
"Everyone thinks that tennis is a
sissy sport, but it actually takes
balls - green, fuzzy balls."

-Jared Wight

"I like tennis because it is an
individual sport and it helps you gain
confidence. I feel like I have
progressed and learned a lot this
year."

Nick Collett is psyched up for
an opportunity to score a

point.

Jasmine Saunders quickly
backs up on the court to

return the opposing serve.

Raven Pelfrey attempts a far
stretch to receive the ball

without it touching the ground.

Nadina Walton runs across
court to keep a ball that was

hit deep in play.

"We didn't have a lot of players come out this year, but I
still have high hopes for the team. Our coach really knows
her stuff, and we didn't even expect a coach at all. The
people that did come out are going to get a really big
learning experience because tennis is a sport you can play
for the rest of your life. I expect everyone to be beasts by
the end of the season!"

-Rhonda Miller
/I

a\ i /-
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-Kate Vail lije '■f

Belong Tennis
I9Q 199|

Treni Brocli l.ocknrcl Cassily



Right: Adam Hall gets the disk in position during  a practice run
through.

Left: Raven Porreca uses her arms to help bring her to the finish
line in a practice triai.

Below: The girls work hard at practice to prove that they are not
the weakest links at meets.

Brandon Slocum stretches his
stride out to finish his 100

meter sprint strongly.

The Fort Campbell track team
waits for Coach Moore to

blow the whistle for yet
another 200 meter sprint

workout.

C.J. Croft clears five feet after

several practice run throughs.

Some of the athletes catch

their breath after finishing a
sprint ladder workout.

Push through, giv/©^ it
all gou

Olan Andrews and Vincent Porreca

fight to the finish. We will see which
one of these outstanding sprinters
wins first place by the end of the
season.

Lindsey Horton focuses
on taking an eariy lead

at the Early Bird
Invitational.Cori Hately and Ambra Noble fight neck and neck to get ahead

of each other in a race. Track runners give it all they have at
practice. Cassie Litteral pauses for a

brief second to concentrate

before throwing the shot.

Robert Wright pushes through as he
finished a sprint. After a successful
wrestling season, he decided to
show us his talent on the track.

i-Speed in track is key. The Fort
Campbell Falcons work hard and
compete with one another to see
who will be the best boy sprinter.

●f,-.5© .
Jasmine Harris pushes

herself to finish ahead of her
opponents.

Scottie Brown gives herself
an extra push to help her

trudge through the hard, cold
winds.

Becky Griffith pulls forward
during the 3200 meter race at

the Kenwood Invitational.

Andy McFarland never gives
up. He always has a smile on
his face as he runs through

the finish line.

t  .
"This track season has seen great potential. We have

many new, great athletes. Although we lost a lot of key
point scorers from last year, we have come a long way and
have the ability to do great things with the rest of our
season. Although we did not make it to the indoor state
meet due to uncontrollable bad weather, I think our odds of
doing well at the outdoor state meet are looking better and
better every time we practice."

i .

-Jeff Kelley
Track & FieldBelonti

Trent Brock
1200 Katie Uassiltoi



MUSIC COMES
FWM THE SCXJL
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Tyler England tunes his guitar before
blasts out the neighborhood with his

gigantic amp.
he

Misty Schulz jams on her drums in the
garage while waiting on other SPAYDE

members to arrive for practice.
This is the album cover photo shoot for
Alex Combs, Brandon Parker, Stefan
McCarver, and Matt Reilly who get

together to play after school.

Most people have picked up a guitar and
strummed it. Our love of music makes us

want to learn to play an instrument.

Richard Brill looks like a professional
during his daily guitar practice. "Music makes you feel good," is the

motto of Max Moser, Ian DeSilva, R.J.
Lewis, and Zach Rinestine as they got

the crowd fired up at the Coo! School pep
rally. Many of today's top bands started

out together in high school.

"If I were stranded on an
island. I would definitely
bring music. It would help
pass the time until 1 was

saved."

-Kyle Turner

"Music is with me all day
long. I start in the morning
singing into my hair brush
in front of the mirror and it

just goes uphill from there.'
-Jasmine Jones Hof^ does music

If I had to endure a long
"People keep wanting to call
me Ted Nugent because we
have to same last name.

I'm no rocker, but yeah,
music is a good thing."
-Christopher Nugent

fit into your lifd?
ride without music, I'dcar

go crazy, I'd have to make
my own music, by tapping

the window and beatingon
on the seats!
-Lacey Bullock

Music ComGS From Iho SoulMilitary Ball

Trent Brock & Iris LoucksMegan Reilly



Who drives a
black Ford
Ranger?

If anyone
wanted to fly,
who would It be?

Whose middle
name Is "Ellse?

Whose birthday
Is August 20th?

6  AaoBf* :jaMSMV 91 'j9Mq3j.g .‘jaMSHV 9 'p|3!^3|||ji BjpMBSseg .●jsmsmvg 'J3MIV1 BpHBiny .‘JaMsuy

Whose favorite
sports team Is
the Atlanta

Hawks?

Who has a
sister named

"Jessie?"

Whose favorite
food Is

meatloaf?
Who has a dog
named Zeus?

l\ 'pjo^jpofl iidasof ;j3MSMv51 :j3MSMy Zl '0J3M)d HeuBy\i :j3mshv^ 'A3|BJj 3SBgo .'JaMSMv

Match the
description to

the right person.

Whose favorite
song Is "Fallen

Leaves" by Hilly
Talent?

Who has H
brothers and 1

sister?
11 A5j039 .'jaMSHV8 'H334-S.0 ;J3AVSMV

Whose favorite
sport Is

basketball?

Whose favorite
movie Is One
Missed Call?

Whose favorite Whose middle
food Is chicken

nuggets?
name Is

Christopher?
^ 'BwnoA jojAbj. ;j3MSMv 1 U3|339 MBAJ9 :.i3M8MV81 5lo!4B^ :j3A\smv01 'M0SJ3UBd ?|0!N 'J3A\SMy

Whose favorite
band is "Hullet

for my
Valentine?"

Whose
favorite color is

baby blue?

Whose favorite Who races
hobby is lifting four-wheelers?

weights?
5 'W0!!I3 BipAi :j3MSMv'MjSjOA AjBljOBJ J3MSMV I 'SqWiOO X3]V .’J3MSMV.{.1 'jJjS|B5jS01/\l PI^MO^ ;J3yV\SMV
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Gugss Who?

Taylor Plummer
Guoss Who?

Taylor Plummer

1204
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M&i¥iory fe a way of holding on to the-
thfoigs you iov^»Are^ Making

th& things you ara, tha things you

draal: Ma^moria^l nftv&r want to los&."
“Tfie Wond&r Y&mrs

Michael Ketner
Joshua Lowe
Cassandra Littlefield
Samantha Lozano
Alexis Marston

Christopher Nugent

Th& N&w Face^ of FCMS...
r

Ashley OttErica Beeler
Michael PetersonBryan Beeler
Danielle Posey□'Marion Branch

% Kiana RobertsJessica Birdwell
Ariel RobinsonJeffrey Bright -
Megan RyanLacey Bullock r\

3T

Katelyn SandersNicholas Canarina r Chelsea SmithZachary Clark
Micah Cochran Nayil Soto-Gonzaleza.I Abigail SroufeTrust Davis

Stephanie Devlin Joseph Tan
Quiera DeVose Travis Tillotson

Justin Griffiths Darien Upshaw
Johalbert Guillen Francisco Valle
Jacey Hammock Keishia Valle
Zalekia Holmes Christopher West
Michael Keeling Robert Wilicock
Nikolas Kelley Taylor Young

Making Memories
Trent Brock

Making Memones

Trent Brock
[206 207'
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The finish iine is finaily in sight!
Below: Kierra Whitehead Left: Courtney

It’s really hard to believe that this year is
coming to a close already. It really has been
a fantastic year that will never be forgotten.
I cannot even begin to list all the exciting
events that have occurred over the course of

this school year; some of the key events that
may stick out in our minds may be the Cool
School pep rally and the football team
winning the state championship. We made a
strong statement about Fort Campbell High
School, and we put faith and determination
back into this wonderful place we call our
school.

As we begin to wrap up this year, we
need to keep in mind that spring cleaning
isn't just about sorting through things and
getting rid of clutter, it's about taking stock of

who we are and how others see us. It's a

chance to redefine ourselves and to change
our expectations. It lets us remember that it's
never too late to capture who we are or to
aim for who we want to be. Marilyn Monroe
once said, "I believe everything happens for a
reason. People change so that you learn to
let go, things go wrong so that you appreciate
them when they're right, you believe lies so
you eventually learn to trust no one but
yourself, and sometimes good things fall
apart so better things can fall together."

Just remember to take the time and

re-examine yourself and be who you want to
be. Also remember that our future depends
on what we do in the present.

Trent Brock
Yearbook Editor

and Sequita Myers get Richardson bumps,
pushes, shoves, and pulls
to get ahead in order to
score a goal for the Lady

pumped before the big
Homecoming pep rally
begins.

Falcons.

Below: Drew Prochniak

was one of many
students to gaze at the
bonfire in the extremeBelow: Richard

Powell and
heat during Homecoming

Brandon Parker week.
test the

temperature of a
solution in

biology.

4-

I - *r:

Above: Kaliegh
Belda, Brianna
Smith-Hunter, Becky
Tushar, and Trent
Brock cheer on their

class during the
powderpuff football
game with support
from Mrs.

McCullough.

Above: Josh Hayes
goes down for a tackle
to help the Falcons
advance further in the

game against Union
County.

■■ Above: Garrett Campos gets a
little costume touch-up before his
senior pictures are taken.1. Kevin Gilbert, Nick Collett, and Tony McDonald model their "threads" at the JROTC Military

Ball, 2. An emotional Nina Emerick reacts to the tragic story of when a guest speaker's son
was killed by a drunk driver. 3. Chris Jay gives Casey Miller a hug after another Falcon football
victoryl 4. Did Marissa Allen and Shauni Adams get a "Zero" or a "Payday" candy bar at the
Freshmen Reality Store? 5. Eric Hale chills out on Ms. Ladd's couch to read a good book.

Above: The teachers wore football

jersey's to add to the excitment at the
Cool School pep rally filmed by WSMV.

sari

1
ClosincjClosing

Trent BrockTrent Brock
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Congratulations and best wishes for

your future.
Love, Uncle Rod and Aunt Laura!

Congratulations Nick. I love you and I'm
very proud of you! Love, Nana

I1:I

\
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Genius is not born, its learned. Therefore,
keep on learning!!! We are both so proud of

you and love you.
Love, Uncle Rick and Aunt Diane

Happy are those that dare to dream and
are willing to pay the price to make them

come true. CongratuiationsI
Love. Uncle Robin and Aunt Julie

ViAl
Nichole,

We have watched you struggle through the constant moves
and transfers to four different high schools. We have

witnessed the loneliness of always being the new kid and
yet you still managed to maintain your high standards to

achieve your goals. You have grown from a pretty little girl
into a beautiful and intelligent woman that fiils our hearts

with immeasurable love and pride. We would love to say we
made this happen but the reality is that it all came from you
and we are lucky enough to just have been part of it As you

on to achieve your next goal (college graduation) we
know that you are ready and capable of handling any

challenge that life may bring you and look forward to being
a part of this journey as well. Whatever paths you choose in

life, remember that God is always there and so are we.
Love, Mom and Dad

move

A

i
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Hey did you hear the one about the

blonde that got her diploma??? Miracles
happen every day!l! Congratulations

Niecel We are proud of you.
Love, Uncle Skip and Aunt Brenda

Nickie,
Just be the GREAT granddaughter that you
are and bring me an UPS man with money

wearing shorts! I love you and
CONGRATULATIONS! Love, Granny

r .

*r

you have become a wonde»‘ful
Chi^istian, scholar, othlete, sistev, feiend, and daughter.

We pray that Ciod will bless yoa in the future, that you will reach
heights you can not even imagine, and that your dreams will come

true. We love you. Dad, TViom and WendellJetisa Stevons
i210'

I

/

Hey Nickie,
So you have finally made it to my level of
genius. NOT! I am really proud of you and

even though I can't always be there in person,
I am thinking about you. (You know what a

brat you are and how you were as good as me
that sort of thing) Maybe someday you really
will be as smart as I am. Keep trying! Love,

the smarter one and favorite child. Willie

The doors may have closed on the more
childish days of our lives, but it doesn't

mean that there isn’t a window that we can
climb back into every now and then. The
world has yet to see what you can really

do. so dont hold back.
Love and peace my friend, Kayla

Life is full of choices. You make good ones
and bad ones but not to worry because you

will always have your family to lease you
about the bad ones for years to come!

Congratulations!
Love, Aunt Sandy and Uncle Rudy

Iris Loucks

X



Ren and Ryan,
We've watched you grow from two identical babies into two

wonderful young men. We love you both very much and we wish
you the best as you follow your lives path. Always keep your head

up and stay focused.

Love, Mom, Dad, Brad, Renee, Robbie, and Aunty Qileen

and Ryan Pov^/dan

[IlllHY 5ep. 2B l-ORT Knox Homo
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Josh McWherter
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You are the most ridiculous brother ever. You try to

ruin my life, you hog the bathroom, you don't share

the computer, you belly bump me, andyou always

eat allmy food. That is exactly why I'm going toL r

m^you next year. Even though you are such a

loser, I've always 6eea proud to call you my brother.

Love, Annabell
\*'A d
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Corey James Tucker

V

Wei~e all so proud of you and your achievements. You ve become a
and we knowyou will havebeautiful, independent, young woman Corey,

We are so proud of you. With your abilities and your drive, you can accomplish your
goals. Always remember to pray first and God will always lead you down the right

path. We are always here for you son.
Love, Mom & Dad

AMAZING adventures on the road ahead of you!

Rascal Matts lyrics say it best. These are our wishes for you:
I hope you never look back, butyou never forget.
All the ones who love you, in theplaceyou left.
1 hope you always forgive, and you never r^et,
And you help somebody every chance you get.

Oh, you find God'sgrace, in every mistake.
And you alwaysgive more thanyou take.

Oh, more than anything, yeah, and more than anything
My wish, foryou, is that this life becomes all that you want it to.

Your dreams stay big and your worries stay small.
You never need to carry more thanyou can hold,

And whileyou 're out theregetting whereyou 'regetting to,
I hopeyou know somebody loves you, and wants the same things too.

Yeah, this is my whh.

Well always be here for you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Nick and Ben



Nichole,

always knew that you would succeed no mat

what hand you were dealt. You have a very br
future ahead and so much more to achieve. Yo
will do great things; don't ever let the star fall out
of the sky. I'm very proud of you and you have
made my job that much easier as a parent. I love
you and may all your dreams come true.

Nichole Holland
)2ie

Ifis Loucks



Dear Aaron,
When we first held you in our arms, we wanted so much to be the "perfect parents." in the

years since then, we've learned that no one has to be perfect as long as there is plenty of love
and we have that.

We've found out that our dreams for you aren't always the same as your own, but we have
found trust in each other. We've discovered that even though we're different, nothing can

come in between us.

We’ve watched you grow and become far more than we could've imagined when we were
holding you in our arms and our pride in you keeps growing with each passing day.

We are grateful that God found us worthy enough to allow us to be your Mom & Dad. We will
always be here for you no matter what. You have so much to look toward to in the future. Hold
onto your dreams and reach for the stars. You can be EXACTLY what you want to be in this

life...

and Mijo,
Today, and everyday, we want you to know that you've made being a parent lifes greatest
reward. You and your sisters, above all else, are the reason for our very existence. You are

our purpose and we love you with all our hearts.
Always,i Mom & DadH.
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Congratulations on a great start in life! You are  a smart, talented,
respectful, humorous, and hard-working young man.  I am so proud of you,
and honored we have the same name (don't forget I'm senior!). You can
do anything you want in this world. I look forward to watching you continue
to grow as a strong God-fearing family man. With much love and pride.

L

R Eyour dad, COL Ron Lewis

To the future RJ Lewis M.D.

wYou are the true gift that God has bestowed upon this family. God has
also blessed you with a brilliant mind, caring heart, and extreme talents. I
am so thankful that God chose me to be your mom. Continue to grow in
your faith, talents, and dreams. I love you with all of my heart. Love,i Mommie

"Always remember to keep your dreams alive. Understand, to achieve
anything, it requires faith and belief in yourself, vision, hardwork,

determination, and dedication. Remember all things are possible for those

>

who believe." -Gail Devers

y

Devona Lynn Fuller,
Where did that adorable, curly hair, little girl go? She
grew up into a beautiful young woman. We will always
cherish the memories of watching you grow, and look
forward to seeing what God has for you in the future.
We are so very proud of you!! Keep your eyes on
Christ and everything will fall in place. We love you
you, Baby Girl! Hugs and Kisses,

Dad, Mom and Makayla
I
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Food Stamps, TN & KY WIC Accepted

(

Mon-Sat: 7:00 AM - 9:00 PM
Sun: 8:00 AM - 8:00 PM

fS

Western Union services
located inside the store.Pig's Price Club.

Everyone's A Member!

piggiy
Wiggly

We serve the military exclusively, so we know military life can present real financial

challenges. At Pioneer Services, we want to help. Here's why we're the leader in

military lending:

» Loans from $500 to $10,000

» Fast answers, high approval rates

» 15-day no-cost return guarantee

» Credit review for your protection

At Pioneer Services, our staff includes military veterans and spouses, so we

understand a military family's situation. We even provide free financial fitness

education as well as notary service, copies and faxes, with no appointment needed,
all for the benefit of our valued customers.

Home, Down the We offerthree convenient ways to apply:

By phone at 931,431.9991, in person at 3291 Fort Campbell Bivd,

or confidentially online from your home at PioneerMilitarvLending.com

3441 Fort Campbell Blvd.
Oak Grove, KY
(931)431-3656

PIONEER
SERVICES^in

& 3291 Fort Campbell Blvd | Clarksville, TIM
M-F: 0900-1800 S: 1000-1400Piggiy Wkjgly

Tfeni Brock A Division of MidCoimtry Bank

k
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YOU COULD SAVE UP TO 15%
ON CAR INSURANCE

f ^
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timvc.
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Immediate Phone Coverage
Low Down-Payment

Monthly Payment Plan
Money-Saving Discounts

Insuring Most Drivers
Cycle Insurance

Overseas Coverage
Free Rate Quote
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/I Local GEiCO Direct Office - Sales & Service
15858 Fort Campbell Blvd.

(Between Gates 4 & 5)
Oak Grove, KY

Telephone: (270)439-7770

Mon-Fri: 9:00 AM - 5:30 PM
Sat: 9:00 AM - 1:00 PMir ■.

4

M
k

24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
Claims

1-800-841-3000
rrr

Mary Ashlie,
It just seems like yesterday you were a

little girl. We have watched you turn into a
beautiful young lady. You have accomplished

so much already and yet you have so much
more to look forward to.

I  As you leave home and
begin your Navy career,

don't forget who you are!
We are so proud of you!

Congratulations Graduate!
Love,

Mom and Dad

,  ’A ^ i
V-

I
■ r

Congratulations, most importantly I love you! You are strong, intelligent, and capable
of handling all of lifes challenges. You have overcome many difficulties and will
overcome many more to come. I hope your first steps into life on your own are
everything you dreamed and hoped for. You are the most important person in my life.
You gave meaning to my life and brought a smile to every one of my days. I look
forward to being apart of your life and wish the best for you. I will always be there foi
you. I am proud of you! Love, Rick :
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First of all, congratulations. 1
look over the last 18 years

and cannot.believe how fast
it has gone. We have done
and seen so many things. I

have always tried to give
you "the world." You have
been my strength, my right
arm. You and I have grown:

up together. You are my best
friend. You have grown to j

become a wonderful person
and I couldn't have asked for

a better son. There is no
doubt in my mind that you
will accomplish all you put

your mind to. However,
being a mom, I have more ,

words of advice before you]
go and before life's trials |

and tribulations begin. I ask
you to remember two thingsl.

;  First, remember God for i
without him nothing will ever

mean anything. Second, |
remember where you came
from because your family

will always be there for you.
Good luck with all of your'
decisions, dreams, and”'

goals.
With all my love,

IVlom

To my dearest son,
You have been the light
of all our lives starting
with the early days in
Germany as a child, to

the hot summer days at
the lake as a teen. You

have made some
wonderful

accomplishments and
decisions throughout
the last 18 years. A

parent could not ask
for such a wonderful

son and young man to
take on the world. The
world is yours. Chris,
keep doing what you're

doing. You will be
Successful In anything

you desire. I have
always been and
always will be so

proud of you.
Congratulations and
Happy Graduation!

You deserve it Chris.
Love, Dad

ThePSifF

We could have not asked for a
better big brother. Thank you!

Love, Alex, Catheryn, and Lizzie

♦*3
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Curtis's Barber Shop
Since 1972 ^

QUALITY
PROFESSIONAL

and

$I
V

f As you explore and develop your unique talents,
remain humble,

Realizins that your special abilities
Are a gift from God.

As life hands you challenges,
welcome them as ways to become smarter and stronger.

As you acquire material things,
Know that your most important possessions

Are honesty, integrity,
and the desire to make a difference.

Congratulations to a wonderful son,
May your new path take you where you want to go

and also bring you many pleasant surprises!
We will forever love you,
Dad, Mom, and Ashley
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haircutting services
for the entire family

at a

^ V ■

'h REASONABLE1^'I □
price!W
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Located at the Grandpa's Shopping Center
41-A North

1892 Fort Campbell Blvd.
Clarksville, TN
(931)647-5394
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Chad &oodPoncho Villa m

>

Mexican Grill
Bienvenido a Pancho Villa. \A/e wish to acquaint you with our dinner

house. Our comidas are prepared fresh with the mas finas
ingredients available. Su comida is spiced completely in our cinina
according to very old family recipes. There will be a waiting period

between the moment your order and the time we serve your dinner.
Please, taste it before you add salt or pepper. We hope you enjoy

your dinner at The Pancho Villa.

■y

Dear Chad,La Casa de Villa
16268 Fort Campbell Blvd.

Oak Grove, KY 42262
(270)439-5006

We wish we could bottle this time that we share together. Sometimes we hold
you a little too tight - forgive us, you are the world to us. Even if we live forever,
we could not even begin to show you the depth of our love for you. We love you
more than life itself. Please know that you are and will always be the light of our
lives. Advorlisiiiy

Trent Brock & Ins Loucks
.1231

Love, Mom, Dad, Mel, and Mari



Ka1>ie Bontrager Melody Baker

<Ss
Mofarland

and cxpectafkms and made usmare proud ftmn yedhFvso belieDe if or not l am
jot On ̂oiir mm fo fake onflieadoenfwe happier n;^ ̂ou llien |i couldioe

of We, luiom fliati^au are neuer alone. IJou con count been orifh any other ̂ blii^ We 1ih{@ team's Qdai was to improve individually. There were a number of tiret

'* toe GErin ahxNiys be kere, edery step of file CDoy.

AX7ekiDeyoaDa<llIlonii>^yourgroiidparett^ B|

year wreetlers and young wrestlers thrown In the fire from the beginning ofhaoe had so many gjeeat times
the season with little preparation. With that being said, I feel like the teami~T" ^ together.^ When 1 look bodi at itI

as ai whole reached that goall 0ur senior leadership helped all of the
wrestlers walkaway from the mat this year as better wrestlers. Everyone

on this team gained^ from the season exactly what they put in^"
-Coach Lowe

Smiling helps!
-Ka^tie Bontraaer

Rp'bet1> Whisht and tre love showing: their photogenic siao!
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-r:^ You are a special, gifted
young man. Always reach
high. We have cherished

each day with you. We are
;;.very proud of the young man

you have become.

We love you,
Mom and Dad
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Always remember that no matter what path you choose or what road you travel, you are never alone. Your family, near and far
will always support you and help you whether you ask for it or not because we love you. We are so proud of yOu. Good luck!!!

Mom, Dad, Mari, Ryan, Grandma, Grandpa, Aunt Laura, KC, Jonathan, and all your family In Ohio, Georgia, Oregon, and Nevada
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F^A sends Kendra Thompson,
THE GREATEST LOVE OF ALU MARIO.

YOU ARE GOD'S GIFT TO ME AND I AM SO VERY PROUD OF YOU. I
KNOW THAT YOU WILL GO FAR WITH WHAT I HAVE BLESSED YOU
WITH, LIFE. YOUR GENEROSITY, YOUR KINDNESS, YOUR ENERGY,
YOUR INNER BEAUTY, AND THAT BIG MOUTH, WILL GET YOU
WHERE YOU NEED AND WANTTO BE IN LIFE, SUCCESSFUL!

I SEND MUCH LOVE AND APPRECIATION OF YOU FROM IRAQ.
LUV YA 2 DA MOOOOOOOOOOOOOOON AND BACK,

MOMMIE

Amaryillis Wilson, dacky Cephas,
and Megan Keiliy their best wishes
as they graduate and go off to

college. Nice work ladies!

Cvftlun Bunve^ll

To our daughter
Evie,

Know/ that w/e are

proud of every step
you have taken, of

everything you have
learned. And no
matter where life

may lead you, we will
always love and

support you. Reach
for the stars and

believe in yourself.
You'll be great! May
3od bless and be

w?th you always.
Congratulations!

Mom, Dad,
Cteve, Luke, Joe,

and Beth

r
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www.ourhubbub.com Your story is worth telling.
Your OurHubbub MemoryBook will giveCongratulations seniors!

Mr Militaria salutes all of
your hard work and

dedication during the last
four years. Be your future!

0 every word and every Image (ha
irnpressive, one-of-a-kind attention they

,  truly deserve.

0
jit

Authentic Storytelling Made Easy
2. Upload

Upload photos
for sharing and
including in the

book

1. Create
Select from

our professionally
designed templates

3. Edit
Use powerful

editing tools to:
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Mom, Dad, & Steven,

●'mI  love you guys so muchl
You guys have been there
through thick and thin.
Thank you!

Mom, you are my best
friend even though we argue
sometimes. I still love you in
the end.

Dad, you have done so
much for me and you still
can serve your country well!

Steven you are an
awesome brother; you and I
fight but I still love you!

I wouldn't trade this

Q

1400 Fort Campbell ^Ivd.
Oak Crove, KY

family for the world! I love
you!

-Jackie

^Ali our Love Mom % Dadyou have hirpught tP us
-  -
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oui mat you were a boy. You made me realize that  I had a future; I.
finally had something to live for. We decided to name you Dexter Jr.

Baby Dex,
Grandson, I am so proudWe are proud of you. Race so our namesake would live on. I watched you wobble around the

house as a baby; you were so fat and cute. You are now growing into
a strong, young man. During the final football game I realized that you
were coming into your own and you made me so proud to be your

father. Now you are about to enter a new exciting phase in your life:
college. As you set out on this journey I want you to be aware

you. Congratulations!on to success. Go Racers!
Love, GrandmaLove, Tyrece and Raquan

because the world can be a cruel place. I trust in the young man you
have become so when obstacles come your way, alter your path and

keep driving on. Congratulations son!
Love, Dad & Robin



Jordan Ueteto
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You're beautiful baby from the outside in.
Chase your dreams but always know
the road that'll lead you home again.
Go on, take on this whole world.

But to us you know you'll always be,
our little girl."

Jordan,

We hope you realize how proud you have
made us. We know that you will succeed at

anything you choose to do in life. We love you
and will always be here for you and you will

always be our Baby Girl. Love always,
Mommy and Daddy

We are proud of you Jordan!!!
Love,

the Whitt, Veteto & Woods families.

We always knew you were destined for greatness. "I
look over Jordan and what do I see?" You've grown

into a classy young woman that we love
tremendously.

We're so proud of you Jordan!
Love,

Carl, Becky, Erikka, and Joshua

Hey Jordan,
Well, you know you've been our sister for a while

now and all, but over the years you caught on to
our awesomeness!!! We love you!!!

The Coolest,
Awesomest,

People EVER!!!
AKA your MI' sis and bro
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Diego Cruz parents for always pushing me in the right direction. Thanks Jordan Veteto for
Well. I don't know what to really say besides that 1 had fun this year at Ft Campbell. I always being there for me. Josh M., Alan J., Garrett C., (Garbear), Doug C. (Dougie),

Stephy and Natalie Carlo, Gretchen G., Jordan F., Chris J., the Dowdens, you all are
awesome! Mr. Eric and Mr. Counts, you all are great and I promise I will bring you
those hot wings! All my buddies, you know who you are! Good luck to all of 2008!
Goodbye Fort Campbell High!!!

Chris Englen
Well, this 12 year depression is over finally. I'd like to start by saying thank you to my
family for being there for me every day, helping me out in times of need and putting
up with me and my truck all these years. To my truck for being my one and only.
Thanks to Coach Brown for pushing me harder and harder everyday and teaching
me the good morals in life. To my home dizzies Mr. Tucker, times were good in the
chairs. Big Head Fred, Ft. Campbell is still undefeated in COD and we will keep it
that way. Chace, the cowboy boots were phenomenal and especially Alan, dude
these past 8 years were memorable, but thanks for making this year an electrifying

and teaching me not to eat pasta before a long night. Fort Campbell is
SO COOL!!!

Naomi Evangelista

came here in the middle of October from Germany and left all of my really good
friends over there, but I made a lot of really good friends here too and I'm going to
miss everyone. I hope everyone has fun next year and I will be keeping in touch with
everyone.

Aimee DeMoss
Thank God it's finally over. Thanks to the teachers that made it interesting and my
friends that made it fun. I love you, Mike, Mom and Dad!

Ian DeSilva

I have to say goodbye to my family. My brothers on the football team and the
coaching staff that kept me motivated to do what  I had to do on and off the field. I
can't believe we got the ring. For the bling! A big farewell to Chris Allen. Man, you
had a great season. I'm definitely going to miss you bro. Bye Gretchen, Katie L.,
Katie B. R.J., Max, Stefan, Chris A., Chris J., Nikki, Brianna, Zack, Zach, Andree,
Annabell, Evie, Beth, Dowdens, Fraley, Gil, Jordan V., Kori, Kyle, Jake, Ma, Naputi
Olan, Dex, Kwan, Terry, Tori, Tyler, Zoe, Breeon, Joque, Devona, Chase, Kate,
Brittiny, Dominique, Scott, Tim, Kayla, George, Ashley. Alisha, Alex

one

Chris Acosta
First, a huge thanks to my friends, nev/ and old, for making it awesome. I v/ill never
forget y'ail. To all of you in the corner, I wish y'all the best in life and now most of us
are going to have to find a new v/all to lean on over the summer. Ideas anyone? To
Jessica and Hailee, I'm so glad to have met y'all. Y'all are proof that not all freshmen
are lame. A BIG Kiitos to all of you. Chris6159@aol.com and myspace.com/klavikal.
Ride forv/ard warriors, raise thy sword, and find eternal glory! For Finland!

Jose Alvarez
I like women and hopefully college has more of a variety than FCHS. I'm gonna miss
chicken biscuits for breakfast and sleeping all day. On a serious note, thanks for the
experience at FCHS. I'm going to miss my friends and the C-MEN even though we
are going to the same university. I LOVE YOU GUYS! Chinese this weekend"^ Take it
easy FCHS.

Olan Andrews
Thanks to God for everything he's done for me throughout my life. Thanks to my
mom and dad for all the things they have done and will continue to do. My brother
Antonio, keep your head up and continue to make good grades. My sister Denisha,
thank you for showing me the big picture in life. Thanks to all my coaches and
teachers for all the things they did for me this year! To the 2008 football team, go all
the way; finish the dynasty. A shout out to my ppis; Dex, Quan, Breeon, Tre, Mario,
Robbie, Antonio, Zo, Anthony. Maurice, J.D., Corey, Alan R., Josh Carter, Josh M,,
and to all the the football players and b-ball players. To the females, Katie L., Rissa,
B, Angel, Trisha, Jordan V., Kendra, Rhonda, Ambra, Erica, Katie B,, Shanice,
Brianna W., Brittany, Miss B, Kara, Mariah, Nina, and if I forgot anyone, my bad. Live
life to the fullest and have no regrets.

Melody Baker
Thanks to all who made gnarly memories with me, and a special thanks to my very
close friends. I'll never forget you guys (especially Aaron's cheese). To all who made
high school suck, forget you. Josh, we'll find that yellow bandit even if we are in a
nursing home in wheel chairs racing (which I'll pwn you by the way). That bandit
doesn't know what's coming for him, especially since we are such party animals.

Anthony Battle
I'm done.

Chad Blood

Jessie Bodiford
Id like to thank all my peeps who have helped me out over the years I've been here.
You know who you are (corner group). I have to say. without them I would have

● never came to school. Glad to be graduating from here, thank goodness I'll never see
|t again. Granted I’ll miss peeps who aren't graduating with me. Love you all and
hope to keep in touch.

Zack Bontrager
Now that my senior year is coming to a close, it was nothing short of awesome! From
tne late night parties, a couple of accidents, and our addiction to all baked-goods, this
year was unforgettable. Justin and Tre, I love you guys, seriously, I love you
bretchen, Ashley, Andree, Bryce, Jackie, Katie, Tes. Tony, Blue (you're my boy),
HObbie and Bulldog, oh yeah, and Jordan. I'll miss you guys! Coach Gibson, you're
the stuff. VAG ON!

Mark Boroff

Some have realized that everything worth trying for really endures effort. (Shrewtree)

Rachel Borowiec C.J. Croft

Cassandra

Timothy B

Nick Cana

Makeda C

Rihanna C

Rpinr, nou, r«., . , , , . , Well this was a fun year. I want to say thanks to all the people that helped me get to

y
See you later and good luck in the future to the Class of 08!

 Brown
I'm going to miss everyone so much. I couldn't have done this without my mom or
dad. I also like to thank these people for being here for me: Amanda Pagel (my
cousin), Samantha Baker, Jennifer Perez. Jordan Fraley, Chris Jay, Jake Gianforti,
Chris Acosta, Meghan Strehle, Chad Blood, Christina Walton, Jessie B.. Cody, and
Ricardo, Mrs, Robinson, Mr. Gilbert, and Frau, Thank you.

rown-Smith

Carmen Bultron-Diaz

Evie Burweil
To Katie, Brianna, and Rhonda, the Core. I love all three of you. You girls are
amazing: don't let anyone tell you differently! The memories we have made, dear
God. To Branden, my boo, I love you so much. You know you make me smile! And
always remember how to spell Funeral! Darissa. you are amazing!!! I love you so
much. You have been a huge help to me this year.  I just can't believe I just met you.
And to. Josh M., Alan J., and Chris E., not quite sure why we are friends, you guys
are a little weird, JK. I love the three of you so much. Good luck with everything in
life. I love all of you. Don't forget my crazy butt!

Jacquice Calhoun

Garrett Campos
First of all, I would just like to thank all my teachers and friends that made this year
astounding. I'm going to miss all the good times  I had while I was here from going to
parties to graduation. Some of you I'm not going to see again, so I wish you the best
of luck. PEACE OUT!!!!

rina

Kassandra Carman

Jacky Cephus
Four years have gone by faster than I thought they would. I want to thank all my
friends: Melody, Kyle M., Megan, Zach R., Jelisa, Miriam, D.J,, Coy, my grey day
lunch buddies (Quanisha, Kayla, & Shamara), and most important my best friend,
Amaryllis. I'll miss you all and hope our friendship will last for years to come. Also, I
want to thank my amazing teachers, Mrs. Greene, Ms. Ladd, Mrs. Butts, and Mr.
Lange, for all the wisdom and advice they have given me. And big thanks to my
family for all the support and love. Thanks for all the marvelous memories. Goodbye
FCHS!!!!

hristopher
1 would like to say thank you to everyone who put up with me this year! 1 know it was
a pain, but it's over and we're out of here. I wish the best of luck in life to the senior
Class of 2008 - we did it! I would like to give a special thanks to the teachers who
bent over backwards for me, thank you: Ms. Kesha, Mrs. Larnique, Mrs. Stephanie,
Coach Berner, Coach Gammons & last but not certainly least, Mrs. Speake. Thank
you all once again very much. Lord knows I wouldn't have made it w/o you. Sorry if I
forgot anyone. Love u all! God Bless.

risostomo

thrniirih it n ^ everyone who helped me get this point. I have to give all the glory to God. I want to give thanks to my parents
c  ° out buddies; Kathryn Ziegler, Kyle Moyers, teachers, coaches, teammates, and classmates Do not wait another 28 years to win

^iiusea bmim , Anthony Juvera, and whoever else I hung out with this year. We had another championship
fun with all our goofiness. So it's goodbye to all my friends, my brother, the school
and whatever else.

Charles (CAB) Bradle

, Jordan L.,
Cassie, and my best buddy, Cooter. Love you guys!

Brittany Dillard
B'Anatryia Faggart
WHAT CAN I SAY? The time is here for us to graduate and it s hard to say goodbye,
so I guess what I will say is "see you later and good luck in the future." I don't know

Darissa Dodson what I would have done if it wasn't for those who helped me out. Thanks Ms.
Deuces finally!!! Thanks to my parents, teachers, and coaches: Berner. Lowe, McCullough and Mrs. Davis for belong me with Accounting and to all rny friends
Marciano. Brown, Ladd, and Green. My buddies Qween, B'Anatryia, Brooklyn, Aisha, Jesse, Robbie, Rissa, Ms. B,
Okoye, Trisherz, Jesse, Branden. Brenton, Kyle, Evie!, Katie. Annabell, you guys Shonna, and Branden Lombardo. I know I forgot some but love you. 08, we in
kept me laughin'! Skinny Missez/Squad Princesses -Rhonda, Ambra, Kendra- 4 the
advice. DA SQUAD-Mario, Dexter. Robbie, Raquan. Maurice. I  love you guys! (I still
want my sandwich Maurice!) My State Champs 4 the memories. Brittiny-Wonda Twin Mario Flint ^ r : ,r.t ♦hr, i
&  meanest best friend ever Everyone else=>luv ya bunches!!! They say all good things come to an end, well I believe that it s ]us the beginning. I

●  t=veiyu UV ya uu ^ memorable moments in high school that I will never forget.
Antonette Dorsev Maurice, Dex, Quan. Robbie y'all my brush and y'all know I got y'all for whatever
Wow! We can weL hoodies, chew gum, and wear our shirts untucked. We are free because y'all family forever. There
of all of these ridiculous rules I want to give a shout out to my amazing islanders, to them. For every teacher that had patience and helped me get through, thanks a lot. I
my friends in First Priority and FCA. Without these friends and groups, I would have appreciate it a lot °
been one of the lost ones. Lastly, thanks to all the teachers who helped me, me for the next level, so thanks. Can t wait the 10 year reunion. HAH A.
encouraged me, believed in me, and stood by me.

here!!!

Jordan Fraley
My senior farewell, all 1 have to say is don't let the chances you get slip away. Take

of everything needing to be done, it will come back to get you. I love you Jen L.
Ren Dowden

It's almost time seniors. I just want to say goodbye to all my friends that will still be
here next year at FCHS: Chase, Mason, Amanda, Brooke, all coaches, and of course Fraley!!
the 08-09 football team.

care

Devona Fuller
First of all. I'd like to thank God for helping me get through these past four years.
Also to my mom and dad for helping me. To Robert Bear for being a great boyfriend
and I love you! To Jen all I can say is Scratch Scratch and Spongebob. Love ya girly.
Now to Max, Tim, Amaryllis. May May, Jacky, Xavier, Kyle, Zach, Diego. Anthony,
and everyone else! I love you guys and y'all are the best! C/0 08 WE DID IT!

Ryan Dowden
All right FCHS it's been fun, but now it's time to say goodbye. I just want to say bye
and good luck to the team next year and AKA whiteboy, Chris, Nina, Chealsa,
Rachel, Kathryn, Carter, Chase, Dex, Olan, Ian-aka white chocolate, Topps, Doug,
Casey, Josh, Whipple, Hays and the rest of the team and coaches and if I had left
anybody out, my bad.

Chace Drew

Ima get that fo sho! Fort Campbell was cool and The Big Dane and Alan R. Johnson
made things happen. Call of Duty 4 owns all. See me on it! Shout out to the ladies.

Dexter Durrante
1 would like to say farewell to all of my friends. I also would like to say farewell to all
of the wonderful teachers at FCHS. 1 will miss EVERYONE. It's not bye. it's see youlater.

Roger Gamez
Thank God I finally graduated. I'm happy that this is my last year in school, my
second home because I spend almost more time here than in my home. Hopefully I
will start a new life and I'm excited about that and i wish all the other seniors that God
be with them in their choices. Thank you to all the teachers and my friends.

Jake Gianforti

Kayla Gines
First, 1 would like to say bye to all my good friends, Qua-Qua, Shar-Shar. Jazzy Boo,
Treasure, Nikki, Jon, D.J., Joey, Zo. and my little brother Jesse. I'm really gonna
miss you all and we had mad fun this year, our last year. I love you all so much, and

gotta stay in touch.

Nina Emerick

This is basically a thank you instead of a farewell. First of all I want to thank my
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Kylo Moyofs

Senior Farewells

Trent Brock
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Jamisson Hiffner Jamie, B, Olan, Anthony, Trill. Aisha, Velenzia. Dawania, the track team, dance
team, and to all my haters. I love all you guys!!!

Matt McCord

Everyone always tells you that graduation will be here before you know it. A lot of
people don't believe it, myself included, but it's true. All the people and places just
seem like a blur now, but I'd like to thank the countless people that helped me get to

where I am now. I have to say that I wouldn't have been able to make it this far
without every single one of my amazing friends. 1 love you guys!!! Live strong, die
well.

Derek McCune

I'm finally graduating, it's exciting to think this is my last year of school since I ve
been in school all my life! But now I start a new life. Hopefully it will be exciting. I m
going to love what I'm going to be doing and 1 hope all the other seniors rnake the
right decision about their career. Thank you to all the teachers and to my friends

Andy McFarland
Good luck to the new seniors.

Josh McWherter

My years at FC have been great,
for helping me get through the years. - , . ,

I want to thank my teachers and all of my coaches
I also want to thank all my friends for making

them the best, and I want to thank Katie Bontrager because she scrumptulescently
exquisite.

Kyle Miller

Rhonda Miller . . * l, u,
I've lived, loved, laughed, and learned and these are the
there: Vanilla = Amazing. Evie=Beautiful, Brooklyn-Sava^, ' ̂ Amhra
SWEETCHEEKS, Cheerleaders = BEASTMODE. Squad Pnncess=R.ssa, Ambra
Kendra. Porshia (JP), The Squad: Mario, Quan, Robbie Bobbie, Maurice. My Brobro.
Memories that will last a lifetime: My butthole's on FIRE!. O^r bong,
PRINCESS!!!, Nuckin Futts, $78 in yo pocket, Babies in ‘b© bathtub, M ami Style^ Go
boo Go boo Heyyy #2, You're ridiculous. OUCH. We've had so much fun together, I
LOVE YOU GUYS!!! =] <3

Gretchen Gittings
Hello, goodbye, I v/ill miss you Fuzzybear (Sam). Zack, Ashley. Justin. Mariah,
Bryce, Jacky, Jordan, Brittiny, Kyle. Bailey. Courtney, Eriel. Chris (even though you
dropped out lame-o). Evie, Jake. Anthony, Manny, Ian, Misty, Chief. Bri. Coy, and
everyone I forgot to mention. Thanks for making this year a blast and I'll catch y'all
later! And to the c/o 08. v/e finally made it! Oh and bye to Kt, forgot that one, later
y'all!!!

Jeff Kelley
First off, thank you to all my teachers who helped me get through school, especially
Rrau, Coach Lange, and Mr. Garnett. I would also like to thank my parents for helping
me throughout high school. Thanks to all those who made high school fun: Adam.
Vince. Jose, Nick Mason, Tony, Brian Johnson. Manny. Kyle Cobb, R.J., Ian.
Morgan. Jackie, Ashley Gibson, Jessie, Mark. Jaymee, B. Jamie Thomas. Katie
Lassitter, Coach Moore, Coach McKillip, Blake. Justin Hobbs. Josh Carter. Zack
Bontrager, Tre, Tes, Kai, and Erik.

Michael King

Katie Lassitter

Wow, it's over! I could not have imagined the year any better. Through the friends,
tears, boys, TONS OF LAUGHTER, and the late nights. "Weekends are for the
warriors." It was a blast. To my favorites Ev and Bri and to ail the other people who
made it amazing, Alan. Corey, Mocha = the greatest. Chris E.. Ian (tick tick). Chris
A., DEXTER I love you, my beautiful Robbie Bobbie, Olan. my life long love, the
yearbookers, Jordan and Steph thnks fr th mmrs. dougie fresh my wonton, and
everyone else, you'll always be in my heart. Matt, I  love you kid. stay strong and don't
break too many hearts. Little sis, you'll do great things. I love you. To c/o '08 it's our
time to shine. With Love, Hong Kong.

Leon Lewis

Finally, I can leave. It's been real tough. Best place for me to graduate. But I'm tired
of fakin' to stay awake in class. I can go home and sleep in my bed and not in these
desks. The teachers here, the guidance, the friends, and everyone I knew who has
helped me set up my future to where I'm headed now. From the Sleeper, Teddy
Bear, and Cheese. I'm outta here!

R.J. Lewis

I'm sitting in class right now and I'm distracted, thanks Ian. I'll miss times like this:
Accounting class with Bon-Bon and Med-Med or laughing with Max, Nikki, and
Jessica in English. Now I must say goodbye to who made my senior year great:
Jourdan, Katie L., Jordan, Taylor, Stefan, Corey, Kori, Manny, Scott, Kelsey, Alan,
Jeff, FCDA, the Class 2A Champs, and that Little Cooter. I  love and will always miss
you! -Stephanie, Katie B., Jordan B.. and Taylor

Cassandra Littlefield

Lacie Lloyd

It is finally my turn to say goodbye and go out into the world and experience life.
Thanks for the unconditional love that you have always shown me. Thanks Manny for
always being there for me. To all my friends - I love you guys! Stay in touch. All the
staff at Fort Campbell thanks! I have learned so much these past four years. Good
luck everyone! Get crunk, don't hate, represent 08.

Kori Lutz

Lorenzo Hines

I just v.'ant to thank all my friends, teachers, and coaches for helping me succeed. 1
v;ant my friends to stay in school and succeed in everything, i want to give a shout
out to my boys: A.J., Joey. Justin. Jesse, Branden. Dexter, Raquan. Robbie, J.D,,
Chris, and the girls: Kristabell, Carmen, Naomi. Linaka, Anna, and everyone else if I
forgot you. Thanks for all the good times. 2007 State Champs!

Coy Gosney
Later, I'm done!!!! Justin Hobbs

Nov.' that my senior year is coming to a close, it was nothing short of awesome! From
the late night parties, a couple of accidents, and our addiction to all baked-goods,
this year was unforgettable. Zack and Tre. I love you guys, seriously, I love you.
Ashley, Andree. Bryce. Gretchen. Jackie. Katie. Tes. and Tony, oh yeah, and
Jordan...I'll miss you guys! Coach Gibson you're the stuff. VAG ON!

Martha Grandin

Four years at FCHS and now my time is up. I've made the most amazing friends that
I've had the greatest times v/ith. My girls - Andrea. Clarisse, and Jackie - together
we’re the 4 Musketeers. We have the craziest friendship that only we can
understand! Kayla, Julie, Ashlie. Charlie. Justin, and all of my other friends - you
guys are the best! I love y'all to pieces and I wish you the best in life.

Brenton Green

I v/ant to say goodbye to the football coaches, what a year it's been! Farewell to
Darrissa Dodson, manager on 3!!!! Bye to Brittiny Pannell, the most awesome person
at FCHS. head butt! Special farewell to Ms. Ladd, the best teacher I've had since I've
been here. I love Anthropology and Psychology! Farewell to the funniest Spanish
teacher, Ms. Carde. Bye to Ian. Max, Rhino, Adam Hall. Jordan Veteto. and of course
Jazzy!! And bye to anyone else 1 forgot!!!

Adam Hall

High school GOT BURNT. I know I wouldn't be where  I am today with my awesome
grades and such if my mom and dad didn't make me get out of bed. Believe me, I
would still be at home asleep right now if I could. To my boys: I LOVE YOU. You
know who you are. Kelso is fat.

Nichole Holland
It's been so stressful!!! So much work, but on the other hand...so many memories. I
would never change them for the world. I'll never forget my friends! I love and will
miss you all so much! You all know who you are. Not enough room to express my
feelings for you. Te amo, Je't'ame, Ich liebe dich!!

Jasmine Holley
I would like to say goodbye to all my friends, including my best friend B'Anatryia; 1
had fun with you on the weekends when we used to go bowling and to the movies.
I'm going to miss you. Thank you mom for always being there and holding on to me
when time was the worst, I am going to miss you the most and all I want to say is
thank you and i love you.

Aron Hunt

Chris Jay
Well, it has been one year and that is too long at this school, but it has been fun.
Well, on to better things. Well. bye.

Michael Hartrum

I owe so much to my friends, they have helped me out in so many ways. Tyler, Kassi,
Matt, Jessie, Jon, and Chris. I'll miss you all a lot and will try to stay in contact with
you all. As for everyone else. Cody, Hailee, Steven and everyone else who names I
did not mention, thanks for being there. See you all later.

Josh Hayes
Goodbye Fort Campbell!

Jackie Hayhurst

WOW!!! I can't believe that this year has come and gone. It has been so much fun!!!
First, I would like to thank my parents, who have always been there for me and
helped me through everything. Next, the teachers who pushed me to do belter and of
course my friends. Andrea, Martha, Clarisse, Ashlie, and to all of the other ones:
know that I LOVE YOU BUNCHES. BYE FCHS I'M FINALLY DONE!!!

Medgar Haynes

Maurice Henderson

I would like to say goodbye to all my teachers and fellow classmates. This year has
been wonderful. I will remember it for the rest of my life. I would also like to give a
shout out to the whole squad. Dex, Mario, Quan, and Robby.

Joey Hernandez

I want to thank Lorenzo Hines, mi hermano, for having my back all year. I want to
give a shout out to my boys, Mike King, we've always had each other's back,
Brandon Lombardo and A.J., for the good times, Robbie Townsend and Mario Flint,
for making me laugh. Kristabell, thanks for everything.

Tara Hernandez

Alan Johnson

What can I say. I've been here forever, but I will miss it though. I just want to say
thanks to all my friends. Katie Lassitter you're amazing. Good luck to the Class of
'08. Peace out.

WOWlTaTal^y made it. I've had sdoh a great time. Friends ''^re have been the
greatest. I want to thank my teachers and my parents helping through this year,
want to give a shout out to my girls Andrea. Jackie, and Martha, you aN are the
greatest. The biggest thanks to Justin Hobbs for being such a great friend.
Branden Lombardo for always being there for me. I love you guys. C-va.

Ronald Moskalski

Brian Johnson

When people ask me how were my high school years. I'll be able to say I had the
best of friends. Thanks to all who kept me on the right track. To my parents, thank
you for everything. I've had a blessed childhood. This is an end to a chapter, but the
beginning of another. Slay sane, it gets better.

Steven Jones

Goodbye all! Rejoice for we are leaving. All the memories, all the drama, and all the
love, goodbye and God bless! Jesus Martinez These 4 years in high school have been the best years e ^ ,^|,QLiilouQh you've

My dear friends and comrades. I desire success and great fortune in whatever any of goodbye to the teachers that have helped -jZ' (B'Weezie) Jordan
you decide to do with your lives. It has been a pleasure and an overall honor to work been an awesome teacher these 4 years. My friends b y ^ -pg Ocott boh
alongside all of you I'll make sure to remind my Father to rain blessings upon all of Gretchen, Jennifer. Rissa, Sammantha, ian. Becca, Nic . ■ ■ ■

you, your friend and comrade, Jesus. :) Kai, track team, yearbook staff, Amaryllis. Jacky. and everyone else 1 may have
forgot. I will miss you all!!! 2008!!!!

Aaron Juvera

Years have passed and our time in high school is at an end. Through hard times we
have prevailed whether it was a bad (or low) grade or a friend moving away. Along
with hard times there were great times and memories created that will be forever
remembered. A special thanks to my friends Darran, Melody (making sure I had
cheese), Zach, Zack, Brian, and last but definitely not least Hannah. I'll be around.

Nick Mason

Goodbye FCHS. Senioritis has kicked in and I am ready to gel the heck out of here.

Keep it real and funky fresh. Oh yeah. P.S. I am never taking AP classes again.

Brooklyn Matthews

First off, I wanna thank my mother for always being there. My VIPs: Adrianna,
Jasmine. Jesse, and Brianna! The Princess Squad: Rissa, Kendra. Rhonda. Ambra,
and MEM The Squad: Quan, Dexter, Robbie, Maurice, and Mario! Ms. B, Porshia.

Jesse Naputi

Anthony Juvera
Pah, we had some good times, but it all comes to an end! But thank you Martha.
Justin, and Kayla, y'all made my sophomore year. Jackie rocked junior year. Justin
and Gretchen y'all are too awesome! Clair-is, I'll always be there for you. Kassidy, I
love you!! Chelsea, you are crazy! Brooke is amazing! Rachel is too good! Kathryn is
sweet! Mrs. Butts and Ms. Ladd are the best' And dang 75 words isn't enough!!

want to say farewell to my fellow seniors and best of luck for your futures^as well as

0 my f^ndl oirand new' I kind of hoped I would Z
tm content being here, I hope that we will keep ih “htac 1. And. 1^ o VOd know, I m

good at that, so I hope It will be fine it you re the ones to initiate ,no
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Robbie Townsend

Finally I'm getting a chance to go on to the real world. Dex. Maurice, Mario, and
Quan. y’all already know what it is. y'all my brothers and that's for life. Tre, Zo.
J.D.. Breeon, Jessie. Josh, Kurt, T.J,. Jarvis, the whole football and basketball
team, I love you all. Thanks to the teachers and coaches! Now for the girls: Katie.
Miss B. Rhonda, Rissa. Kendra. Ambra. Brooklyn. Trish, Angel, Porsha, Drea. B,

Jamie, and Trill. I'm going to miss all of you. Have fun and enjoy life. Thanks for
everything,

Corey Tucker

This school doesn't have many cool people in it, but to the few: peace out.

Kyle Turner

Thanks mom and dad for being so supportive and letting me finish out high school
at FCHS. Thank you COL Vail and Mrs. Vail for making it possible that I finish
here. To Katers- thanks for being my bestie since the 2nd day of 9th grade. And,
most important of all, thanks to Albert and Mr. Counts for keeping our school
clean and safe!

Kate Vail

"All I'm saying is that if I ever start referring to these as the best years of my life ●

remind me to kill myself," Randall Pink Floyd.

Jordan Veteto

I must thank my mom, dad, Becky, and Sarah for EVERYTHING!!! Thank you to
all my teachers, counselors, and coaches, LOVEABLES: Nina, Brittiny, Kyle,
Gretchen, Zack, Justin, Katie L.. Lombardo, Justin and Joey, Carmen. Branden.
Evie, and Jackie. FOOTBALL BOYS: ZoZo, Dex, Napufi, McWherter. Ian. Clan,
C.J., Corey, Romeo. Chris Allen, and Alan R. Johnson!!! Thanks to all I forgot to
mention; you know I still LOVE you!!! Take care and see you on the fLiP sIdE.

Nichole Visnick

The best year of my life! 2008! Hope the rest is as good. It's been so stressful at
the same time! So much work, but on the other hand so many memories I would
never change for the world. I'll never forget my friends! I  love and will miss you all
so much! You all know who you are. Not enough room to express my feelings for
you! Te amo. Je t

Branden Ward
Wow, it came so fast. Thanks to all the teachers for having to put up with my
mouth, kindness, and ANGER lol. Thank you Coach Gammons, you have made
my school years best for letting me play basketball for you for 4 years and Coach
Bizzle thanks for

mother, Bryce, Anthony, and Nick. Qween, Nene {my baby sis) My pal Brittiny
Pannell HELP THIS IS MY HAPPY FACE lol. B. Jaymee, My Wooten, Cheezy,

Shonna. I can't forgot the other half Evie, Annabell (My Fatty), Darrissa. J.D.,
Olan. Rebecca T, Jelisa S., my yearbook people like Katie. Rhonda, and my
teachers Mrs. Lunsford, Ms. Keisha and Mrs. Butts and Frau (you put me through
so much GOSH!!!) I will miss y'all. If I missed anybody, I'm sorry.

Chris Ward

WOW! Four years already! Oh well, it's good training I guess. Ha, but seriously, I
was fortunate enough to be given the opportunity to graduate and I'm glad I took
it. For the underclassmen after me, here are a few tips in life I found out myself: 1)

You have the world by the tail, and don't even know it. 2) There is always a
meaning behind the madness. I guess that's it! I’ll see ya when 1 see ya ha!

Justin Watts

Ich liebe dich! Good luck Class of ‘08.aime.

excellent soccer season. Thanks to my brothers from anotheran

Emily Weber
First, I would like to say thank you to my mom for supporting me all this way. I would
like to thank Mrs. Greene. Mr. Hofe, Ms. Ladd, and Ms. Loucks for making me feel

welcome. Finally. I would like to give a special thanks to Kassi, Luke, Cole, Rhianna,
and all the other friends I've made this year. I don't know what I would have done
without you!

Brianna White

Senior year has been everything I could have ever imagined. The memories and
friends i have made will stay with me for a lifetime. There are millions of memories in
this year alone. Thank you to all the teachers that have put up with my SENIORITIS
and the countdown til graduation. Katie and Evie: as we go our separate ways next
year I will remember our nights together and the shoulders you have lent me for
support. You girls have been my all. We together have made the core, the core of
memories and stories of typical high school seniors: and switched them to an
amazing group of friends that will always be remembered. I love you ladies!!! All my
friends will be remembered and will always be in my memories of my perfect senior
year. Love you all!!!

Jared Wight
High school has been four long years of blood, sweat, and tears, and yet I m going to
miss it. As much as I don't want to grow up, pay taxes, and work for the rest of my life,
I am ready to move on to bigger and better things. 1 want to thank all my coaches for
putting up with my lack of talent and teaching me the best they could, my teachers for
pushing me. and of course my friends: without you guys I don’t think I would have
made it this far. I can't say that I will miss all the drama, but I will miss all the
memories.

Linda Nieves

Farev;ell to my friends and Fort Campbell. Though my sophomore year v/as
somev/hat horrid. I had a good time. I hope someday to meet you guys again.

Brittiny Pannell
These are the people I v/ant to thank for making high school what it v/as; Mommy,
Kimberly, Michah (Robo-Thug and Dumplin), Kyle (It's goin dov/n!), Darrissa
(Wonda Tv/in), Jesse (Mr. Toad), Gretchen (Vanilla Face). Raquan (my loserface).
Jelisa, Ian, Max, Branden (Help!), Josh Carter (my hubby), Jake. Brenton (Head
Butt), Rhonda. Jordan (N-R-G), all the football and basketball players (my big
brothers), all my teachers and coaches, and all my friends that I couldn't list.

Jennifer Perez

When 1 first thought about v/riting my farev/ell  1 didn't know that I'd be saying
goodbye so soon. But now things have changed. I’m moving to a different school
my senior year. By the time you read this I'll already be gone. I want to say
goodbye to all my friends. My boyfriend (Jordan Fraley), Devona Fuller, Chris Jay,
Kyle Moyers, and Cassandra Brov/n and everyone else. Goodbye to my teachers
and family, it's time to start my nev/ life, 1 don't like the word goodbye because it
sounds like forever. My goodbye isn't forever, it’s a see you soon. Jordan. I'm not
going anywhere, so don't freak out! See you all at graduation. I'm going to miss
you.

Vincent Porreca

Man, I'm going to miss FCHS. Nah. I’m just kidding. But seriously, this school was
fun. It helped prepare me for life along v.'ith the help of my parents, sister, and
friends. The teachers v/ere also fantastic in helping me receive the gift of
knowledge. 1 hope to see you all again, that is. if we survive Hilary Clinton's reign of
terror.

Megan Reilly
First, I'd like to thank God, with Him, all things are possible. My family, for their
abundant support throughout the years, especially the past two. Teachers, what
can I say about these extraordinary people? Thanks so much for all you have
taught me and given of yourselves: Frau, Mrs. Sheets, Coach Lange, Mrs. Greene,
Mr. Hofe, Barry and the FCHS staff. Alexis and Jacky, you are the best friends
anyone could ever ask for. Thanks everyone!

Scott Rife

Huray me am so the gladest to be leavering but me must says goodbyes firsterest,
and must mentionate my friends cause loves to sea ther names a lot they do. First
ther is dikki, then mexomanny, elgigattecabasa, gwen, hobbes, liny, shortabell,
kori, veetidos, RJay, jesimica sandy, whitey, presidency stealer, Kelly, coltonballs,
diksilva, freshman, crazy brow, and lastlyest, and leaslyest, lady macvail
glads I done learnen so much the goodest in skooi goodbyes,

Zach Rinestine

This year was a great year. We won the State Football Championship, which
something I had never dreamed of doing. So I would like to say thanks and say
goodbye to all my teammates who helped me achieve our goal. Also, I would like to
say farewell to my friends. You all have made this year great!

Stephanie Rivera-Velazquez

Misty Schulz

Thank you Mrs. Rey for being my guide, teacher, and friend throughout my years
as a Falcon. Thank you Mom, Michelle, and Johnny for encouraging and pushing
me to do better than I thought possible. Michelle, thank you for laughing at
when I didn't think laughing (at that moment) was possible. Goodbye to Dr.
Karrigan, Ms. Ladd (thank you for trusting me). Coach McKillip (I am in better
shape than I used to be), Frau (you made my last  2 years memorable) and last, but
certainly not least, Coach Berner. Coach, Government class was the highlight of
my senior year. Jared Wight - 1 love you more than I'll ever be able

me am so

IS

me

to openly express. Thank you for reminding me there is good in the world. Goodbye
Brooke Davies - I know you'll succeed in life. You're amazing. Much love to you and
thank you for being there for me.

Josh Scruggs
Melody Baker! You are pretty much the only reason  I am sad to leave Fort Campbell.
You have alv/ays been there for me even when you didn't have to be. I couldn't ask
lor a greater friend. We are besties for life, or at least, we better be or who am I
gonna have scooter races with when I'm 75 in a nursing home?! i love ya Mel and
wish all the best for you!

Chelsea Smith

Well, it's been a great two years here at FCHS, that I will remember. I want to thank
all my teachers, my mom and dad and the rest of my family for all of their help and
support- Oh I can’t forget my besties: Rachel. Kathryn, Anthony, Heather and all the
rest of my friends that I've made. So thanks LOL! Well good luck to all with the future.
GO 2008! See ya!

Jelisa Stevens

To my teachers, Mrs. Speake, and family; thanks so much! This year was
super-amazingly-fantastical! I had so much fun! I want to shout out to ail my girls (you
know who you are) Thanks for everything: I will miss you. I will greatly miss my
soccer girls and my track family. To my guys (friends and more) 1 love and will
definitely miss ail of you! Keep it cool. Have fun. Achieve your best.

Emmanuel Stewart

Mrs. Verde muchas gracias for teaching me ingles. To my amigos, thanks for being
there for me. To me equipo de futbol aka communist kickball team, it was a good
time. I especially give thanks to my dear Lord, 6 pounds 8 ounce baby Jesus, for
helping me make it through the things I did and keeping me out of trouble, and my
madre and padre who have done so much for me.

Brittany Wiley
Since I'm such an outgoing person, 1 can't name all of the people that I d like to
here because there's a 75 word limit! Basically, if 1 talked to you, made you aug .

smile, laugh til you cried, or cried til you finally laughed, then I'm going ®
most, Mrs. Greene, Duerr, Butts, Garrett, Ladd, Stevens. Coach Brown, McKillip,

JD, Breeon, Trey. Jan/is,

on

Berner, Weaver. Mr. Garnett, c/o 08s squad, Quan, Doug-e n  ● n
Ay-Rob!. Tony. Ne-Ne, Trill, Jamie, Valenzia. Rebecca, Porshia, Dee Dee, Danielle
Dayna, Mahi, Taylor, J-Rock, and   _● Just fill your name in i orgo you
loll! Love y'all.

Dexter Stills
It's been a wonderful couple of years. Hard work, sleepy days, and tests all which I
encountered, paid off in the end. I have learned many things from my high school
chapter which is a good thing. The Class of 2008 RULES! I will miss the people I
knew and hope you all have lots of fun in the future.

Andrea Windover
Senior year is gone and it's time to say goodbye but many of you have ma e my
experience worthwhile. I have to thank my teachers for pushing me to o rny e . y
parents for being there when I needed them the most. Thanks to my girls. ^ \
Jackie, and Clarisse because they have my back no matter what.
Michael who has been there for me through thick and thin. Goodbye Fo amp e

Jamie Thomas
I would like to thank God for allowing me to make it this far. I thought I would never
see the day I'd be graduating high school. I can honestly say I will miss Ft. Campbell.
I've made a lot of friends throughout my high school years. I’m going to miss you all
next year. I want to say thank you to all of my teachers for everything and getting me
prepared for the world. Last but not least, I want to give a special shout out to
Brianna Reeves. You mean so much to me. I love you baby! Amaryllis Wilson i i r h wp

I want to say farewell to my best friend in the whole wide world, Jacky Cephus. vve
have been through so much and I am happy that I got a friend like you. so, w
say farewell to Kyle Moyers, Nichole V,, Chelsea Smith, Rachel B., my bro er

Butts, Ms. Ladd, Mrs. Lunsford, youDevante

Kendra Thompson
Cheerleaders: The Guns. Group: (Ambra BFF, Porshia. Kassidy, Erica, and Morgan)
Chris, I miss you. Rhonda, Tenesha, Alisha, Andree, Brittany M.. Jourdan, Katie.
Mallory, Chelsea, Cami, Megan, and JV cheerleaders. Football players: Josh #50,
Jesse #30, Maurice #8, Sean #7. Managers: Donovan  & Coach Moore. Congrats
football players for winning state. VIPs; Rissa, Aisha, Brianna W., Ms. B, Brooklyn,
Adrianna, Nitza, Mallory. Darron, Robbie #11, Brandon. Mario, Dex, Quan, Olan, &
anyone I missed.

, Ryan D. Lastly to Coach Berner. Mrs,
guys are the greatest teachers in the world. Class of 2008!!!!!

Ashlie Wise
Thanks to all my teachers, you've taught me a ^ ,y
for the love and support they've given me. Martha. Derek, Jackie, and Joe, ove you
guys, y'all are awesome. I will miss y'all while I'm at sea. Thanks for the memories.

Briana Wooten , _ ,

 family

First of all I wanna say goodbye to my bestest friends in this skooi, D® O'”®®
#1 (Figga) Hello Brooklyn. Brookie Brook uma homie, Nikia.
B'Anatryia, Trill, Jaymee, Anthony, Scooby, Jesse, Olan, Miss B. 9 V
sorry and 4 everyl else Haters if you ain’t got nobody 2 hale on e

lot about life. Big thanks to m

Sean Tighe
Thanks to everyone who I have met here for their company and support. My friends:
Zach, Chad, Aaron, Nic, Derek. Ren, Ryan, Chris. Jordan. Josh. Ian, R.J., Alan,
Mikey, Justin, Diego, Leon, Ashlee, Brianna, Evie, Rhonda, Melody, Ashlie, you guys
are the best and I will never forget you and all the great times we had together. I love
you guys. Good bye Fort Campbell High, State Champs!

Michael Watts
I enjoyed my years here at Fort Campbell, and there are a few people 1 want to
say goodbye to. Mrs. Duerr. you made English fun and easy. Goodbye to all my
friends. Sammantha. Nick, Trista, Chad, and all of you I didn't mention.
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Bodiford, Jessie 3, 6, 14, 44, 56, 66. 67, 148, 156.
163, 247

Bodiford, Joseph 79. 84, 191.204
Bontrager, Laura (Katie) 2. 18. 22, 29, 31,45. 46,
84. 99. 109. 192. 196. 197. 232. 233. BES1, BES2
Bontrager, Zachary (Zack) 3. 11. 14, 16, 19, 20. 31.
51,56. 98. 101. 151. 177. 192, 193. 214. 232. 233.

Carmona, Daynnah 30. 93, 96, 99, 111, 140. 146, 161.
Devlin, Stephanie 153, 197, 206
DeVose, Quiera 195. 206
Dickey, Eboni 2. 37, 72. 73, 77. 140. 143, 167, 190,

Dickey, Jannelle 32. 86. 145. 190. 193
Dieter, Yvonne 86, 97

Dilbeck, Kaylin 51,99. 109. 157. 187
Dillard, Brittany 33. 58. 165
Dille, Michelle 11. 70, 73. 133, 136, 146, 191
Dixon, Treasure 21,28. 45, 99
Dodson, Darrissa 11 14, 25. 45. 51.58, 66. 68.
102. 139

Dorsey, Antonette 14, 22. 58, 66, 70, 144, 151.
191,247

Dowden, Ren 26, 30. 58. 78, 179, 181.213, 247
Dowden, Ryan 28. 31,58, 127. 181, 213. 247
Drew, Chace 26, 58. 129. 190, 201
Dula, LaKeisha 34, 86, 157. 207

Dunleavy, Meagen 49, 97. 99. 109, 110. 125, 135,
146, 153, 185. 190

Duran, Anthony (Tony) 39, 51,83. 84, 86, 88, 91,
102, 146, 173. 176, 177
Durrante, Dexter 2, 6, 15. 27, 37. 44. 51.58, 66, 67,
69, 87, 109, 137. 140,’l59, 178, 179. 180. 181, 186,
187, 193. 213. 241,242. 247
Durrante, Raquan 6. 18, 40, 44. 70. 73. 80, 118.
132. 178, 179, 180. 186, 187. 190, 242, FES2

202

Fetterson, Timothy 19, 100,124, 136, 141, 161
Field, Erika 87. 98, 135, 139, 148

Fleming, Erica 1,3, 13, 38, 72. 74, 80. 98.142,150,
159, 180, 184, 185

Flint, Taquarius (Mario) 6,15, 25. 27, 44, 51,59,
66. 69, 104, 140, 142, 159. 183, 186, 194,236, 247
Flores, Thays 92. 100, 101, 109,142,160,191
Floyd, Dana 40, 44, 85. 87, 91, 112, 133, BES2
Foley, Aarlka46. 83, 86, 87. 88, 141, 174,177
Foley, Sammantha 11,48, 50, 82. 87,118,122,
127, 131, 156, 157, 167, 180, 183, 198.202, 209
Foster, Casey 10, 74, 83, 116
Fraley, Chase 78. 197. 204
Fraley, Jordan 38, 50. 59, 66. 78. 135, 179, 208,
213, 248

Fraley, Mason 40. 81. 100, 104, 140
Franklin, Brianna 97, 100, 138, 144
Freeman, Shaqeem 46, 96. 100.110, 130,133
Fuller, Devona 3, 11, 14, 59, 67, 105, 146, 169,
184, 185, 222, 248

IND 166

Carmona, Hannah 20, 28. 30, 71, 73. 81.85. 102, 136,
138. 161, 166. 167, 171,209, 220

Carter. Joshua (Josh) 13. 21.28. 71.73. 74. 81. 112,
127. 149. 160. 178. 180

Cartusciello, Cody 3. 40. 85. 88, 114. 151
Caseja, John Michael 77, 99, 109, 115
Casiano-Rivera, Angel 85, 93, 158
Cassity, Lockard 23. 31.45. 85, 88. 95. 108, 113,
BEST BES2
Castro. Mathew 7. 99. 145. 161. 194. 195. 208

Castro, Miguel 49, 73. 118, 133, 200
Castro, Xenia 19. 85. 99, 113, 132, 145, 180. 196. 197
Cephus, Jacqueline (Jacky) 2, 8. 14. 22, 53. 57, 66,
91, 136, 146, 149, 154, 155, 157, 162, 163, 165. 183.
236, 241,246

Cervera, Julio 38. 99. 173, 187, 194

Chapman, Jonathan (John) 81,85, 86. 117
Chavez, Adriana 20, 21.22, 39, 44. 48, 85, 88. 92,
113, 201

Christensen, Kellsy 19. 95. 99, 107, 183
Christian, Jesica 99, 132, 155. 187
Christopher, Makeda 49, 57, 59, 144, 161,246
Christy, Ashley 73. 143. 146, 148, 154, 159. 164
Clark, Zachary 105. 125, 202, 206
Claypool, Tyler 95, 97, 99. 130. 153
Clements, Kyle 40, 47, 99
Clendenin, Kane 77, 86, 111, 151 , 167

Clibrey, Joshua 3, 34. 86, 88, 156, 157,
Clibrey, Nicholas 91.99, 113. 156. 165, 171
Cloer, Joshua Seth 86
Cochran, Micah 134, 181, 206
Coleman, Jayson 99. 107, 135
Collett, Nicholas (Nick) 9, 10. 28, 73, 79. 118, 126,
131, 154. 156, 157, 160, 163, 199. 202, 208
Combs, Alexander (Alex) 31, 86, 88, 135, 148, 156,
182, 183. 190, 191,203, 204, FES2
Cook, Olivia 19, 78, 86. 93, 116. 132. 151. 166 167
202, FES1

Cooper, Douglas (Doug) 73, 80, 111, 125, 158. 162
Cornelius-Maze, Michelle 86. 195, 205
Cortez, Paula 44. 81,84, 98. 99, 206
Cortez, Shannon 12, 21,35, 37, 73, 145
Cothrine, Okoye 44, 71, 73, 79, 113. 134, 164 206
FES1

Craft, Jasmine 86, 117. 150, 207
Craft, Michael 73, 89, 123, 134
Craig, Nicole 11 , 73, 97. 98, 99
Crawley, Damenique 28, 34. 73, 112
Crisostomo, Rhianna 57, 82, 93, 127, 166, 202 246
FES2

Croft, Christopher (C.J.) 14, 16. 21,31.37. 50. 53, 57,
66, 76, 116, 122, 151, 163. 178, 179, 181.200, 213,
235, 239, 246

Cruz, Diego 56, 57. 58, 124, 139, 179, 180, 181. 194
Curtis, Victoria 19, 99, 106, 151,207

247
Acosta, Christopher (Chris) 9. 27. 138. 157. 207. Hale, Eric 74,128, 131. 143. 145,177, 208

Hall, Adam 15,16, 23, 35. 48, 51,54, 59, 68, 125.136.
147, 148, 163,201,207, 230. 248
Hall, Christian 29, 88,116
Hammock, Jacey 158,189, 204, 206
Handley, Clinton 97, 101,109, 207
Hanley, Kenneth 85, 88
Harmon, Codey 84, 98,101,107
Harris, Jacquelyn (Jasmin) 45, 47, 77, 81,97, 98,101
159, 201
Hart, Andrea 19, 45. 50. 85, 88.122,171,174

Hart, Brooklyn (Brooke) 21,38, 46. 96,101,109,110,
123, 142, 168, 174, 175
Hart, TJ 28, 74, 95, 119. 125, 208
Hartrum, Michael (Mike) 16, 44, 60, 77,128,140, 249
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Stephanie
Medina

Rhonda Taylor
Plummer

JordanMegan
Reilly

Right: Megan Reilly shows her frustration while trying
to get the alignment to match in the Faculty section.

Moyers

BrandennsKatie
Lassitter Miller VetetoLoucksBontrager Brock Cassity

Left: Branden Ward takes a quick nap
between classes at our summer workshop.

Brower Kelley

Right: Kyle Moyers, Jordan
Veteto, and Jeff Kelley flip

through magazines to help give
them headline ideas.

Left: The yearbook staff puts on a
Falcon fashion show during Spirit
Week. These kids have school spirit!

Left: Since we have limited

computers, the staff works
diligently on meeting their
deadline.

Below: The staff goes over what
each individual would like to see

in the book to get a general idea
of what direction we are heading

Right: Katie Bontrager takes
pictures of the humvees arriving

during Cool School.
Below: Katie Lassitter looks at

award-winning yearbooks to help
raise our book's standards.
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Above: The staff members help
organize students for their mug

pictures to be taken.

Above: Frau Loucks shows Katie
Lassitter a customer's e-mail
explaining what they want on their
senior advertisement.

Title: Begin Believe Belong
School: Fort Campbell High School

School Year: 2007-2008
Volume: 46

Advisor: Iris Loucks
Editor-in-Chief: Trent Brock

(  I,

● i
C.

Seeing this book in it's final stages was nothing
but relief. I think Frau and I had a very interesting
year, We both learned a lot. We hired a brand new
staff; we combined eleven very unique individuals,
and then there was me - the only returning staff
member. There were definitely those times when
we all got on each other's last nerve, however, we
had a lot of fun creating this book. Honestly, I
wouldn't trade it for anything. It was an
unforgettable piece of our lives. Again, I want to
thank the staff for their blood, sweat, and tears
that they put into this book. Thank you. I can only
wonder what next year will bring.. .

Publisher: Jostens
Address: 1312 Highway 48

Clarksville, TN 37040
Represenative: Becky Walker-Nichols

Job Number: 07484
Copies Published: 300

Above: The staff gets excited as
they view possible themes and
layouts they were told about at

the summer workshop in
Nashville.

Above: Stephanie Medina looks
over what she needs to change
on her page.
Left: Trent Brock shows Taylor
Plummer some common mistakes
to look for on yearbook pages.

Cover Material 1: Blue Ribbon 465
Cover Material 2: High Gloss Litho 478

Cover Application 1: Process Color 317
Cover Application 2: UV Coating Cover 350

Cover Application 3: White 325
Grain: Linen (Cutout)

Lamination: Super Matte
Designed By: David W. Shelton

Trent Brock
Yearbook Editor Above: While browsing for layout

ideas in a magazine, Rhonda
Miller points out a mistake.

Pages: 256 Process Color
Body Copy: Helvetica, size 10

Design: YearTech OnlineTable of contents, title page, and colophon created by Trent Brock,
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